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ABSTRACT

A relatively new institution- -the gomvnity Deelopmeat Corporation

-.-has emerged in recentyears to help counter the continuing social and

economic deterioration of many of the nation's communities: Assessing

the performance bf theseorganizations is both complex .and important.

Recognition of this need motivated the initiation of this evalmationof

three Ford Foundition-supported CDCs in relation to their stated

objectives- The work centered on the examihation,of CDC performance

relative to output targets (milestones) that were both identifiable

and quantifiable. The milestone targets, developed in 19731for the

following year, were targets over which the CDC would legitimately be

expected to have some control. In addition to reporting the findings

on CDC performance relative to these targets,-qualitative factors

which bear importantly on the meaningful analysis and evaluation of

._CDCs are discussed.
t),
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CHAPTE 1

INTRODUCTION

This paper is a report of an evaluation study and about some key issues

involved in evaluating social programs. In February 1972, The Urban Institute

was asked tly the Ford Foundation to investigate the feasibility of designing an

evaluation system for Foundation-supported community development corporations. A

system was subsequently designed and partially implemented over the period of

July 1, 1972 to July 1, 1974. The major foods of the first round was the.assess-

ment of the performance of three CDCs, Bedford Stuyvesant Restoration Corporation,

The Woodlawn Organization, and The Zion,don-ProfitCharitable Trust, from July 1,

1973 to July 1, 1974. The results of the eyalUatlon are- reported here.

From the outset, The Ford Foundation and The Urban Institute staff both

treataberiously the question of whether or not a usable evaltIttion system could

be devised for CDCs. In the report on the feasibility study, we wro-e' "'

Throughout the discussions between Ford Foundation and Urban
Institute representatives there was universal awareness and agree-

' ment about the difficultieS of accomplighing hard, quSntitative

evaluations of CDC activities. The Ford CDC prograM is appropriitely\

a high-risk social development effort and it is by(no means clear

that a credible and realistic quantitative evaluation can be accomplished.

, . A-major reason for undertaking the evaluntio4 is to further

explore ,the' possibility of de \eloping qUantitative measures of the

impact of innovative social programs such as CDCs for decision

making.1 '

Several approaches to improved evaluation were explored while doing

the feasibility study. These were:

(1) further analysisOf40ast and current federal evaluations of

programs related CDCs;

(2) comparative analysis of.CDC and non-CDC instruments for

iMinorrty econamic,development;

(3). quantitatiVe mileitones for the Ford Foundation CDC Progranr;

and

.(4) projeat evaluation ,for the use of CDC directors.

ii; The third alternative was chosen after discussians between Foundation offi-

cials and Urban Institute staff. At that time, it was recognized that there'dik
.11$

1. "Evaluating Ford-Supported Coninunity Development Corporationa.- A

Feasibility Report and Proposal," Harvey A. Garn and John Deutch, May 15, 1972,

p.-2.
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2

not exist a mutually agree set of criteria for thedetermklation of "reasonable',

performance" "by a CDC or a consolidated body of data on current performance levels.

ated in the selected alternative were to be quantitative,The milestes contem

targets set for eac' CDC which took account of its funding levels, prograMs, and

community circum ances. Data to be collected Were to be used as a basis for

generating " sonable performance" standards over time and documenting CDC achieve-

ments rela ive to such standards.

Ipoth the characteristics of CDCs and the state of evaluation methodology

help explain the concern which was felt about how to determine reasonable perfor-

mance standards. The wide variety of institutions which call themselves CDCs, the

relatively short time in which they have operated, and the atypical characteristics

of their operating environments make it extremely difficult to tell what criteria

should be used in assessing them and,, hence, whether the CDC e2iperiment has succeeded

or failed. Examples that might be viewed as successes and failures of particular

activities supported within the CDC framework an be readily found. But such ad

hoc examples are not particularly-helpful in painting a complete picture.
-\

Although there has been a considerable body of literature developed which

discusses CDCs, a sufficiently broad and simultaneously detailed framework had

not emerged which would permit conclusive assessments to be drawn about CDC per-
.

form ce as we began our work. We attempted, to develop a perspective which would

hel improve understanding of what kind of an institution the CDC is (both in terms
. ,

of its structure aid in comparison with other institutions), how such ark 'institu-

tion might be evaluated, and how key policy issues associated with its operation

and eNistence can be addressed. This kind of a framework is required in judging

whether or not the performance of a p4ticular CDC is reasonable or acceptable

and in order to make assessments about appropriate palicies. This.papei, there-
..

fore, is a discussion of some of the key issues involved in approaching the analysis

and evaluation of community development corpqretions as well as a report on their

performance.

Vow to, Conceive' of e CDC

The conception of a CDC developed here requires -for its explanation somaEng
.4;.more than a definition. There (are so many variants in structural form, ownership,

r

And program structure among CDCs that it seems fairly pointless to become overly
1._.

. enamored of a simple, definition. Some elements of a definition, of course, spring
_

..!-
forth from the name. CDCs usually are corporations - -as opposed to governmental

/
bodies or more loosely kn# bul

>i

ess enterprises. They usually have an identifiable

. , .
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set of links with a particular community, although the nature of the linkage varies.

And they/ysually are concerned with an array of programs that have development._

political, social, and economic--as their stated purpose.

This mix of programs--some with private market analogues and some with public

(governmental) analogues - -is a distinctive feature of CDCs, however they are organ-
.

ized.=Typically, the Activity" mix of a CDC consists, in part, of direct production

and provision of goods and services. In addition, CDCs mobih.ze additional resources,

including goods and services produced by;others, for use or distribution within the

community. They,also, intervene in the process of goods and services .'delivery be-

tween other producers on behalf of their community residents'. Por example, CDCs

engage in ope ating some commercial and business enterprises; providing assistance

to other r repreneurs; providing-manpower training; guilding, rehabilitating, and

managing housing; providing.access .to welfare and related services; and dealing

with public agencies (such'as the police, fire departments, and schools), on behalf

of .community residents. In short, they are hybrid organizations, quasi-private

and quasilpubtic,
lop.

The local communities in which CECs operate tend to suffer from significantly

worse conditions than the cities in which they are located as a conseqUence of the.

kroader social, economic, and political forces at work. These adverse' effects are-
.

evidenced by, for'example, high unemployment and underemplo ent rate', low income

/
levels,'deteriorating housing, inferior schools, and high prime rates in the

communities served. The massive combination of such conditions in a-partICUlar

community creates. a serious enough problem that residents, by individual action, .

stand little chance Of-improving the situation significantly. Furthermore,/privSte

firms seeking the maximization of return on their investments- havejittle incentive

to attack the overall problems, especially' when bett r alternative locations are

available. 0

The'corrective mechanism for this kind of situation is meant to be the

government, but it seems cleitr that the appropriate govermnients are not' unctIoning'

adequately in this regard. Generally, governments simply do not have the incentives

to address problems of this kind at the community level. One reason this is true

is that the appropriate governments normally represent a larger and more hetero-

geneous population that includes the CDC community as only -'a subset. Political

considerations may preclude's governments effort to redistribute income or goods

and services from one community to another (usually less politically powerful)

community,

(



Some institution, therefore, is needed to perform the combination of private

and publib activities which address the collective concerns of the'cammunity,

without,, on one hand, being constrained to, maximize profits from its priva,te

activities or,' on the other hand, being constrained by the political interests'

of the broader city. A CDC,'we argue, is such an institution--one which takes

as its primary objective the improvement of community welfare, rather than private

profits; sales, or re-election. Its performance, therefore, should be judged on

a different basis from a private firm or a broader, governmental entity.

If the collective activities of the CDC are viewed as attempts to improve

community welfare, the ultimate test of,its efficacy is the degree to which it

does this given limited resources. The assessment of CDC performance relative

to this objective, then, requires an undeisstanding ofthe connections between

resources, activities, and community welfare outcomes in the context of the

special characteristics of'CDCs andtheir operating environments. In order to

develop meaningful performancp standards for CDCs, in our view, theie complex

relationships need much more serious exploration than they have received to date.,

Throughout this study one of our major concerns was to structure a way of

thinking 'about these complex interactions that would provide a basis for more

rigorous investigation of the issues involved in judging CDCs in their proper

context. We have discussed some of these issues in. separate papers.' Here, we

'will identify only a few broad classes.4 issues which bear significantly on the,

!analysis and evaluation of ,CRCs.. -Then, after a brief discussion of the rationale,

!design, and process of the completed, initial phase of this evaluation, we will

, move directly to the. report of our findingefer the three CDCs.

One major themp which requires attention perLans to the connections between

CDC resources and outputs. It is important to notice that many CDC,activities,'

such as iegource mobilization, negotiations with public agencies, residents, and

other producers of goods and services, such as educational and health services, do not

directly prodphe identifiable goods. The outcomes resulting from these and similar

activities are not only more or fess intangible, .but many are dependent in part

of the - participation of other parties. In the case Of health services, for example,

1. "Pr gram Evaluation and Policy_Analysis of Community DeveloOnent Corpora--
- tions," Han/ y, A. Garn, Urban Institute Working Paper 0719-01-6, October 28, 1974;

"Costs: Es iffiation and Use in the Evaluation of CDCs," Nancy L. Tevis, Urban Institute

Working P er 0719-01-4, Auvust 1974; "On the Need fOr'a Set of 'Community Welfare -
4 .

Weights for Community Development Corporations," Carl E. Snead, Urban Institute
Workin Paper 0719 -01 -7, November 1974; "An Approach. to Issue Analysis for CDCs,",
Hare A. Garn, Nancy L. Tevis, Carl' E. Snead, Urban Institute Working Pape

07 -01.43P, AuRst 1974.

//
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the responsiveness, or role, of the beneficiary clearly affects the ultimate come

even though the CDC is held accountable as the provider of the health service. The

main implication of this feature of the CDC's program mix is that meaningful output

identification is both difficult and important. Careful attention should be paid

to the distinctions among different classes of CDC activities and what these imply

1

bet interpreting variatiAlsin output levels` achieved.

It should, also, be recognized that the particular set of cumulative adverse

.,conditions existing in.a community will produce variations in the naturt and severity

of constraints on the operation of CDC programs in different communities.t. Similarly,

the mix of activities and degree of emphasis on particular programs are likely to

,

.

vary across CDCs because of differences in the set of community problems each CDC
,

is.attemptitng to address. These considerations are crucial to the development of

appropriate expectations about output levels whicti'can be achieved,.for given re-

source expenditures. Such standards do not now exist and if 'alley are to be meaning-
(

fuf, shoul inc porate the differential effects of thege special constraints on

theprodOction.'possibilities (feasible resource-output combinations) of CDCs.
A

But one wants to know more than what output levels are possible. .0ne, also,

'wants to know boll important or valuable the outputs are to the community'being

,.served. This requires the development of valuation criteria or rules for attaching

relative values to different outputs. 17 many evaluation studies, an assumption

is Made that the worth of an output is accurately reflected in its market price..

.Thatis, a house is worth what the purchaAer gays or a job is worth what the

.: employee is paid. This frequent assumptioh is.inadequa#0 for our 'purposes becaus

it ignores the cumulative adre conditions and externalitiet which,are well' retog

IliZed to cause discrepancies between "market", value and "social "-Value and because

it implies that the' value Of the output ro an individual is equivalent to its valde

'to the-community. If neighborhood .effects are not completely accounted fOr by
,

variations in the price of housing, there Will be a divergence between, the price =
e

paid for a house and its utility to the owner.2 If home ownership provides Positive

neighborhood effects - .(appearance,
maiktenance, increased sense .of` stability and- ..-f

security), the gains to5 the' community greater than the gains realized by the
.

home purchaser.,:In short, some meant of reflecting community value is required.

,

1. We 'distinguish between the production of goods and service provision. 1,

Within the service group, we further distinguish: (1) those which affect tangibIt-)

assets; (2), those which affedt client attributes or charaeristics; and (3) brokerage
.

'serviced. -' .

That is, market_and gocial value coincide (it is argued) in those cases

where the market operates. perfectly; but not otherwise.

- 1.3
MI6



The Rrocess of derivineappropriate methods for attaching such relative

values to CDC outputs from the community's point of view is difficult because there

is no definitive basis fdr. generating community values. One possibility, obviously,
--

is to systematically sample the population of the community.. There are many problems

with attitude surveys, however, particularly in designing survey' instruments which

measure both the level and intensity of preferences and in interpreting responses.
1

In any case,,the level of resources available'for this eve =t ion study precluded

a formal sample survey.

GiveP-that-a-aatisfactory survey was not feasible within, the resource

-constraints of the study, an alternative method of signing relative values to

CDC outpUts was developed. Essentially, the id9a behind the suggested method

was to expfess, in quantitative terms, factors which 'roduced a need for a .community

organization such as a CDC and to use these factors to ight outputs (expressed

in either physical or monetary unitsI. We suggested that all communities within

'a metropolitan area had the sameokind and,degree of problems, t ere would be no-
.

o special need for a community organization to deal with these problems. Similarly,

ifell communities were alike theiricondition would not provide any basis f if-
,

ferentially allocating resources among communities.

These arguments, suggest developing weighting factors which are ratios of

conditions in the community relative to the rest of the city. We called these

factors "community Welfare weights" to distinguish them from market prices which

are normal4 used to weight Outputs in.benefit terms. More technical aspe)s-of
t 2 D

such a' weighting system are discussed elseyhere. .It is sufficient'fOr purposes'

of thi' summary to state that one effect,of using these weights to.attach more

significance to actiltities which address the sources of,greatestdiaparity between

the community and the city of which it is a part. Another effect i$ to provide
>

clues to funding sources or CDCs.in'their choice Of program conlOone ts.

Athird mayor area what bears importantly on the meaningful a alYsis .and.

evaluation of CDCs we might refer to as institutional-Community dynamics. It "

1. Recent developments in this area show promise for future application.
Approach to Issue Analysis fOr CDCs," Harvey A. Garn, Nancy L.,Tevis, Carl E.

fhead,Urban Institute Working Paper 0719 -01 -3, August 1974;

2. "The Integration. of Equity and Effickency,driterie in Public Project
Selection," Harvey A. Garn, Martin C. McGuire, Economic Journal, Volume LXXIK,,
December 1969. Reprinted in Redistribution to the' Rich and the Poor,, The Grants'

Economics of Income Distribution, Kenneth E. Bouldinvand.-Martin Pfaff, eds.;
Wadsworth Publishing Company, Belmont, California, 1972k "Problems in the Cooperative
Allocation of Ptiblic'Expenditures," Harvey A. Garn, Martin C.-McGuireAuarterly
Journal of Economics, Volume LXXXIII, February 1969; "On theNee0 for a Set of
'Community Welfare Weights' for Community Development Corpiorations," Carl.E. Snead,

Urban Institute Working Paper 0719-01-7, November 1974. \.

1 40
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seems clear that many of the major issues per ining to the,prospects forCDCs

will require analysis of the major interactions dng three separable groups:

(1) actual or potential development support institutions; (2) the C6Ce.s a devel-
,

opnent institution within a community; and (3) community group interests or the

,

particular interests of individuals in the communit;\ Both qualitative and quan

titatiye rnfonnation about the key variables 'which affe t the highly complex, mutual

interaction among these groups needs to be developed in order to atsess the problems

and prospects for,CECs as institutions which must mobilizkmany of their resources:

from one group =- development support institvtions--while attempting to allocate

those resources .in ways which relate to the needs and interests bf ,
anothegroup--

0

their ccamuniy constituents. Itisimportant--to resource suppliers, the CRCs,

and' the communityto understand the potential conflicts implicit in this situation

and to develop -arrangements in which such conflicts -can be resolved or ameliorated.
1

Of the three broad categiaries of issues noted above, the initial evaluation

focused primary attention on the first area of concern: the connections between

CDC resources and outputs. "In particular, the objective of -_this phase was to

'determine- what the specific outputs of CDC' activities are expectedio be (milestones)

and the- levels of)these Outputs (qUantified milestoneS) which are achieved. This

//

kind of information provides one of the components necessary to generate reasonable

performance standards.

The establishment and examinittion of performance relative to such milesto

t
,

efore are at the core of this evaluation. We worked with CDC managers tO'

establis Milestone targets for essentially all of the actiVities of the CDCs.
.

Our major pUrpo in working with the CDCs to establish targets lorbthe,outputs

mp.., of the CDCs, in addit

to emphasize that the effe

to their immediate use in oueyaluation, were ll- first,
,

- t :k

ye management.of diverse activities, such as those

customarily carried out by CDCs,

and, second, to initiate within the

output goals could be, established in a

"Tangible" is used here to distingui

'units to be" rehabilitated- orsquare 'feet of,i

equires the setting of tangible output goals;

DCs a process by means of which such tangible

stematic way.

targets such as .number of 'housing
,

ustrial space to be filled, from

a Changes in the commyrhity's .,,
.

. At the beginning of-tfie

tmportant; but less dchievable,.autcbmes, such
c

unemployment rate, median income level, or%crime ra

evaluation process we emphasized tg both the Foun&Itio and' the CDCs that quan-

, 1 t

titative relationships between outcomes, such as those ins icated,by the latter

k . .0

1. ,"An Approach to Issue Analysis for CDCs," Harvey A. gam, Fancy E°.,Tevis,

Carl E. Snead, UrbanInstitute,Woricing Paper 0719-01-3, August 1974.
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set of variables and the levels:of CDC activities, were virtually impossible to

.establish. `We recognize, of course, that the long-term goali of the CDCs are to

initiate and participate in community-orierkted processes which will have.theresult

of improving overall conditions in the community as they might be expressed. in such-
,

gene;ai indicator Shorter-run CDC goals, however, should not be stated in terms.

of ,changes in such indicators. Th is due to the fact that variables, ,'such as

the unemployment rate and comunity income level, are influenced by many factors

outside the control, of the CDC. - It is virtually impossible to establiph, quanti-

tatively, the degree. to which CDC activities contribute to observed changes_ in
1.-

such variables. 'The milestone targets, therefore, relate to outcomes over which

the CDC can legitimately be expected to have some4tontrol. Chapters 2 through

5 discuss the miletones relative to performance from July 1, 1973 to July 1, 1974 ,

for the entities of the three CDCs evaluated.

-

Although milestones were auallished with each CDC, more needs to be done to

formalize and use this process within the CDCs. In general, the milestone targets

were eAablished'in conversations and communications betweeil the indivd4a1 managers
. a
and staffs of the subsidiary organizations of the CDCs and our staff. In this initial

phase of our evaluation, the implications of the output targets set within each sub-

sidiary activity were not co sidered in aggregate in terms of their implications for

the total' CDC ffort);

A potential value of target setting, aside from-review by funding sources, is
.

that it tan provide a mechanism for. all of the senior managers of the CDC to consider

potentialtrade-offs-among program activities in a systematic way. The process
3

of setting milestone targets can be formau 4, ma

can se

...

tpuetargets -in conjunctipdwith,the evaluation staff: After this is gone,

. meetings with a the senior manager's of the CDC' should be held to consider the

: - tally

. 1

joint implications of an poasible'trade-offs between these individual output targets.

The C of such a formal proces6-4-at_the beginning of this evaluation is not a

criticism of the CDC management during the tialphase of our evaluation. Estab-

lishing the possibility of milestone target setting n ts possible uses prior to
-...,

,attempting to make the process a more formal planningmethani was essential.
.

'N In the work reported here, therefore, the development of consistent information

labout tuts and output targets occupied a major plortion of the time avai able.
2

4-

1. Many of the milestone categories were utilized during the_evaluation p riod,
particularly in the Restoration Corporation, for in-house reporting and review.- This
call lead to. more interactive forward planning and should be encouraged.

2. In this process, we attempted to reach an effective compromipe between the
amount of information we solicited directly_in interviews with CDC staff members
and the amount of information we derived from documentation provided by'the CDCa.

C-`
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Initially, we visited each CDC to discuss prdg ams- and solicit information, brh
,

verbal and documdntary, from CDC staffs-. We
f

htn compiled an extensive list f

possible milestones. We discussed these vaxi bles and our initial data deriv-
.

tions with the CDC staffs, for suggestions an clarifications of some of the da4a.
!

The next step was to develop complete m lestone tables for each CDC activity,

included the varihblel and quantity of- jach milestone variable produced in

the period, JUly 1, 1972 tciJuly 1,'1973. a subsequent visit to ea,C1) CDC, wt

consulted with'the
appropriate sti40qeMbers to develop a set lof targets f

accomplishment over the period, July 1, 1973 to 1974. These targets

were established early in the above time period. On our last i-dtci visits,

data on the actual quantities oftlie milestones achieved-were. gathere---2-----

During .the course of these visits, extensive material was obtained froim

each CDC. (including financial data),w,hich described CDC programs and activities

more broadly than the quantitative data included in the milestones. These material

were reviewed and analyzed by our staff between visits to dne CDCs..

I.

t
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CHAPTER 2

, .

THE BEDFORD STUYVESANT RESTORATION CORPORATION

-*

The Bedford Stuyvesant Restoratibfi Corporation'id the most widely known

,CDC participating in this evaluatidn and, p`iihapi,' in the nation. It is, giso, 1

the largeSt CDC which.has been cregtea to serveminoritY communities. Restorati

prominence is attributablejlpth-to the circumstances surrouhaing its creatidid

1967 as the first CDC to be funded under the Special Impact Program and its 'demon-

n's

strated ability tb retain Abstafliai funding.
,

In 1966, Bedford Stuyvesant's severe problems, of physical and economic decay

and increasing social bitterness' caught the attention of Senato s Kennedy and,

Javits. The pressing need for a solution to the critical co itions existing 'in

Bedford Stuyvesant and other communities with similar pro ems prompted the Congress'

to pass legislation, introduced by the Senators from New/York, letablishing,the
/ ,04 '

Special. Impact Program. The purpose of this amendment, Xo.the Economic Opportunity
...-, ,

Act was "to establish special programs : . . directed.t,4-. . . have an Appreciable
.

.
%

impact in such ccimmunities and neiefgrhoods lin arxesting tendencies toward depen-

dency, chronic unemployment, sand rising community tensions . . , .-
,- ..,

Whether or not the SIP amendmeyit would-have passed Congress without the
( ,,_,.---

y'aided for Bedford Stuyvesant at the timespecific program envisaged

the, legislation was oduced is /debatable. The Bedford Stuyvesant prograni,

how6,ter, offkred a promising new approach and had substantial 'support:from Nec:ir

.

York's business. and financial community. Specifically, the plan was to\25ge

the resources of government; business; and local residenp to launch a compie-
. .

hensive redevelopvedt effort in BedfordStuyvesant. Two separate, tax-exempt

corporatidns were established which would .cooperate in implemen ng the program.
y ,

The Restoration Corporation, representing about 400,000 local re idents; would be

,responsible for implementing specific tctivities assisted by its sister cor pora- '\

-tion, D & S, representingjegtablished business and financial interests in New York

$ As Joint sponsors, of the Bedford Stuyvesant Opgram, hoth corporations required

the support of the federal government in order to Carrrout their'plans.

1. Public Law 89-794, 89th Congress, H. R. 15111, November 8, 1966, "Economic

Opportunity Amendments of 1966," Part.D-L-SpeolalImpadt Programs, Sec. 131 (a),

p. 5..

11
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Subsequent to the legislative passage of the Special Impact Program, Regtora-

tion and D & S became the first organizations to receive financial assistance. In

June, 1967, the corporations began operations with an $8.6 million three-year

contract with the Department of Labor. The Ford-Foundation contributed to the

initiation of the program with a $750,000 grant for the girst year Of operations,

million'during the second year, and $1.8 million during the third year.

As far as we know, no other minority CDC has been conceived and implemented
"

with as large a level of financial, political, and business support_as Restoration

received in its early years. These beginnings have had a significant influence on

411 the evolution of Restoration as a CDC with a sophisticated corporate structure and

strong internal organization. Continued growthin expenditure levels during recent

years demonstrates the corporations' success in maintaining the external support
;

of both the private and public sectors. In fiscal year 1974, the year coinciding

with .this evaluation period, Restoration's expenditgres reached a level of $14.5

miltiOn, about 60 percent higher than fiscal year 1971 expenditures ofg$8.9 million.
e 41.

The Ford Foundation oen-Cributed more than $1 million during this period. Increas-e
ing assumption of managerial and operational responsibilities by Restoration in

recent years, culminating in the merger of remaining D & S staff within Restoration

in 1974, is indicative ofiRestotatio-nqj progress with respect to internal develop-

''
ment. Restoration's institutional development as a vehicle for the revitalization

?
,

of Bedford Stuyvesant has followed a relatively steady and even path.' Unlike some

other CDCs, it has not deviated significantly from its original course, but has

wdrked to formalize and-refine the basic premisds underlying its initial design.

In terms of'an overall strategy for improving the quality of life in Bedford

Stuyvesant, Restoration has maintained an approach concentrating on pro grams

directed toward-the physical and economic development of the area as well as social.

service programs.

This chapter is a summary discussion of Restoration's- specific' activities

and performance during the period of our evaluation, particurly during the mile- .

stoneear July 1, 1973 through July 1, 1914. Some general observations about the

structure ofRestoratiortiprograms are necessary to put the individual activities

into perspective.

As of April 1, 1974 all Restoration programs and subsidiaries were reorgani

into three corporate divisions: (1) Physical Development Division, (2) EconoMi

Development Division, and (3) Non-profit Community ProgratIn Division. Ite.fiis

two divisions contain the programs which are currently considered profit ce ers

19
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or potential profit centers. The Non-profitCommunity Program Division contains

programs in the development stage.which may or may not become profit centers in

dIs

the future.

Community development corporations like Restoration, contain both profit

and nonprofit centers and recognize that subsidization on. a long-term basis for

all their activities is unlikely. They have responded to this recognition in

two ways--first, by increasingly organiiing their, activities in such a way as to

clearly identify activities which may become profitable, and second, by emphasizing

that, although they strongly desire self-sufficiency, becoming self-sufficient is

-2likelic to take a considerable time.

The major funding source for Restoration (the Special Impact Program) has

increasingly emphasized self.sufficiency .through physical, commercial, andeconomic

development.
1 This*tmphasis is reflected in Restoration's SIP II/ proposal, where

they say: k, -

--
c'

ln 1966, we were a vision; in 1967, a reality; and in 1972,

we have become the' prime force in the rebuilding of a vast ghetto

through physical -development, economic ,development and a spiritual

rededication of people. We want a stake in the future,-an equity

stake that will alla,r'us to truly participate in this great enter-

-
. prise. A continuing lef if ort is not built A grants and debt, but

:'.64

on capital. - A

$4'

.1: .
the principal thetw.for the first half of SIP IV,

although' it may not be frequently-artixu1430 in this document,
is the consolidation and refinement'of programs, companies, and

concepts that are already in place.
2

F

A recent reorganization of Restoration is a step inconsolidatir and refine-
.

ailet4.

ment. The Physical Development Division brings toge4' Alder one vice president

the following entities..
----., %.

.

..,:.,

1.,, Restoration Development-Corporation (RDC),
',

=,-- 2. e
v 2. Restoration,Developmemt Corporation Commercial Center (RDC-CC),

.,

)

,

,..

3. Restoration'Construction Corporation (RCC), ..,

4. Restoration Funding Corporation (RFC),

5. Sheffield Rehabilitation Corporation (SRC), and'

6. Property Management and the FHA Securing and Maintenance Program.

These entities carry out activities concerned with acquiring and utilizing prop-

erty, constructing commercial and housing stock, rehabilitating housing,.and

. managing it. Additionally, the Restoration Funding Corporation proyi!des services

to facilitate home purchase by community residents.

1. See National Advisory Council'on Economic Opportunify:Sixth Annual

, Report, June, 1973 -, Washington, D.jC., U,S. Government Printing Office, 1973.

2. Proposal for Grant UnAer Title VaTI, Part A of The'Econdmic Opportunity

Not of 1964, as amended for Special Impact Program IV.in Bedford-Stuyvesant,

Brooklyn, New York.
O-

ra

l4 u- --



The Economic Development Division contains investment and loan funds,

management and technical assistance functions:1-and.those business corporations

wholly owned by Restoration. Included in the first category are the local business

development fund, the industrial development fund, communications investment fund,

and the equity investment fund. The management and technical assistance functions

at" the Economic Development Division are not currently condUCted, as a separate

corporation.

The Non-profit Community Program Division contains the following programs:

1. Area development, including five neighborhood centers run by
the R'estoration Corporation,

2. The Comprehensive Manpower Program,

3. The Constructidt Worker Training Program;

4. The Home Improvement Program,

5. 'Day Care Program,

6. The Health Center Program,

7. The Billie Hgliday Theatre,

8. Research, Planning, and Evaluation section,

9. Public Information, Government Relations, and Fund Raising.,

The expenditure levels-and relative emphasis on the three major programs
A

from 1970 to 1974 are shown in Table 1, Combined physical and economic develo

menteXpenditures have almost doubled over this period. Non-profit program

expenditures have increased by about 50 percent.

A".' Physical Development Division

The Physical Development Division brings together the,subsidiary and

divisional entities related to real estate-development, housing, and construction.

Real estate development has been a major component of Restoration's program from
4

the beginning, but is now seen asla.major focus for the Corporation.

t -- During our evaluation, the Physical Development subsidiaries for which

milestones were establAiled were:

. 1. Sheffield Rehabilitation Corporation--a nonprofit corporation
for purchasing properties to be rehabifitated, planning the
rehabilitation, arranging financing, and supervising construc-
tion work;

2. Property Management Gr oup--a subdivision within Restoration
for mapagingResloration-owned,properties and the FHA Seduring
and Maintenance Program;

4

3. ,Restoration Funding Corporation - -a for-profit mortgage company;

21
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Table 1

L

EXPENDITURES
Fiscal Years Ending June' 1971, 1972, 1973, *end 1974

.

iii

,

,

June 1971 June 1972 June 1973

, .

June 1974

.

Amount

($)

. .

Per-

cent

Amount
($) _

,-

Par-
cent

Amount
($)

,

Per..?

cent

Amount

($)

.

Per-
cent

Physical Development

4,379,419

133,271

463,450
56)

#

(;20)

(12)

( 12)

(100)

, 4,762

, 150,970
,

..

593 (%)46

( 60)
A

1,

- ,.1

.

( 14)

.

( 13),

( 13)

(100)

-

:

6,558,60T

181,906

408,020
( 59)

( 16)

( 14)

( 11)

9,754,763

:

219,464
L

576,709

"`

.

,,,..,../

( 72)

( 11)

( 10)

)

(100)

.

,- Community Facilities,

Housing Rehabilita-
ti4n, Construction,
& related {activities,

. ,

Mortgage Pool'

Federal HOusing
Administration
activities

Total

Economic Development

4,976,140;(

'1,201,041

620,462

5,808,778

790,207

510,66

7,148,533

1,413,446

- 519,527

10,550,936

o'

636,220

420,992

Business Develop -'

ment Loans &.equity
.

Other
Total

.

.

Non-Profit Community

1,821,503

754,316
t ,

173,953
.

114 185,.,

1,300,862

925,273

.

234,432

121,988

1,932,973

-

1,070,311

247'7459-

381,895

985,557

207,443

349,861

Area Development.

Comprehensive. Man-
power

Community Services
Total .

Central Administration

1,042,4:74

1,110,013

.

1,281,694

1,201,863
/

,1,694,665

1,289,722

1,543,361

1,383,028

,-/

Grand Total
.

8,950,130 9,593,203 12,065,893(100)14,534,537

Source: The figures are compiled from previous financial statements and are approxima.te,

because of shifts in organizational structure over the years. Depreciation is

excluded.
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Restoration Development Corporation of Bedford Stu sant, Inc.
--a for-profit development company; .

5 RDC Comfiercial Center, Inc.--a for-profit corporation for
developing, building, leasing, and operating the Commercial
Center;

6. BSR Construction Company--a forprofit general contracting firm._

Each of these entities are discussed below. The Physical Development
A

subsidiaries are a tangible representation of the importance of real estate

development in Restoration's overall strategy, and of the recOgnition that Bedford

Stuyvesant has a stock of housing and other structures which are worth utilizing

as a major asset in attacking the community's problems.

1, Sheffield Rehabilitation Corporation

The Sheffield' Rehabilitation Corporation was organized as a nonprofit cor-

poration iii Detember, 1969. The corporation was set up to buy and sell real

property 'in Bedford Stuyvesant. Aside from its ownership role, SRC engages in

renovation of property which it will either hold and lease or resell.

There Are plans to link the rehabilitation program with the RFC mortgage

pool as renovated housing becomes available for sale. RFC did not expect these

plans to materialize before 1975. The rehabilitation program of Sheffield Reha-

bilitation was linked, for a time, with.the RestoratiOn Construction Corporation.

Sheffield Rehatilitation developed the plans for rehabilitation, including archi-

tectural design, financial feasibility, cleat:linces, and financial arrangements.

Restoration Construction Company was used as the general contractor for the
.,;.,.

,construction work. This arrangement has since'been changed as a. result of several

problems with the performance of RCC, and its subcontractors. Sheffield Rehabili-

tation is now acting as the generaii. 6dtractOr for renovation work, in addition to

its other responsibilities. Sheffieft Rehabilitatio is lidked to Restoration's

economic development objectives through its use of lo

A
al minority subcontractors

where feasible.

These-linkages with other programs are cited because' Restoration views its

real estate development programs as activities which, enhance economic development

goals as well as housing goals. In the SIP IV'proposal, Restoration states:

Real estate development is involving -local residents at all
levels so that the wages earned d expertise derived therefrom will
remain -in-- Bedford Stuyvesant., T e Corporationi are shaping their
real estate program to further this goal.. The builder, the.developer,
the architect, the engineer, the general contractor, the sub-contractor,

23 st
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the laborer, the property manager, and e mortgage broker should

.all be Bedford-Stuyvesant residents.l
0

The fundamental direct goal of SRC, however, is to'efficiently repir and renovate

housing units which are structurally sound km_order to help arrest the physical

deterioration of Bedford Stuyvesant. In practicikhis means acquiring properties,

planning the needed work, arranging financial packages, and, now, superVising

construction.

Early experience with the program, beginning in 1968, was valuable as a

learning device, although jobs 'sometimes took lan ;er than expected and as a result

units were more costly to complete. This e4lains., at least in pare, why only 27

units had been completed as of July 1, 1972. ,Restoration concluded from its

experience that:?

(1) the rehabilitation program has both a strong vivai and

economic impact;

(2) unit costsoof acquisition and' rehabilitation are lower than

unit costs of new housing-for-Coin-Tot-fable quality;3 and

(3) operation of the Program led to the.evelopment of "sound

prdcedures and techniques." .

.

.Clearances through the required bureaucratic chinery and development of

financial sources have been major'problems. Building Department approval is re-
/

quired on all rehabilitated uAits Piior td construction, and, in turn, construction

is subject to approval prior to obtaining certification of the unit for occupancy.

Such requirements exact a toll both in .terms of time andrfunds: Funds, of course,-,

are not overly abundant for rehabilitation work. The federal government initiated

a moratorium on all such, work during our evaluation period. This adversely affected

the achievement ormi/ lestone targets. Sheffield Rehabilitation has been seeking

funding sources oEher than the federal" government. Although this effort has.ndt

yet resulted in many completed units, numerous alternatives have been explored and

delays due to funding should be reduced.
, .

1. The adoption of this gpal refleCts an awareness of t4e systematic inter-

connections required in major efforts.

2. These observations are from the SIP IV proposal. _ ,

3. Restoration estimates that currANt. acquisition and rehabilitatibn costs

are about 60 percent of the costs of new Rolling. The authors off SIP IV pro-,

posal state: "The costs of acquisition and rehabilitation, bile too high to

permit resale within the FHA subsidized home mortgage limits, are substantially

lower than unit costs of new construction." Since the writing of the SIP IV pro-

posal RestoratiOn has informed us that "Some of our rehabilitated properties have

been sold; several others have been completed at a cost within the FHA ingurance

maximum. Further, even for houses where the total project cost, exceeds the FHA

maximum, sales. can be made if the buyer can Provide the requirtd dowel payment or

if we are willing to take a personal note from the buyer."

24
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The funding alternatives include: conventional financing with Restoration

equity, co-op financing, and municipal loan financing. Conventional financing

arrangements prOven to be the best source. Restoratidn interprets the

willingness f conventional financial sources to join in rehabilitation as a

positive sign and vote of confidence in Sheffield Rehabilitation Corporation's

efforts. They wrigte

Our prime' indicator of the health of a community is the
.availabi4ty of uninsured conventional financing for both purchase
and rehabilitation. These commitments represvit,a certain degree
of,confidence in the stability and 'potential/Of a community on the
part of the business community.'

tKonvelonal.financing is advantageous because resale- is not limited by
. .

FHA maximums. On the.other hand, it requires Restoration to take a substantial

initial equity position. National banks will provide financing %in some cases up

to, 90 percent of the appraised value of the property; city banks will only go to

70 percent. The banks, of course, use their own appraisers and the appraisal is

sometimes too low for the package to be feasible to Sheffield Rehabilitation.,

Relief on some properties might be obtained through favorable rulings on tax

abatement by the City of New York. The primary tax exemption and abatement,

called J-51, requites completion, of rehabilitation work before properties become

eligible. R4toration expects requests for such rulings to be favorably reviewed

as they have been in the past. In addition, assessment challenges may be filed,

a priicess which has proved successful on,some properties in the, past even though

it takes considerable time.

Thus, in spite of the 'continued low volume of finished work over the past'

two years, the situation looks more promising for Sheffield Rehabilitation Cor-

poration over the next two years, barring unexpected adv4rse decisions on tai

abatement or a failure by, the City of New York to certify construction on the

100 units now before them, as a result of the conventional .tinancingtarrangements

which have been made. ,

9

.
Milestones and Achievements

The milestones and actievements for Sheffield Rehabilitation are shown in

Table 2. The milestones established for our evaluatibn seem much more reali;tic

. 'than the 500 unit per year goal in the SIP IV proposal. Even so, thete has been ,

a significant shortfall in completed units. With respect to earlier years, how-
/

ever, the 50 units completed during the last year represent an increase in vblume.

1. -Quarterly Report, July, 1974.
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:Table 2

;SHEFFIELD REHABILITATION SELECTED MILESTONES AND ACHIEVEMENTS

. /

. _

Actual. . Expected
/-

/

Actual ,

.

As of
7/1/73

, .

During
the year,

7/1/72 to

, 7/1/73

. ./.

As of.

7/1/74\ .

During
-the year,

7/1/73 to
7/1/74

. ,..

...

As of
7/1/74',

During
the yeat,

7/1J73 to
7/1/74.

,..

1.,0 Wned units scheduled
for-rehabilitation

2'. Units rehabilitated ,

3. Rental income on re-'
ilabilitated units

4. Rental income-Ion
other occupied units

..

441
58

.

.

31, .

31'

'$93,570

$153,500

309

190

t, 132

132

$208,240

$153,500

..

309
108'

'

,

uer
50

,

$179,588

$132,986

Note Additional milestones were established fornumber of buildings acquired

for rehabilitation, number of units to be rehabilitated (inventory), buildings

scheduled for rehabilitation, and buildings rehabilitated; these milestones are'

not shown on this table: 0

,

The rehabilitation program pOrentially offers Restoration, and the community,'
,

a valuable stock of assets in the form of additional well-renovated housing units .
,

In order to make good 2n,,the?equityposition taken in these units andcto meet
w

mortgage requirements, °tie in construcfion need to be further reduced, and sale

or rental of units speede , The shortfall of eighty -two units (132 expected

`against, 50 units completed), plus the delays in oinstruction have `resulted in a

loss of potential revenue. For Sheffield Rehabilitation Corporation this has led'

toa net loss' after depreciatio4, and before allocation of central adMinistration

charges, of about $60,000.

2 Property' Management Group
o

The Property Management Group Was establiikA in February 19670. It has

not Yet been formally organized as a' corporation.' ,In the April reorganization of

Restoration, Property Management Group becaie part of tMe Physical Development

Division. This arrangement recognizes the interdependence of property management

with both the new housing, commercial, and property development of RDCand the

property ownership and renovation work of Sheffield Rehabilitation. The reorgani-

zation reflected, also, the more explicit treatment of Property Management as a

potential profit center withip'the framework of Restoration subsidiaries. In ,

i;

pursuit of this goal, contracts with both Regtoration subsidiartesiand exttrnal

groups will-be established t' provide sufficient fed income to cover operating

.expenses of the unit.

= 2t6
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Operationally, the unit had responsibility for management and maintenance

of Rest3rationowneck properties., managethent of FHA-owned housing which is occu-

pied, nd securing and maintenance function, Apr FHA-owned proper6 which has

been andoned.. Property Management Group is responsible, also,- for tenant

educa on bin managed units to insure tenant'help in maintaining desirable metal

housing. This activity is directed partitulatky toward,teamts in new housing
% .

units developed by RDC and rehabilitatedunits developed by Sheffield Rehabili-

tation Corporation. k ,,
.

-c . 0
.

.

fpDasiderable iea4ang app'sars:,to have occurre4 in the development of the1

., t. ... ,prbperty Menagement'function. 'there remains%.t.he'diffiCult problem of deciding
, -

between the interests of the tenants and the interests of propefty owners when
F fit`

.

the two conflict. As the property management functiv has ewolved_45to d poten- -

.0'
tiA profit center, :the Property Management Group has'had to pay attpnbion to

,
-,

possible differences between owner, interests and,tenent interests:D.,
, , '6,'

-, : ,

The Property Management Group is clear abotit its,obliiations to the

owners (in this Case, primarily Restoration or its subsidiary agents), as,is,

shown in both interviews and such documen'ts as the SIP. IV proposal. ;In the

supplementary information to the SIT IV proposal, for:example,' it is stated:
.-,..

' -The rope,r4ty Management DiviSion is being viewed as a,con-
ventioriar roperty manager, i.e., the'agent Of the owner.'

...-
,

In many conventional" property management arenasethe above view would be

taken for granted. WithinAa CDC, however,, the issue,is a more tricky one.1 The

Property Management Group is, almost necessarily, caught in,a dilempahich

tr characterizes many CDC activities. left -1:Irsues its objective of becoming a

sell-sufficient for-profit entity' rigorously, it must undertake actions which maya

be opposed by segment -4 the community. Some Restoration Managers and board

'members have co ented about a possible image being developed of Restoration es

a new "Slum landlipord.nr,On the other hand, if it does not engage:in deleCtive

tenant approval, rigorous xent collection, and cost-saving activities-, continuous

be required. Restoration's Property Management Group has chosen

to attempt to reach sel-sufAciency whfie trying to minimize problems with tenants.'

Milestones and Achievement

'Airing our evaluation, ilestones were established for the major activiti

f the Property Management Grou except tenant education. TheSe milestones are

Shown in,Table 3.

1. See discussion of Jackson Park Terrace in Woodlawn, for a similar issue.
0
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Table 3 .
4

PROPERTY MANAGEMENT 'GROUP - SELECTED MILESTONES AND ACHIEVEMENTS\

. Milestone ,

,

Actual Expected *Actual

.

_As of

7/1/73

40

During
the year,

7/1/72 to.

7/1/73.

, As of
7/1/74

,

, During
the year,

7/1/73 to
- .7/1/74

As of
7/1/74

.Dufing
the year,

7/1/73 to
7/1/74

FHA Securing and Main-

0

799 .

.

50

. ...

" .'

, 113

;40-145
80- 85

0

.

- .

$740,310

$330,358

.

.

t
......,- . .1.

,

--$3,369

.

5-.

.

:

$368,776

.

' $12,087
.

.

850-

1 ft

.

_

-

-

383

.

-

--
./

4

0
.

$864,77-7

$363,200'

'\

_ .
,

. -

)
$22,930

.

.

0

. -$637,000

, to

655,500"

, $31,800-
32,600

:

.

836

,$1,008,061

.

,

. .

b

.

296

162

583

.

a!
.,N_

.

.

-$56/,709
,

$3,381

.

.

.
-...__--

.

$337,710

$20,829
-,

tenance- Program- .

1. NUmber of hou.ses in

program -

2. Gross reOntres from
FHA ($)._- ---

3. Expenditures on.
program ($)

'

FHA-Owned Tenant-
Occupied Housing
1. Number of units

managed
2. -Fee at 10 percent

of rents collected
. ,

ReStoration-Owned
..

Properties -,
1. Number of ux64,ts

managed-, '

a. Newly constructed
ancirehabilitaeed.

b. Other occupied -

c. Vadirit units,
2. Rents collected I./1

)

D.

3..Fees.egined at 57 '-

. of Dents collected
.

Note! 'Additional milestones were established for: houses added during year (net);

net income, number of buildings. managed, gross rentats at 100. perCent collections,

actual rental receipts, number Rf properties owned; these milestones are not shOwn

dn this table.
(D

Property Management has fallen considerably short ofexpected levels of per-

tormance. As is true of many of these interdependent activities, the shortfalls

were caused, in part, by the delays in completion of.ngW units by RDC and Restoration

Construction Corporation and In the completion of rehabilitated units by Sheffield
. e

Rehabilitation which were not expected when milestones were set. Property

Management has linked all its major projections to expected levels of performance

of these other entities.
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The Property Management Group - "- without the FHA Securing and Maintenance

program--must generate considerably greater tr.renues to achieve its goal of

covering operating expenses out of fee revenues. Thelfutuse possibilities lojk

brighttr now thatSheffieldRehabilitation has generated financing for a number

of new projects and, therefore, anticipates additional construction. The volume

.of activity,=hOwever, has .to increase very rapidly for revenue gains to exceed

cost increases over the next five to ten years.
. ,

,

3: Restoration .Funding.- Corporation (Mortgage Pool) ,

# .
..i

"The
, .

"The Res Cation Funding Corpora n -was organized in April 1970 as a fully -..
- - ,

- owned:subsidiary.of Restoration Corpo ation. The Corporation is an FHA-approved,
- ,

mortgagee. :Its'priaaty,function is o broker mortgages between those desiring

"'-ta`.--buy homes in,'Bedford StuyVesant and A c-onsortiuii) clkf New York City- bainks who
".... ....,

, have agreed to puichase mortgages 4 tb an initial`r6tal-coMmiiment of,$65,njilolion.
.., ..

Both new".burchtses, normally with FHA insurance, and refinancing of old mortgages

are arranged '6,, RFC.

According.to virtually everyone's account, the volume of mortgages which
'''s... .-

have been cloaf.M in the program has been a major disappointment.' ,At incep-
tion of the program, three facts,stooa out which d. to great'expectations for

the Mortgage pool: b

(1) /heJrate of 'home ownershippin Bedford Stuyvesant was high.

.
relative to- many-other poverty areas andimuch of the basic

lt, .- : brownstone housing stock wag, substantial and worth, saving;
,_

.,,

(2) The existing brokerage industry had a very-ball reputation,
,

due'to the practice of charging points and financing multiple ,

. mortgages at high Interest rates--,evert \when mortgage money
was available; and : ,

:

, . , ,

, 0

1. This is "discussed in the SIP IV proposal- as -follows NMesults to date
hav,e been wellbelow expectations-, Instead [of] the $10 milliontannual target
Jai loan alosines, RFC closed about $5 million' from the time FHA-approved status
was achieved until June 30, 1972. Several factors account for this.

a. FHA activity in inner city areas has been Cut back,significantly in
iecent months, followini a significant increase in foreclosures in some parts of
the country and'the exposure ofrtinscrupulous practices on the part of some specu-
lators and FHA personnel, . Further, some lending institutions have.virtiially :""
stopped making FHA-insured loans. ,.

,,

b. Continuous,-resistance of local real estate brokers. Since inception,
local. brokers have been reluctant to refer clients to the Fool, preferring instead
to-earn higher points and discounts from private funding or mortgage placement
Ampanies. .

,

-

-

:
c. RFC's advertising has not produced the -results anticipated. Most of

the advertising dollars went to the print medium. Efforts are being made to change
the advertising by using different'media. :

d. The. amount of fees, generated per loan has been leis than was expected

since FHA has now allowed AFCito
.

earn legal fees.' s'-'

29
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(3) The willingness of banks to guarantee the purchase of
mortgages packaged by RFC would effectivIly eliminate the
previous redlining of much of Bedford Stnyvesant for mort-
gages and homeowners' insurance.

The demand for purchases (even though RFC charged no points and provided

relatively low interest rates) was much loweXiln expected. Refinancing became

the major part of RFC's activity. Although the proportion has fluctuated, RFC

estimated that about 85 percent of the mortgages closed were refinance loans.1

From July 1973 to July 1974,_however, 28 of the 46 mortgages closed were pUrchases

rather than refinancing. "
The RFC staff attribute the unexpectedly low demand to the general, economic '

situation--which has affected home buying elsewhere, opposition to the pool from

the extant brokers--including the legally questionable simultaneous closers, FHA

slowness and (more recently) scandals--which resulted in the closing of the office

with which RFC customarily dealt. -As f July 1, 1974, slightly over 900 mortgage's
°

had-been closed with a dollar value of about.. .5 million or under 301percent of

the initial $65 million bank commitment. This rate of activity doeVniilroklide

RFC with sufficient revenues to support its staff and inh its RFC in its stated

objective of becoming a full mortgage banking operation.

In its operations, RFC provides initi cognsalink, both financial and legal2
i ...

.

to prospective purchasers or refinancing owne RFp makes the initial assessment
Y

of the ability of the client to fulfill the mortga . Since most mortgages are
4

FHA insured, FHA must inspect the property for apprais 1 and required repairs and

renovation. RFC uses its line of credit ($1 million) t y the mortgage. They
.

then hold the mortgage until final sign-off by FHA for insurance and the subsequent

purchase of of the mortgage by a bank in the consortium. . "

.
RFC p ovides a warehousing service for-the mortgage in the interim and

receives short-terM funds ftom the Economic Development Division to finN ance re airs.

These funds are returned toth-a-Econamic-Development Division When the mortgag

I

is sold to a bank'.
-

Although RFC intends to became a full mortg a banker over time and, ther
4

fbre, service loans held, this function is currently performed only during the

interim peridd after initial closing and bank purchase of the mortgage. Consequently

1. This does not imply that there are no benefits from refinancing. In the

SIP IV proposal, RFC estimated that they had saved owners over $1 million on points

and discounts, much of which developed from earlier multiplebortgages. Refinancing,

however, does not increase the ratejo home ownership, Which.was a major objective.

of the program. It does provide an alternative, otherwise probably unavailable,

which may prevent the rate of home ownership from declining.

p o
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gFc has not been ab],e to capture this additional source of revenue tq date. RFC

does provide, however, some service for consortium banks by doing investigations

and setting up renegotiated arrangements for some mortgages which .get into trouble

after they are purchased by the bank.

Milestones and Achievements

' Given the factors mentioned above, RFC fell short of itd'expected'milestone

achievements in all categories Selected milestone targetst and achievements for

'Jury' 1; 1973 to July 1, 1974 are shown in Table 4.
A

Table 4

RESTORATION FUNDING CORPORATION - SELECTED MILESTONES AND ACIIIEVEMOTS

,

.

-

,

' Milestone
.

Actual
7/1/72 to
0/1/73

Expected
7/1/73 to
7/1/74

.cival
7/1/73 to

7/1/74

1.

.

3.

4.

,
Nwnber'of loans closed:
a. Durini,the year
b. Cumulative4 ,J :- .

Afar viaiiie of4ComMitments e-losed.s. ,s,.- ,

.a. Total
b. Cumulative'

Total revenue to RFC after interest expense
Total expenditures -.
v . .

.

. 113

. 869
ft.-,... ....

$1,983,800
161699,164

30,081
202,378

68- 74
937-43

.

$3-,000,000

19,699,164
64,000

288,900

46,

915

....,-1W..

$1,058,733
17,757?857

2,848
185,412

Note: Additional milestones were established for: number of applications
processed, number of mprtgams serviced, fees earned, interest earned less
interest expense loss), gross fees earned an commercial and FHA rehab mortgages,
and fees and interest' earned on mortgages.se\rviced.

It is clear from these igures that RFC would require a substantial increase

e

in the volume of activity to be self-sustaining in terms of revenues generated

from its own activities. Over the year, in spite of considerably lower expenditures

..`than were anticipated in the
4

milestone's, the cost RFCpar-M5itgage closed,

based on total expenses excluding interest, has more than doubled ($1,383 er close
is

fpr July 1, .1972 t'6 Silly 1, 1973, compared to $3,392 per close for July 1, 1973
. -

to July 1,..,1974). Alternatively stated, if the rate of gross !ees remained the

same as in the milestone period, the volume of ac'tivitY, would have to more than

triple to cover costs out of grqss revenues. Such an activity level, in the face

of a continuation of high interest rates (RFC mortgages are processed at the prilie

rate) and serious increases in unemployment in Bedford Stuyvesant, seems,highly
4

Unlikely. From July 1973 to July 1974, according to RFC's Director, only 850 new

.mortgages were closed in the .whole of Bedford Stuyvesant. RFC would have to

31.
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capture a very higW portion of these Co break even. Earlier plans for providing'

additional linkages, to community and FHA rehabilitation units have not yet materi-

.

alLzed. Nor has RFC yet begun full servicing of mortgages, Both of these activities

were scheduled to start aftdr the beginning of 1975.

It should be added that this situation is one of those where the major factors

affecting the disappointing outcomes appear to be outsidelthe control of the CDC

entity. Tt is possible that some actions by RFC could increase,the activity level,

but this will continue to be an uphill struggle barring a dramatic improvement in

the state:of the economy and resolution of probleMs associated with FHA operations

in Bedford Stuyvesant.
41P.

4. 'Restoration Development Corporation and Restoration Development

Corporation Qammercial Center

RDC is the major physical development arm of the Restoration Corporation.

Its primary function is to plan and implement major development in Bedford.Stuy-

vesant involving land acquisition and new construction for residential, commercial,

or industrial purposes. The plans for the creation of such a development company

where formulated in 1971. Formal incorporation, as RDC of Bedford Stuyvesant, Inc.,

pcCurred in/DeceMber 1972. In pursuit OT'its'o'bjeCtive of- mitering some of-th

major physiW development, needs of the community, RDC has general responsibility

for:

marketability and feasibility studies,,preliminary decisions regarding

feasibility, land acquisition, design.coordination, construction co-
ordination, financing, leasing and management of each 0-ioject.1

. ookw .

Over the course of our evaluation, C h had specific responsibility for

the development and. implementation of ve firm projects in'housing and commercial

deFlopment and Lree potential development projects. Of these projects, Site 66

.(housing plus'an Early Childhood Center) and'a major Commercial Center were

scheduled to be completed during the milespne period. Site 66 was completed,

but the Commercial Center was not. Restora'tion Construction Company, in a co-
.14

venture arrangement with a major construction firm, carried out the construction

,on.S4teF66. There were some delays 'and construction problems with Site 66 partially

,attributable to RCC acting as gerferal contractor on both the Site 66 project and

the Commercial Center Project.

Although RDC and RDC-CC are separate entities formally, there is considerable

staff overlap. During the evaluatiori period, almost all of IIDC's efforts were

concentrated on.the completion0A`theCoMmercial Center, the largest physical

J. Ft= Supplementary Informatiob - SIP7IV Proposal.
:
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development project undertaken by Restoration'to date. Restoration's experience

with the Commercial Center, is one of the case studies our evaluation team con-
/

ducted of large - scale projects. Since this is discussed in Chapter 5, RDC and

RDC -CC will not be further discussed here.

5. Restoration Construction Corporation

The BSR Construction Corporation (BSRCC) was organized in October 1967. It

was Formerly the Sheffield Management Corporation. BSRCC was organized as a 100

percent Restoration-owned fovprofit subsidiary solely for. the purpose of general

contracting. Restoration has deMonstrated a strong interest in the success of

BSRCC throughout its existence.

This interest springs from a recognition of the relative absence of minority

.firms in the construction industry, as well as from thedesirliof Restoration

management to have a subsidiary which can handle Restoration physical development

w446,ork in new housing construction, renovation and rehabilitation of old housing and

commercial site construction. There have been expressions of interest in attracting

outside business (that is, work unrelated to Restoration projects) for the con-

struction company, but to date relatively little such outside work has,been acquired.

0
f .Since'its indepu'ionrBSRCC has been invobied,withsew hoKing/construction

4

.(Site A and Site 66), renovation work (for Sheffield Rehabilitation Corporation),

public facility construction (Early Childhood Facility at Site 66), and commercial

development (Restoration Commercial Center). Work for other Restoration subSid-

iari,es has remained central to future projections.

However, the Construction Corporation.has not yet established itself as an

organization with independent profit- making potential and its current prospects

are not promising. There have been unanticipated costs and delays on mmay,jobs,

which have led to reduced outputs in Sheffield Rehabilitation renovations. These

led to the eventual take-over.of rehabilitation construction work by Sheffield

Rehabilitation.' Subsequent problems 1e to the removal of BSRCC as the' general

contractor for the ComMercial Center.

The kinds of problems experienced ith BSRCC in the Commercial Center project

were summarized in a May 1973 report of Foundation advisors. They included: time

delays in doing work, inadequate investiiatiOn of subcontractors, inadequate backup

'data, and unrealistic scheduling and materials ordering. 1

There has been an effort by BSRCC to use minority.subcontra]4tors'on its jobs.

On Site 66, for example, about 29 percent of the construction dollars went to

minority subcontractors. Eight of the 22 subcontractors for the housing portion

1. From Technical Advisor's Report, May 1973.
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of the,project were Minority and four of the°22 subcontractors on the Early

Childhood Development Facility were minority.
.

As indicated above; BSRCC's experience with subcontractors has not been

entirely good. The Construction Company had to perform work for 14 of the 22

subcontractors. on the school portion of Site 66. Of the deficient subcontractors

on the housing portion, four were minority and on the school two were minority

subconttactfors. In addil,ion%to this BSRCC is engaged in litigation with a number

ofc other subcontractors.

Milestones and AchieveMents
. a

The milestones.wqich were established for BSRCC related entirely to revenues,

costs, profits, and retained earnings. Table 5 shows the. milestones and achieve-

ments for the yer. July 1, 1973 to July 1, 1974.

.Table 5

RESTORATION CONSTRUCTION CORPORATION - SELECTED MILESTONES AND ACHIEVEMENTS

JULY 1, 1973 TOJULY 1, 1974

Milestone
',Expected Actual

Gros: ues - Total $5,2#5,006 $2,603,845*

. Costa 5,060,Qp0 3,044,145 4
3. Net Profit (Loss) 157,000 ( 440,300)

*Figure is for both RCC and the co-venture parEner.

Note: Additional milestones were established for: housing portion Site 66

revenues, Early Childhood Facility revenues, and retained earnings (deficit).

As can be seen from the table, the construction activities have fallen far short

of eipectations"forothe period. Nor does the 'asset and liabili ty picture look

better than the above figures. As of June 30, 1974, BSRCC had current assets of

$436,759 agaifist current liabilities of $637,594. The co-venture partner had

assets.of $515,659 as against $659,069 in liabilities. The combined retained

earnings deficit of the two companies as of June 30, 1974 was $496,745.

Future Prospects
P.

\Obviously, the current situation for BSRCC is not prOmising. As of late

July, 1974, the manager indicated the possibility df a joint= venture with another

construction corporation for construction of all or part of two major housing

projects on RDC's drawing board. As far as we know, Sheffield Rehabilitation

does not intend to use BSRCC for additional rehabilitation work. 'BSRCC's manager

indicated some considerable 'scaling-down of expectations for the Construction

e
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Corporationno Current plans for outside work, co-venture arrangements on large
r '

jobs, and handling fewer jobs at any:one timer These scaled-down expectations

seem more reelrstic than the earlier,projections,.particularly in an industry as
fir

hard hit by, infl4tion and recession as is the cohstruction industry. Thete is

little doubt that -'the experiences of BSRCC staff over the evaluation _period

have Led to learning some of the major pitfalls in construction work. , Turning

BSRCC into a piofit-making subsidiary will take some mode time, however.

B. Economic Development Division

The Economic Development Division, theliccodd major component of,the Restpr--

ation Corporation, provides loans and equity fundd for businesses'operating in

Bedford-Stuyvesant. The emphasis is on local companies. The division, also ,

provides management and technical assistance to companies in the area, primarily

to companies in the loan and equity portfolio of the division. Prior to the recent

reorganization, the economic development group worked with the D & S staff in

attempting to bring in outside business. The effort to attract outside business

has not proven to be very successful, but attracting new industries or expansion

of existing industries continues to be an objective along with the loan and equity

strategy for loca1)usinesses. 1 EDI) staff point, for example, to successful

efforts to prevent existing businesses from relocating, uch as the Daily News.

p
.

to
,

The program has,made use of training credits ortfolio companies. The

training credit arrangement allows businesses who 'conduct training to ,reduce their'

outstanding loan Valances to the Economic Development Division. The strategy of

providing training credits to portfolio companies was being reviewed byboth the

Manpower Program and the Economic Development Division during our evaluation. At

issue is whether or not, given the range of normally expected problems in new

businesses, they can also be expected to carry out trairi4ng without adversely

affecting their performance.

The strategies employed by the Economic Development Division to encourage

-business developMent and success in Bedford Stuyvesant are:

(1) loans, both long-terd and working capital;
(2) -training credits; -

(3) purchase of equity;
(4) provision of management services and technical assistance; and

with a lower priority currently,
(5) attracting new outside industries and assisting expansion;
(6) assistance to relocating firms; and
(7) construction and rehabilitation of industrial facilities.

1. See Report to the Congress by .the Comptroller General of the United
States, Economic Development Programs in Bedford-Stuyvesant, Brooklyn, New York
Under The Special Impact Program, Office of Economic Opportunity, 8130515, U.S.
General Accounting,Office, Waphington, D,C,, August 20, 1973, p. 20.



Milestones and Achievements

During the year for which performance was evaluated, the Economic

Development Division made fewer loans than had been anticipated when milestones

were set. It was expected that most of the funds available for loans and equity

positions as of July 1, 1973 (approximately $3.5'million) would be committed by

the end of the year. One million dollars had been reserved for a cable television

franchise. These funds have no0 been reallocated for housing rehabilitation,

primarily as equity funds.. It appears that. thevbulk of the lending activity of-

the,Diviion is being tied in closely with the Commercial Center. The divis

has packaged eight.a0 deals relating to the Commercial Center which were to be

finalized during the.last half of/(974. These packages would commit $668,200

in loans and $925,000 in equity funds.

The federal funds utilized in the palt have been leveraged by partiCipation

of the owners and other non-federal sources. Over the period of this evaluation,

the overall leveageobtained has declined about 3 percent as a result of more

extensive use_of federal funds relative to other funds in construction,and equity

29
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investments.

It was anticipated that 22 to 26 new companies would receive loans.between

July 1, 1973 and July 1, 1974. This target was not reached, althou additional

loas_vare madeto companies (predominantly construction loans) alre dy:in the

portfolio.

.
Thirty-one of the 89 companies which had received loans had become in-

active as of July 1, 1974. Most of the loans to inactive companies were made

prior to 1971, indicating improved selection of more recentiloan recipients.

Loans of slightly,ovei $1.8 million-Were disburs0 to inactive. companies. This

is 35 percent!.of total funds diqbursed up to July 1, 1974. 2 Funds recovered

from these inactive companies have been $385,000 (about 20 percent of the amount
E

0

disbursed to them).

No additional companies have become inactive over the period of this eval-

uation. HoweAr, the companies i Economic Development Division's portfolio show,

1. The following discussion refers to milestones and gnomplishments a441

shown in Table 7.
2. This is a slightly higher loss rate than'that experienced by 32 SIP

,grantees, including Restoration, as reported by the Abt Associates in 1973. They

report a loss rate of 33 percent compared to Restoration's 35 percent (An Evalua-

tion of the Special Impact Program: Final Report, Volume 2: Analysis of Program

Performance, Abt Associates*,-Inc., Cambridge, MaOsachusetts; 1973, p. 150).

Restoration management, hpwever, feels that this loss rate is not excessive for

high-risk lenders.

36
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signs of experiencing difficulty, reflecting the general decline in business pros -

pects nationally. Delinquencies on active loads have Mounted during the past year .

as shown in Table 7. However,,the numbgr of active companies has increased by

four, from 48 to 52 companies, and the number currently profitable has increased

by seven, from 42 Companies to 49, over the evaluation period,

Payments to the Economic Development Division consist of payments on prin-
.

.cipal (in cash or training credits) and interest. Early loans were interest free,

but more recent loans have carried,interest changes. Rates charged are below-
. .

marke.t rates, but to motivate borrowers to recognize their obligations
\

for repaymeht. The effects of this change in policy are reflected in the trends

of interest payments on outstanding loans. Table 6 shows interest paid to date

as percentages of disbursements. To date, principal repayment have totalled

$1,270,507 on $4.9 million in loan disbursements. About $483,000 of this has been
R

in training credits. Training credits are about half the size of total cash

principal-recovered, $787,221, from both active and inactive companies. In the

case of fully, piid loans, on the other hand, cash recovery of principal was 90

Ipercent of the total principal recovered. As of July 1, 1974, there had been
. .

returned $427,423 as opposed to only $166,397 worth of fully paid loans as of

July 1,, 1973. During fiscal year 1974, the year coinciding'with this evaluation

period, cash principal repayments were, $263,835 while repayments by training

credits were $443782.
Or

Table 6

INTEREST PAID AS PERCENTAGE OF DISBURSEMENTS, AS OF JULY 1, 1974 ,-

(1) Interest 0.) Disbursements (1)
.

-:- (2)

Inactive companies $ 9,717 $1,805,439 0.54%
Loans paid in full 10,555 477,204 2.21

Active companies 94,896 v. 2,624,969 3.62

,Total $115,168 $4,907,612 2.3470

1: Training Credits

The training credit arrangement provides a useful example of the complex

benefits and costs associated with CDC programs. Training credits are paid to EDD's

loan recipients for providing training.. Payments are billed as training is provided.

Thesp credits are applied to the outstandihg'obligations to EDD of the company which

provides the training. As of July 1, 1974 training credits of $483,285 had been

provided. AdditiOnal credits of about $66,000 have been booked in July and Augult
fr

of 1974.
4
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Table 7

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT DIVISION - SELECTED MILESTONES AND ACHIEVEMENTS

.

.

.

v '-

Milestones

. Actual Expected Actual'

.

As of.

7/1/73

.

During
the 'year,

7/1/72 to

7/1/73

As of

7/1/4

During
the year,
7/1/73 to
7/1/74

Astof
7/1/74

During
the year,

,7/1/73 to

7/1774

1. Leverage (ratio-of
,-non-federal funds to
federal funds dis-
bursed)

2. Companies ever
receiving loans
a. Number of loans
b. Federal funds

.

.

disbulled ($m)
c. Active companies.
d. Currently profit-.

able .

,. .

3.. Loss ratios:
Amount disbursed to".
inactive dbmpanies
'divided by total
-disbursement

. Delinquencies on
active loans: ,

t
Percent ofstiive
companies, de *rmiertnt
more than 60, days

1.005

89
128

.

$4.641
58

44
.

35%

.

26%

,

.

.

,

..

t

-

-

111-415
150-155

$5.8
86-93

70,-77

33-36%

50% or
less

.

.

.

,

...

-'

.

.

.975

, 89 '

140

$5.223
62

49

35%

61%

.

.

,

Note: Additional milestones were established for: federal,funds available ('loan
and equity funds), federal funds committed, companies receiving other loans,
active companies, and currently profitable companies, amount of loans to inactive

companies (committed).

f
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Fo-r those providedcTiith jobs and training, the program is clearly bene-

ficial. For the company, the relationship between benefits and cot is more

complicated. On one side, training credits deduce the outstanding obligation.

In some cases, this results in a very large offset to the initial borrowing.. For

)three companies, training credits constituted 98-100 percent of the initial obli-

gat'ion. On the other hand, these compatdes may well be experiencing the normal

problems associated with openting.a new business plus the additional problem of

training_ people. e
.c-- . ,

f
The other major complication is that the Economic Development Division` does

not receive the funds from training °credits for recycling, as new loans or equity

investments. Although the operation of the system may keep 'some companies afloat

(Restoration Construction Company, for example, has earned or booked training
k i

.

credits of over $5,000 in,thelevaluation year on an initial equity investment of

$155,00D), the EDD requires additional usable revenues for reinvestment. Not
.

surprisingly, therefore, they have argued against training ,credit contracts,

exce t intrilyse cases where the company can clearly afford- the additional costs
. -

of

priding training while remaining profitable.

/
-,

(LoanLoan Packaging and Technical Assistance

Lit is the long-run intent of BSR and the Economic Development Division for

the d vision to be self-sustaining from-its own revenues. One means of increas-

ing EOD's revenues is to charge fees for the management and technical assistance

providad by.the,divis _to local companies as well 0 porltfol.io c ['allies,. At

the tithe milestones were set, EDp'anticipated providing technic assistance to.
-.--740 local industrial companies and eath ng fees of approximate $12,000. As of

July.-1; l974, these expectations had-'no t been realized. Although our companies
. r'---

reEeived assistance, no fees were earned. EDD continues to provide management

assistance on a regular basis for portfolio companies, having done so for39

companies compared to a projection of 43. In the first half of 1974, EDD assisted

27 companies and devoted over 30Q0 man -hours to this activity. EDD-did not derive
,

,fees.from this activity.

EDD also develops loan packages fora variety of ventures. Dyring thesperiod

January 1, 1974 to July 1, 1974,, 48 loan applications were receiveii, 7, were packaged
/

and 6 forwarded to the'EDD Loan

In general, there has been some sho tfall in reaching m lestone projections
,

by EDD Some of this is attributable to the general decli in business prosp
,

M:

.

and some of it is due to delays in the start-up of the C ercial Center. However,

i
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during the period of s evaluation thatIEDD has made some major strides in ,

ti
developing sophisticated data set on Bedford Stuyvesant which will help in future

planning. Estimates have been made by EDD Of expeated'growth .patterns' by detailed

typesl,of businesses-and the data have been analyzed to letermine those a,teivities-

cwhich.@re likely to be in shortestsuaRly.' These planning 'f6rts should enable

EDO, to target both loans and ecinity, interests in activities with an increasing

prqspec of success.
(

3. C sts and RavenueS

As indicated-above, the long -rein intent is for EDD to'be a self-sustaining
s

,

entity, cohering its costs froth reve ues generated from its lehding operations
-. ,- ,

and fees for managerial and technical ssistance. Most of the revenues currently
, e
generated Illy.the Economic Development Division are in the form of principal'repaY-

.:

.- mecx s, which become recycled funds, and interest. In the period July l; 197.3 to

Jt1 1, 1974, the divialon received cash repayments of $263;FP5'on loa441sburse-
e

ments of $5.2, million. Interest paymenof $69,162 were received duringthat
.

same pehiod:1 ,

,

's
s.

I i .,. .

The costs incurred over the period (exclusive of a share of central dminis-
,

tration costs) to operate the division, according to the combined statement, were

about $420,000. Equivalent costs for the previous fiscal year were $519,527-. The

major source of the reduced' cost. the evaluation period appears to be a reduction

of about $100,0'00 in staff costs. i D

c

. Atvthe Current rate' of interest payments on the' average- 6dt$tanding"lqan
...

balance, EDD would need to increase the outstanding loans-13y abatit tentimes.'
..., Y.

to pp operating cos-6 of around $400,000 out of interest receipts, Outstanding
,

%loan balances over the current year .averaged a little over $2.3 millioth ,EDD has

.
.

charge0 d, Jotaever, a higher interest rate on its morerecent loans so the above

estimaE e exaggerates the loan funds needed to pay ope'aeing costs from ,interest

revenues. 2 An effective interest rate of 17.4 perc t on outstanding loan balances '

of $2.3 million would 'be required JiNr653dde $400, 00 in revenue, as compared to

thecurrent effective rate of about 1.8percent,

4. Future Plans

J

EDD devoted considerable time to' analyzing the economic baSe Of. Bedford Stuy-

.

vesant during fiscal year 1974. The data developed and the assessment by-EDD of
,t

* its implications fai- business development are significant and should, lead ,to an 0.

1. The interest figure shown is from the EDD quarterly reports. The un-

audited combined statement shows interest receipts of $80,756.

2. As indicated earlier, EDD also plans to supplement interest revenue with

fee ,revenue but this. latter has not pro ded significant amounts to da e..
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improved 'ability to 'achieve priority objectives successfully by better targeting

activities.- The priority objectives fpr EDD are described in their new five-
: ...

,.._, ,,_ ,

year p n. The prime priority is return on investment; the second priority is to

rproVide incentives and assistance to tenants in the CommerCiaCenter, particularly

local tenants. A third priority is to become involved in business that meet

community needs.

\. _ :The analysis mentioned earlier has led to the development of two major
f

. c\ ,

strategies for business development. As rated in the five-year plan:

With-respect to Business Development, two key strategies have
evolved:

.

. .
. .4} 'To assist or create businesses for which there is a

. local market demand. r .- ,-

(ii). To assist, create, acquip-or joint venture in-busi-2
nesses within. an-industr? which may-not show a trend,

. but one which i stable, and requires smallcapitalization.
j

These plans and strategies reflect several positive aspects of the operation

of EDD. Although there have been problems, EDD has both learned from them and

responded with new ideas. The strategies contemplated make use of potential

coinplementaiities with other Restoration programs. The shift of emphasis

ownership, through.acquisition and equity positions, should aLlow EDD ,Lo actively ;

affect management and Restoration to develop an improved asset position in the

future, assuming-a continued search for viable entities serving a real demand.

C. Non-Profit Community Programs Division

In the April 1974 reorganization, a new division of Non-Profit Community

Programs was created. The division includes two major program activities, the
,

Area Development Program.and the Comprehensive Manpower Program, The division

also .includes a variety of ancillary services. These are:
c

research,' t,

planning and evaluatiod,
government/CDC relations,
ftind-raising activities, and
public infolmation.

The Construction

Comprehensive'Manpower

Worker Training Program is treated as a component of the

-Program. Components of the Area Development Program are:

five neighborhood centers,
Hbme Improvement Program,
BiXlie Holiday Theatre,
Day Care Program, and
the proposed Health.Center.

I

In this section, Xma Ddvelopment, Comprehehsive Manpower, and Ancillary

' Services bill be%Aigcussed in turn.

41
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1. t Area Development and Neighborhood Centers

c

The Area DevelopMent Program is an imfliprcen;'?component of the not-for-Profit

division of the Restoration Corporation. This program has been an integral, part

of Restoration's programming from inception. The major responsibilities of the

program are:

(1) to provide mutual feedback between Restoration and community

residents,

(2) to relate community residents to cavaidabie public services,

(3) todirectly provide, either alone for with the cooperation of

other institutions, pUblic services;

.(4) to analyze, community needs for social services, and -,

(5) to develop and implement longer range programs to reduce

these needs. yt

Operationally, these responsibilities areperforMed through a central staff--And

the staffs of .five neighborhood centers.
i

The proirams with which Area Development has been involved are both extensive

and varied. During its-earlies,t years, A ea Development trained community planners

and organizers and operated two community planning offices. A survey of community

residents was conducted,.also,,to better identify community needs and concerns.

the subsequent period, studies of health, welfare, educations cultural affairs,

hou ng, sanitation, and, youth devO.opment were conducted and priority programs

established f eaCh area of 'concern. During this period, the 'fix- Offender Program 4;
,

was undertaken as well as the Neighborhodd Improvement program. In the period

immediately prior to our evaluation study; Area Public Services (essentially the
r, 4

planning and development function of Area Development) cpntinued Co establish and

then implement the Ex-Of der Program and helped deyelop tht -Billie Holiday The4tre

project. They alsO worked o the development of day care centers, the Tenant Rid

program, a local sanitation comp y, a-program for senior citizens, anb a7\health
\,

.

center.
1

The Ex-Offender Progrgm was started but iUnding was ndt renewed' afer the

f rst year, inpart, because Of difficulty in achieving community agreement on a..

pro deed site. The Billie Holiday Theatre is operational.. Tbe day care ,prograM

has of yet been implemented due to a fundinkmoratorium. One da care'

cente founderedn,problems in thd community associated withithe site and struc-

tureof the proposed center,. The 1:kriyte sanitation campan§ has not materialized,

in consi rable part due telick of support from city end union officiala., The

Health Cen er is not yet.jm being, nor is the Senior Citizens' Center. A Tenant
0

kid unit ha been established in the Nostrartd Avenue Center as a marketing arm of

the co-op con ersion program. Miiestones were nit established for these progiams;.

42
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hO wemer, they are noted here since better Outcomes on these programs had been

sought by Area .Development.
0

The Neighborhood Center programs, for which milestones were established,

have remained bperational. There are five centers, eagh with a special function'

in addition to gene al responsibility for dealing with the full range of service
.

Or inforMatiOn_ request of peoplif't.7bo contact :them. - Functional.responsibility
4

A

for health and welfare iss'agsigned to- "center, 1, youth 'development to Center 2,

cultural affairs and education to. Center 5, housing and ,sanitati'on -to Center 4,

and Hi'apanic-American affairs` to Center 5.

Milestones and Achievements'

Establishing miletones for social programs, such as those of Area Deverop-
.

1
ment,

/

presents greater problems than-for many economic and physical- development

progtania. Nevertheless, we jointly identified acti y areas and-overall objec--
, -

tive statements for each activity with Area Development u-nagers. From these,
4)

representa ftve quantitative' milestones are agreed on. The i\les tone's , as' in

the other cases , -do not represent ultimate impacts on the commu ty or the values

unich cheCommunity attaches to the service. Rather, the milestone epresent
.

activity targets over which the staff has some, control. Table 8 provides

selected,set of milestones for various activities.

The center programs appear to be reasonablywell structured, recognized- in,

ails' credible io the community. The costs associated with mai'pt.a.ining the centers

demonstrate a substatial willingness\ on the Art of Restoration to ImAintain a

community presence. '
.

. .

.Output levels .on milestone targets are mixed, with some increases and some0,
decreases in leVeLs. The center program seems to be working more effectively

0

than new program develojoment, giVen .the' failure to have the Ex-Offender Program

re newed or a permanent cite accepted, the Ostponement (at least) of the day care

program and creation -of a sanitation company, and the further delays in getting
.

a health center started. , '

. _ ; !
, 4, ,

-.
.

-
r

.

0. i ,i J

2. Comprehens-iv-eManpower and Construction Work r Training, Programs
. :1

' Recen't surveys of-urban :poverty areas; inc lud ng Bedford Siuyvesatt,1 high-
,-

r i
. ,

light Of° importance 'of both job creation and job placement :for Bedford §tyyvesan

residents, The ScondmiC DAre lopment *Division had primary responsibility fpr- the.
, .... . .

fOrmel Objective. The Comprehensive Maniplower Program and the Constructtan Worker
. c---

1% See AREA TENDS in; Employment and-Unemploym ent, July 1974 and March 1975, I.-,.,

.%U.$. Depar'ement of Labor, Manpower AdininistratiOn,'WashingtOn, D.C. r .

r

. . - 43.
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Table 8

.AREA DEVELOPMENT AND NEIGHBORHOOD CENTERS - SELECTED MILESTONES AND ACHIEVEMENTS

Milestone

:

Actual
7/1/73

Expected
7/1/73 to
p 7/1/74

Actual

7/1/73 to
7/1/74

I

Health 4

,

-

11

552

*550
238

.

23-

'4,706.

.

78
1,180

38
.

.28

24

15

38

'l.0,

4,279
1,426

.

160

290
t

.

_.

.

10

200

900
.400

25

4,000

. 100

,5 000
.

30

30

30
15

"200,

* 10

5,000
4000

.

ibo
300,

.

ii ,

0

2

.

1,002

395

. 48

.

67

4,297

101
6,415-

4'7

.

8

9

.15

238'

69

.
1

4,420
1,468,

878,
1,031

1. Health Fairs conducted
2. Health Screenings provided

a. Hearing

Social Services - .

1. Referrals to welfare agencies
2. Senior Citizens Assistance

(--- ..

Youth Development °:

I. Trips .

t..

a. Number of trips
: b. Number of participants - $

2. Clubs and youthgroups
a. Number of grows
b. Number of parts ipants

.

'''''--,.:

Cultural Affairs and Eduction-
1. Art exhibits

Education
.

-

1. Scholarships
.

.

,

2. Participation in classes 0- 1.

a. 'Credit edUcation.

l. Typing .

c. High'School Equivalency
d. Bookkeeping

Housing and Sanitation

1. Rou4ngcomplaints<procesaV
2. Housing referral assistance .

Contact Between Community and Restoration
V.: Interaction with organizations and block-- .

) tenant -associations . , '

-2. Participation in`Other community meetings,

Note: Additional milestcrnei.were established for: health screenings provided
, ,

for visitation, Sickk Cell' Anemia, lead poisonitg, other and referrals.; Uuth'

DevelopTeni, number of athletic events and estimated attendance, enrollment, in ',

neighborhood-Youth Corps.; Cultural 'Affairs and Education, workshop participation .

in modeling/good 'grooming, dance, drama, music, photography, sculpture, Drum and

Bugle Corps participation; Education, school aclimadsions, tutorial programs; Housing
and Sanitation, housing cooperatives', number of buildings in process and number of ".

.

buildings wi cooperatives established, teportet abandonments* automobiles and

, buildings; Con ct Between Community and Restoration, distributidn of 0 ach".

Literature,'.pare cipation in general meetings related to community ac v ies,-, and

'coordinating activities with other organizations; --
- , -

4
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,

TpertningTrqgram have responsibility for the latter objective. These three

programs (as as RektoratiOn ConstructibnCoNporation) come together in

_connection with the Training Credit portion'of'the manpower p6gram.

The purpose of the Comprehensive Manpower Program is to place residents Of
.

the community in public and private jobs as a supplement to other manpower and

training programs in the area- --Comprehensive ManpoWer does not, normally provide.

training; rather it is a recruiting, processing, and...placement service. Some

counselling is provided as well as follow-up services. Follow-up services include
-A

questionnaires to employees and employers, as well as employer site visits. Appli--.

cants are referred to both,jobs and training programs carried out by others. The

train credit component prbvides Comprehensive Manpower with funds Ne used

as credits ag-ii-ius,t_loanscompabies have received from the Economic Development

Di4isiOn in return iOr--the 'company providing on- the -job, training to trainees re-

ferred to the employer by the manpower_ program_. The Construction Worker Training

Program is designed'to insure on-the-job training in all of the major construction

trades by contractors and subcontractors oS construction and rehabilitation work

sponsored by Restoration. In this .program there are provisions, also, for training
t

payments tocontractorsand subcontractors for on-the-job training provided. The

CWT prdgnmn, however, has not yet been effectively implemented. This is due, in

considerable part, to construction union opposition and difficulties in relating

Eo other city. ide anti-discriminatiqn efforts in the construction industry.

IN4lestbnes were esta ished for most of the Comprehensive Manpower Program's

activities, except the computerized Manpower Information System which contains

information on the per

the system is a useful

entering.ttie program.

to make good employer-

"job-peopke matching

sons who come into the program and their status. However, .

means of developing and maintaining information on,persons

This information can be used by counselors in' attempting

employeeMatches.although the system itself does not have
, .

capability.

The Comprehensive Manpower Program operates by linking prospective'eltPloyees. '
. .

to job training'slots identified by employers. This is accomplished by developiig

information on personal characteristics and work experience of applicants at intake
.

/ and attempting to find matches between applicants and employer requisitions. ,Mlost-

of ch6progra emphasis is on the successful processing of prospedtive employees 4,

HoWever, an ttemp s.made by the program to identify both suitable training

programs and potential, b 'sources.

A positive aspect ,of the,Csmpiehens ve Manpo er Program is. its explicit

-:, recognition of the importance of jobs in a manpower program. Although it,may seem



*,
\

... I I I i

L.A.V

'01 somewhat self- evident that jobs are important, recent studies have shown that

ilt6.
I

1 -...,
.

the placement of a trainee iva job explains a far larger portion of the outcome

of training programs than the type of program or type of training provided. The

success or failure of the appro%-ach used by Restoration,' therefore, rests criti-
. f

'cally on the jobs available.

39

Survey data show that unemployment and sub-employment are high in Bedford

Stuyvesant. Relatively few new jobs are beingcreated. An important component

of the uogram, therefore, id to, solicit access ED new job possibilities. This

has been done-in three ways:

(1) standing announcements .with employers about the placement.

program,
2

(2) surveying prospective employers in the community and in the 4r

broader metropolitan area to solicit joint planning and

employer requisitions, and
(3) the traAping credit program linking employers receiving

Economic Development Division support to training commitments.

Most open slots, in the recent past, have come from employer requisitions. -

Not surprisingly, as the job market,has loose ed for,emploiers, the structure of

such requisitions has shifted .in the direction of'higher skills. In the earlier

years of the program, lower skills were being re uested with a-sizable portion of

entry level jobs. At'the same time, a higher portion of potential employee intake
1

is low skilled.

Milestones and Achievements

The performance of the manpower, prograM from July 1:,1973 to June 30, 1974 -

has been mixed. Much of the difficulty can be traced to the twin obstacles posed
.

by the national recession (declining numbers of jobs and iticreasing numbers of

unemployed and Subemployd.d to be placed), rather than the specific actions of mdn-

poiWer.stafE Table 9 shows the major milestones and the feel of their achievement.

1)
Or

As can be seen from the table/no one was placed under the' Construction Worker

Training Program either during the preceding or the evaldation year.

The overall - performance record may be attributed to a number of factors.

. Intake exceeded expectations ds more people became unemployed. 'Employer requests-

- fell off, rgultingin a lower placement rate than in' the'previous year and con-
,

Acjerably lower than anticipated in the milestones. 'Projected sates of referral

relative to intake (66 percent) were unrealisticallyhigh, relative to bqth past

experience and the job market. A referral rate was 'achieved that was higher than'

the previous year (35 percent to 28 percent), but not high enougSto reach the

projected levels*. .

. .... r
*#

1 . S

,.
. 4 6 :

-
t
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Table 9

, /

-COMPREHENSIVE MANPOWER AND CONSTRUCTION WORKER TRAINING PROGRAMS -
SELECTED MILESTONES AND ACHIEVEMENTS

ci
,

Milestones

Actual Expected Actual

As of
7/1/73

During
the year,
7/1/72'to
'7/1/73

As of
7/1/74

During
the year,
7/1/73 to
7/1174

As of
7/1/74

During
thh year,

7/1/73 to
7/1/74

Comprehensive Manpower

.

4,600

P 18

y3

263,055

.

x,106

5 1,145

1,421

602
$400

.

2

65

60,207

,,,,,600

.

23

416

326,023

4

-

.

.

, ":

3,0Q0
.

1,667

2,000

1,000
$237

. 5

68

62,969

.

1

5,258

,: 22
-

, 369

310,615

,

'.

,

.

...

,

5,306

1,033

1,869

658
$316

.

.

4

. 21

47,560

and Construction Worker
Training Programs
1. Number of people

processed through
intake

2. Number of employer
requests received

3. Number pf peppie..-...)_

referred to'prospec.,,

tive empl4ers
4. Number of '.)eople

placed '':, ....._
.

5. Cost per placement

Training ,Credit Program
6. Number of coMpanies

in payment credits
program

7. Numberof training
slots hired

8. Credits earned by
employers through
program

Note: Additional milestoneps were established for: nutber of trainees placed
through the Construction W6rker Training Program and number of training slots
authorized in the Training Credit Program.

The cost per placement experienced during July 1973.to July 1974 is less than the

previous ykar, although significantly higher than the milestone figure of $237 per
,,

placement. If the expenditures made for the Construction Worker Training Program,

which resulted in noplacements, areadded to those fox the Comprehensive Manpower

Program, cost per placement is raised from $316 to $362.

. Future Prospects

The future prospects for this program and for reducing the cost of placing

people in full-time jabs over the near term are not bright. this type of program

is especially hard hit'ig a job market'which is as weak generally as'the current

47,
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market. More aggressive solicitation of employer requisitions might help somewhat,

but should not be expected to'solve the problem. Not only are requisitions unlikely

to increase sharply, but the requisitiOns received are likely to be somewhat poorly

matched with the intake in terms of skill levels. It is clear that there is great

nee() for additional job possibilities for residents of Bedford Stuyvesant. The'

Comprehensive Manpowdr Program showed an early recognition of the importance'of*

a suitable match in an ongoing job--well ahead of a similar recognition in other

programs. Unfortunately, such a program works far better when emplOyers are-com-

peting. for scarce employees than when the situation is turned around. '

3. Ancillary Services

We did not establish millstones for the units of the Non-profit Community

Programs Divisio which we have labelled ancillary services. These include:

planning and evaluation, governmenf/CDO relations, fund-raising, public informa-

tion, and research. They will not be discussed extensively here.
1, A few comments,

however, are'in order.

It has been a great strength of Restoration that it has consistently main-

tained an effective, working relationship with most governmental organizations

affecting its operations. Such a situation does not happen accidentally and

deserves, therefore, a strong plus for Rdttoration and its managers. Similarly,

' Restoration has consistently had 'a strong public image outside of Bedford Stuyvesant.

diir own impression - is--that this..is due,..inot only to the scale of Restoration's

activitiet'hut also to the work of its public information office.

The research and planning and evaluation 'functions are'rduplicated in neither

studying. There appears to be a useful inter-

the,Economic Development Division) and the

examination and patient development of primary

.

data on Bedford Stuy'vesani carried out by program and researeh staffs an asset

of -the other twq,,CDCs we have been

action between program staffs (e.g.

developing research. The:detailed

of considerable magnitude to Restoration and sfibilld be seriously considered by
:

other CDCs. -

2

1. Planning and evaluation, fund- raising, government/CDC relations,-and

public information are, however, important parts of a developed resource inobiliza-

tion function and would be more extensively examined in future research.

48
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CHAPTER '3

THE WOODLAWN ORGANIZATION -
WOODLAWN COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

Introduction
In this chapter we examine the activities and performance of The Wooden

,Organization (TWO) and its urban development arm, The toodlawn Community Dekreiop-
.

ment Corporation (WCDC). These two components'of. the present structure of the
Wood lawn program represent both the oldest o gani3ation still actively functioning

f (TWO) and the most recently established org izational entity (TACDC) participating

in this evaluation study. Theorigins and evolution of the communitrdevelopment

effort in Woodlawn, from the formation and developmerit of TWO to the current dual

organization structure with most functions .conducted by WCI)t, represent the most
<,

dramatic changed among the three CDCs studied. However., the strength of the.
A

. . ,
original community base continues to exert influence on the new organizati-onal

sttuctUre.
.

The Woodlawn Organization was formed in 1960' by a federation of some '100

community groups in order to...Consolidate their community protest actions on issues
,

of relevance to Woodlaian. At this time, the phys cal, economic, and social health

of Woodlawn was rapidly waning, As conditions w rsened, the exodus o'f'families

and businesses accelerated: between 1960 and 1 70, the population of Woodlawn

dropped from over 60,000 to 36,500. In this i creasingly poor environment., TWO's

member organizations--block clubs, church grodps, welfare unions, tenant associa-

tiodsunited in their opposition to the actions or inactions of estiblished.
.

institutions in several areas of concern:, -hausing, sehbots, employment, health
.. .

...
.:

.i- d,, e r vis ces
'.k
, a..-n` d C On' s.um`er pr. o t e, c ti.ti ti4;, '' fp.: r e Xam-

-

p: l e1:' 'A: t r. ac4 4 1 = t es-. t. .. o. f 14 07s "c a pe gity

. -1). tO protecte':tH,interests b£,.i,ts conpunity
.....

arose when, the,,University of Chicago ...
:

. . , ..- . t...

qftempied to evand fts..camptis.,14stO,4i,he Woodlavn ivies nedei the 'ifiban :Renewal:- .
. ...

.,' .. -.prOgram. -TWO:staccels fully prevented this action, priniardy bymoraflizing-th..- . .

,. -- - , _.. - - . ..,. , . ... .-
*1.4.Port. of,the pe-991.e.of.Wuodlawn tO.pfirti..cipate'iti1048ELLdetiOhttrEtti.o.hSYin.ap"..po,-- *h.:.

4r.,
' " -

'sition.' This, in'turn., Strengthened-TWO' s negotiating, position
A

kitiOn wf.sh the ',City of - .'. ,.. ..

Chicago And the University of Chicago.
lkip.

'With its credibility in the' clotoravnity as well as with external institu tions-tions-
. , .

I

enhanced, TWO began tp expand its scope of action .in 1.964 to encompass programs,

.
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initially in the area of manpower training. This development marked the first
endeavor 'Undertaken by TWO with the support of external funds. Throughout., the
rest of the 1960's, a ,period when federal categorical' grant programs"flo.urished,
TWO actively engaged in mobilizing resources for a variety of additional substan-.
tive projects: 'housing
a supermarket, a health
underway .- 'During -these

development

center, and
,

years, 'IWO's

for low-income families, a ,shopping plaza,
otheractivities-.weremere either in planning or

----,

rootS,in the community, were strengthened,
in parts; thtough continuation of community, organization activities, social protest
actions, clean -up campaigns., an4 anti-shim drives. More importantly, elected'',

Ives of membership organizations , and in some cases, the entire body.

rs,' were actively ,invol*ed in the .planning of new`activities and the review
7>. c

represent
of memb

of'past actions undertaken by TWO staff:
. In 1969, TWO' level of activity and fiscal responsibilities had reachdd

Ing a greater degree of organizational coordination, additional
er mechanisms for operational and financial accountability. Annual

proportions r
staff and bet
program expenditures in 1969 were nearly $0.5 mi/I:lipn, smallstuni in '
comparison with some programs, such-as Model Cities but a significant achievedient
for an organization which began only with the support of its annual membership

. .cities of $50 "per organization. irroider to.meet these groWing administrative
responsibilities;, TWO sought and received assistance from the Ford Foundation.
The first grant, 1970-1971, provided TWOwith $100,000 in administratiVe support
funds:
.?

'By. . 1972,when this evaluation study 1.gaia, the!Woodlawn program ON entering,,. ,
a new he in"its evolution. that year, WCDC was creased ar the result of the
prevailing," though not unanimousview, that the time had come7forseparating the ..a .°

-physicl and conoirtic, developmen.t activities de the program' from the protest and
, . .. .community orgart.tzation aspects. of 'the program. :1?10 wasc,to retain ulttmate. contfol -. . s

9f WCD.C"s Activities as' the representative o the commuhity- 'Total expenditures. ,.
ih 1972 ha'ii read;ed a ievel "ot.$1 $0(S 000.0f whieh was the Ford Fouii41. s

e
tion' s contribution; (allocated twoiiii.rds to WCDC; .rte -thin a to TWO). ;`

%64.1 E.. ,
. ..; . .. ,, . -. . ,.

-DO:ring tbeDi?st.yely, emphYsp was plaoed on bUsiness development, primatilly
. . .

t in mid-1973 a' signi,fi,cant direCtiontil Change
rge-scale real estate development, and

housing, bec.ine the foremost priority. i
, Int6grate51 physical 'redevelopment of Woo awn through' projects ptscale was viewed

. .

,the-:e,stabl#. men of WCDCi- a period of transition has: been under! way,.

indiviclual,eaterprise development,
in the Woodlawn program took' place...
management, with a particular, emphasis

4 V
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' as an, opportunity that would be undertaken imminently by others, if not by WCDC,

and one that had favorable potential with respect to fundingt.:. sources.

The transition TWO/WCDC has been, and still is, experiencing has prOduced

several changes k its structure, its operations: and its perspective. More

format functional division of responsibilities has replaced the earlier reliance

on at ad hoc decision-making prOcess, a systernaticfinanci information system

is being implemented where scattered records were k efore, oncern for incrcras/-

ing credibility with financial and'business institutions has beco more prominent,

and financial feasibility'of projects,is more prudently examined before decisions
IN,

are -Made. While the approVal and 'support Of the community remains as yitalconcern;'

mere tension is visible in attempting fo-laaance the immediate needs of residents `

with the longer-run alternatives fo'r restoring oodlawn as a viable, stable community.
. .

.
During the years for which the performance of the activities of TWO/WCDC is

examlned in the remainder-of this chapter, July.,1, 1973 through July 1, 1974,
, . .

...expenditures reached a level of about $2.5 million, a sizable ificrease over previous

years.
k.

-

The subsequent discussion in this chapter is organized to reflect the current

operational arrangements established by TWO/WCDC staff. These are described briefly

Nearly all of the programs and entities of TWO/WCDC are now contained within,

five divisions of WCDC) each representing a major category or area of activity:

1. Real Estate.Planning and Development, .

?. ReaLEseatelianagement.,
'

3. - Commercial Enterprises,

'4. 'Manpower, and
5. Community, Services. -

The.siRth major ..c4tegory.of activity, Community Organization, isnot considered a

.

.division of WCDC, The programs in this area are carried out underthe auspices of

TWO rather then WCDC.

t

jtotb the' Real Estate
.

Odnnift andDevelolmemt Division and the Real Estate
' , - -

Management Division of WCDC wOre'estaBlished during the evaluation period as part
.. .

4'ei
-

of the new organizational thrust toward,coordinated,, large-scale real 'estate projects.

. ..
J.In.discessIng7 these divisions, we have concentrated attention on their activities

,, . ,. .
.

,
and act6MOlishments as fpnational units during the evaluation period. Since it is

.----

.. .

intended that both divisions will eventually become profit- making, we make note
,

.,..,,

:- of their urrerit. plans for achieving this goa 1.,
C...

,' :

'' ':''C' In' order toprovide a more detailed assessment of Wo major real estate devel-
;- ,.... - ,',

.,

. 4 .t.

.
.

. opMent liojects.currently under the direction of the n
f

anning and Development
I .. .

__

" .0,
; /

1

.+
.0 1

b.: 5 , i

I
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Division and/or the Management Division, case studies Of Jackson Park Terrace

and Woodlawn- Gardens were conducted.

The third division-of WCDC, Commercial Enterprises, consists of the four for-

"profit entities affiliated with TWO/WCDC: TWO/Hillman'S Supermarket, the Maryland

Theare, the TWO/Security Patrol, Inc., and &server Publications, Ind. Only one

of these entities, TWO/Hillman's Supermarket, is clearly generating profits as of -

July 1, 1974. W .

- The Manpockr Division of WCDC consists of six 'training programs, All of which

are conducted by the Woodlawn Career Vocational Institute on b.cost-reimbursement

IA'contractual basis with'federalor state agencies. The last division, Community

Serviaes, consists of "a health center called the Greater Woodlayn Assistance Cor-.
0

poration and a newly established black adoption agency.

The activities carried out by the TWO Community Organization component consitt----

of four major programs:

.1. Neighborhood Organization,
2. Environmental Action Program,
3. Tenant Awareness Program, and
4 Social Services Program. .

a

inothex program which has been included in this area of activity is the Early Child-

hood Development Center 'although it operates as an independent entity rattler than a

program oamponent of Community Organization.

. , . .

A. / Real Estate Planning and Development Division (REPDD)

The Real. Estate Planning and Development Division of WCDC came into existence,

as a.formal organizational component early in 1974. The establishment of the

division reflects the anticipated expansion of WCDC's activities in real estate

planning and development and the intent of WCDC to effect the redevelopment of

Woodlawn through coordinated projects-of-scale. In the short time it has existed,

. RUDD has made significant headway both organizationally and operationally.

Since REPDD did notIvexist in ,141); of 1973, specific. milestones for the divi-

sion were not set. The majoi real estate development activity in process duking

the evaluation ,.Jackson Park Terrace, is treated.as a case study in Chapter 5, along

with Woodlawn Gardeni, a large Low-income housing development' completed in 1971.
.

The other major activities of this type were the development of a proposal tor

the redevelopment of Woodlawn and a rehabilitation project. In this section, the

events which transpired during the evaluation with regard to these two activ es

as OM as Orrent plans of the new division will be discussed. .

52
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1. Redevelopment Planning

During this evaluation study WCDC seriously explored the for large-

Scale redevelopment of WoOdlawn.
0

Their,strong interest in studying the feasibility'

of doidg so and,formulating possible alternative,approaches stemmed from the view

that eventual redevelopment of Woodlawn was a near certainty. The'question was:

whb- would undertake and, therefore; control the redevelopment process?

Most of the activity in the last.two years co centrated on one parcel of land',,

an area designated as a first phase demonstrat . The major milestone WCDC hoped

to achieve was the acquisition of seed mon fqr land purchasing. This was accom-

plished in late,1974.'

A number of critical and difficult choices have, and will, arise for WCDC in

moving forward with the redevelopment effort. Alternative courseof action will

bring about different long-term effects on the Variety of concerns a CDC tries /to

encompass, e.g., the needs of As community residents and the pressures to b

self-sustaining. WCDC's approach to redevelopment is illustrative of some of the
4

complex issues. involved in choosing a plan of action where'a very cruc/41 question

still exists: What strategy is really appropriate for the'large-scale redevelopment
o

of a community characterized by adverse conditions like thOse in which CDCs operate?

WCDC's strategy is-to bring about fundamental alterations in,the physical
. .

and socioeconomic composition og Woodlawn. By restructuring all elements Of the

living environment, WCDC expects to attract and retain more moderate-income resi-

dents, thereby creating a viable community within Woodlawn. In order to do so,.

WCDC emphasizes the importance, of altering past trends and'the current image of

Woodlawn, the need to provide well7designed ,living units, ample supporting facilities, .

and the ability to treat'issues of security and schools successful-4y:

The basic premise underlying WCDC's s

to function' as the enclave for the poor and

assimilate thoSe financially able to choose

trategy is that Woodlawn cannot continue

indigent (while surrounding communities

better living environments), an at.

the'same time, become viable. In'other words, a communitywhich;cannot attract
,

and'maintain a significant proportion of °non-:poor residents cannot expiect to becoriie

an economically and socially sound, stable community. , 4

The cumulative..adverse Zonditions prevailing in Woodlawn at present, °it is

argued, are self=reinforcing and the resulting living environment is linable to '

compete successfully with more attractive communities for moderate- and middle-

:Income residents. At the same time, the existence of Woodlawn as a refdge for the

poor perpetuates the inertia on thellarE ok these viable communities in providing
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for the nee s of low-income families themselves. By pursuing its chosen strategy,

WCDC expects to halt this process'and provide a basis for eventual growth and

stability in Woodlawn while giving others an impetus to respond to the needs of

the poor as well.

There is a high probability that WCDC's strategy would result ih a new *,

community with a significantly different group of residents--in terms of occupa-
.

tionalmix,income levels, and probably racial mix--than the current population.of

Woodlawn. In this sense, it may be argued that the consequences ofWCDC's strategy

for redevelopment may be unfavorable to the welfare of Wootdlawn's current residents.

On the other hand, it may be .argued that 'the strategy WCDC has adopted in full

awareness of its probable Consequences,is the only way to make Woodlawn a yiable
0

community. In our tenversations several WCDC staff members have shown keen aware- '

ness of both sides of this issue and have inditated serious concern for securing

the sanction of the community. Their argument in support of the strategy adopted

is plausible-and their strong commitment to the community enhances both the pros-
,

pects for success and the probability that the long-run benefits of redevelopment

would provide some opportunities for lower income groups that do not currently

exist and probably would not existnn the future if Woodlawn were to be redeveloped
0

by a purely private concern. If the development were carried out successfully, WCDC

would also stand a reasonable chance of generating a source of discretionary funds

which would provide greater flexibility in terms of program choices.

The value of such redevelopment depends on the changes which would occur in

Woodlawn as a place and in Woodlawn as a community of people. It is too early to

determine the relative efiect of WCDC's approach on both these dimensions,, although
t %

'indiCations are that a relatively greatk-iMpact Would occur on,Woodlawn as a place,
,..;

.atileigtIn the short:run.' The extent of benefits andnumber of Woodlawn's current-
- ,

. . .

' residens tht,TioUld bendftt in thee long run cannot le assessed'ai. this stage. bne
.

. - .

. of.the,deciding sets of factors, Clearly,..will be the strength of TWO/Wat's roots

in the-Community and the commdnity's responsiveness to TWO/WCDC's° actions.
.

r

2. 'otherActivities ofiktPDD

Although4tiie demonstration the first priority within the Real, Estate
.

Planning and Development Division, a considerable level of effort is explicitly

devoted to generating other activities. A majdr objectiveOf efforts in real estate

developmeit is to replenish and, upgrade.the housing stock in woodlawnin a manner
\.

which-will generate unrestricted monies for TWO/WCDC. 9Distussions with the director

strongly suggest that the strategy being implemented is consistent with this

a
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objective. ,Specifically all of the activities in firm planning with REPDD.at the

present time are expected to generate some positive income, either through piofits

or feed.

Current, plans concern the possible formatlion of two joint ventures for the
,

purpose of develOping two housing complexes under the, Section 8 Leasing Program.

One possibility is a joint venture On the development of 200 new units of housing:

Three possible kites have been identified andAre currently being studied. The

other possibility concerns the formation Of a joint venture to undertake the re-

habilitation of a large hotel which would result in roughly 300 units of housing

for the elderly.

The Division i§ involved, also, in two new housing rehabilitation packages;

in addition to overseeing the, final stages of the 101-unit package referred to as

Redevelopment II. One of these is owned And sponsored.by the 65th StreetRvelop-
-.

ment Corporation, a grouvf residents andspropertycwneps who organized themselves

in 1967 for the purpoN of- rehabilitating several scattered buildings. 'WCDC was

4 ft asked to coordinate the development, which now consists pf 87 units in six build-

,

. .

ings, and to provide technical' assistance, for which WCDC would receive A' fee.

o
The other rehabilitation -Project, consisting of 85 units,:is being undertaken on a

\
rent-up, and-management,

During the,evalu tion period, work 9n Redevelopment II, consisting of 101,

limited-dividend partnership kasis, with WCDC as the general' partner. The 65th . '

,

.

Street Development Corporation's project and the two rehabilitatiOneprojects will

be turned over to WCDC's Property' Management,Division upon.completion for manager .

...

men= on a fee for service basis. - , -*-------..,--

I
4

..
t

3. Housinelkehabilitation, '" .

g.

.

r-

Present org niz

habilStation project.
(

Management Db4sion.

ational arrangements include "Redevelopment II," the only re-

undertaken to date, as a component of the WCDC Real Estate

Rehabilitation projects undertaken ince,the beginningol

1974 are Planned and developed by the R E tate Planning and Development, Divi-

sion and subsequently are turned . over to the M t Division :for marketing,

units of low- income housing, was in process. HUD approval. of the project, for nuirt-

gage insurance under the 236 program was received in August 1582 apd in March 1973'

the contract. to the, general
,

contractor, a local minority contractor, was made.
.

) ,,,i. J 4
Between Mayep:and July 1974, the rehabilitation project required more attention

. .

and consumed more key, staff time than in the mouths preceding-construction. The
\

greater emphasis accorded this activity is attributable `partly to the in-

crease required once the development stage reaches the point of construction, and
- .

partly to the necessity of dealing with problems,which arose.

- ... ,; .
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.,

....ilestonep and Achievements .- 0 .

.
.

;-,. ... .'.

.. .
Table 10 representathe'achik-ement of TWO/WCDCWith regard to housing

.

A _

reh bilitation
D
relative-_to. the targets projected .

. "

ti

,Table 10

HOUSING REHABILITATION - SELECTEb, MILESTONES AND ACHIEVEMENTS

/ .

. .

. .

.

Milestone. ,,

.

Actual .

.., ...

: . Ekpected - Actual
..-.

..., .

As of
7/1/73

During
the year,

7/1/72 to'
7/1/73

:As of

7/1/74

During
the year,

7/1/73 to

27/1/74

.

As of
7/1/74

During
the year,.

7/1/71 to
7/1/74

.
.

1. Number.of units -

,scheduled fc, .,

rehabilitation
2. Number of units

rehabilitated
,.,

. (co4leted)
3. Rental income.

'

.
.

.

101 4-

.

31

0

.

1

., 0

':$14,300

.

.

',.86

%

101-

. .

.

101

$58,520,

,.,

.

.

8'6 .

0

(0
.

".

A'

r:

S

tt

i

Note:, Additional milestones were,established for: number of `scattered properties ;
4,

owned.with buildings and vacant, number of units_owned vacant' and occupied, average - ,

rent per unit per:month upon occupant), total estimatdd'development cost of Rehab
:

Package, operating expenses on Rehab, an net income.. .
1.......

Although it was anticipated that all 10 units in the rehabilitaion'package

would be completed and occupied by .June 1,4974 (50 percent Ily,February'l, 1974),
. ..

. . . .

as of September, 1974, none of the units had been turned ovkto TWO/WCDC by

contractor. Since none of the units were available for occupancy during our eval-

uat' n, rental4income Was not, generated and operating expenses were not incurred.
U

The major diaigulties\arising during the evaluation were the result of pr.obtems
....

-

with, the general contractor. ',The, contractor, described as the best minor con- .

40k dtractor in terms of quality of construction, apparently had - difficulties in following

the,, specifications and also-in scheduling and completing work'in.order to meet the
.

stipulated construction time. The latter problem is one that frequently occurs-
.

o when a contractor takes on committents beyond his capacity over a given period of

time and then finds he cannot spread the resources available tp him sufficiently

to.meet his responsibilities.. The director of 51) Adicated that the problem

was "compounded in this case because the 12 -month construction ,period

stipulated was not realistic: .15 to 20 mont ould have been a more- reasonable

,expectation.,
5

40
.
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The consequence of this:combination of circumstances was that none of the

units had been completed by May 15, 1974 when..the-contract was' ro expire. A three- '

month extension was granted,:but when none of the units had 'been completed asof

. ,

than sdate, erious'consideration was given to invoking the penalty 61ause. A
,

,,resolution of this prob.len had become 'prticularfy pressing since the bulk of the

,.

ontipgency fund, which, could.cmdinarily be used to cover unanticipated interest ,

: expense on the interim financing, hid' already been allocated: Consequently, TWO/

'WCDC reqdeseed and received approval from FHA to increase .the mortgage by apProci-

t

,

mately $100,000-to cover change-orders and excess interest expense required to

,. ,
.

extend the constructions contract until December, 1974. .7 .

. . ,

The total costs incurred by th general contractor on this project for c3ork

completed as of July. 26, 1974.were .$1,0 t,333 including builder's overhead' and

profit .. Wotk.conpleted- as of 'that date represents 82 percent' of the total, as ,

. \
. i

, .--(

measured by tbtal cost budgeted for cons tructi ' If the actud.k, total costS'inc4Fred -

.

Lipp comp tion of all 101 units did not exceed the budgeted costs ot construc4on
. .

inclui of builder 's Overhead and.profit: the average str'uCtion cost per unit
,.

..

rehabilitated- would be approximately $13, .000. Hdwev.er, given the costly changes-

I

and delays e'sothis estimate is probably' on the conserveaye 's

. ..
.

B. Real Eistate Management Division

- WCDC's Rea 1 Es tate -Management Division was es
..

component..in July of 1973. At present, it is treated as a su
.

WCDC-; eventually -expected to generate. profits. This division is 'rAponsible for .,

'y , . .
I

the management of. reiidential',\
\
\Conimercia- 1, and industrial investmen, property owned

. . '... ,

or operated by TWO. The Tioperty, Management Director's' duties inClu e the arrange- .,..

\
.

. .

ment for maintenance , reconditioning, leasing, renal collection on

shed-as an organizatiOnal-

idized component of

properties, an record keeping on mortgage loans, taxes, insurance prem

rental income. The director also counsels the organization on matters concerning

financing, purchasing, and selling of property and handles' real estate appra sal,
e

mortgage 'financing, and the preparation of various forms utilized in, the proce sing

of FHA loan applications. .

o eUpied

ums, and

e.

Prior to July, 1973')_ management functiong pertaining to properties, owned: by,

TWO were performed on a low priority

Management Corpbration- lay.,Pthe time
,;

'Tient had assumed a dew, poiition, with

"of several 'factors. The ibst, significant factor was the new Ocogram direction

. taking shape
rk
within TWO/WCDC: Piiorities were restructured to reflect, the emphasis

basis and were loosely organized 'under TWO

milestones were being set,' tdal estate manage -

higher priority, refleclIng the Cu imina eion

57
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on developing a comprehensive approach to e redevelopment: of Woodliwn on a. large

scale, three primary areas' of concern emerged: . real estate development,' real'

X

.../
estate management, and financial affairs. It was determined that exteasive.staff. -

\"-... . ..
N support. would..be 'concentrated in 'these three areas.:
''- DuriOtig year for which performance is'being evaluated, the Property

- .
%

Management Division's major priorities were the implementation of a remedial

ma:nagement,plan for Woodlawn Garden's and the development. of a marketing strafed .

.
-

, for Jacksbn,,,;park Terrace. 1,).

- Milestonesand Achievements
(

.
CExperience with property management during the firq,t year of this study, July.

1972 to Jjly 19730, was rather,limited in scope. During that year the management
>.

I ,
entity. was responsible for the performance of. routine accounting tasks. All. , ,
'decision making, concerning utiliiation of properties- was carried out by joint

discussions. of key staff:
. - .

.

When milestones ,were being set, h.owever.plans concerning the responsibilities
._.

. and performance of Property Management as an organiiational component were indica-

tive, bf the new importance. attached to tliii, activity by TWONCDC staff. Expectations
.--

in the year for which performance was evaluated reflected the first phase of WCDC's.-

.,goal. of establishing a Management Division wi-th-the demonstrated_capability of
..,demonstrated_ capability\

managing property a' large scale'. Selected milestones' and achievements are shown.--' . - , 4, .
<in,Ta'ble 11.

The general pictur.

cipated 'leVels of output.,\ In the case of Occupied residenti.alunitS, under. management

and rectal collections froM scattered sites, the lower leve

circumstances .outside the 4irect control of the .k.'lanagement Div

\ .

-is one of a shortfall in achievethents relative to anti-

of output is due to

sion. Due-to the

failure. of the contractor-,to'perform according to schedule on Re e'ropment

the units wee npt turned-
.

Over to- Property Management for rent-up., onsequently,
. . ' .

, ,Ithe rental
.

incorge from these unit;, anticipated on some units as ea ly ,as February
. .

...1974, was not generated: Also, 'ince Jackson Park terrace was not completed when

antitipated, he commercial space in, the-development was not available for leasing

by the Management Division.

The major expansion of the Division's scope of activity during the last year

involved the assumption of management functions fot\Woodlawn Gardens apartments as s

4anticipated. Recital collections from Woodlawn Gardens, $667,000, slightly exceeded,

the level targeted for the year, $654,700. The increase resulted in part becau\SS.
10k

there were fewer vacancies during the yetr than anticipated. Part of the success

-5 8
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Table 11

PliOPERTY MANAGEMENT - MILESTONES AND ACHIEVEMENTS

0

.
-

MileStone

.
Actual Expected .- Actual --_-_,--,

As of
7/1/73

. Deririg
the year.,
7/1/72 to

7/1/73

.

-

As of
7/1/74

.

During
the year,
7/1/73 to
7:74474

.,
As of
7/1/74

.
During .

the year
.7/1/73 to
,- 7/1/74..

.

1. Number of reszden-
tial unit's. managed
a. Occupied '

2. Square feet of com-
sercial space under
management
a. OCcupied

3. Gross Tental
collections ($)

.

4. Fees earned -at 3%
of collections ($)

4

193
1.9

'
134,4 0
106,796

.

.

t- --
.

171,',6

0

.

700
590-600

136A70,
117,990-
128,000'

-

-
.

,

.

_

904,000-
907,000

27,120.

614 ,

522

. .,
134,470
91 , 284

-

.

. .

.,

821,966

- 0-
.

Note: Additional milestpnes were established for: nu ber-f-owned properties
managed (residential, commercial, vacant), gross rental ollections by site,
rent arrearages by- site, and tenant turnover by site'.

nmeeti-ng this milestone should be attributed to improvements in billing efficiency

and,,tenantrmanage:ment relations. The successful implementation of a computerized
aged- accounts receivable billing system for Woodlawn. Gardens is a particularly note-
worthy accomplishment of the Management Division during the evaluati -on, which is not 4

reflected in the;tnilestones) as is the establishment of an interim. agreement with

HUD on the financial status, of Woodlawn Gardens. .

Iri cprnmercial spa'te management, the achievements during the year relative to

expe.ctations, were disappointing. At the time milestones were set, WCDC managefnent
oanticipeteethat a total of 24,000 square feet would be leased tct.c mrnercia I tenants

at .

in the remainder of the property which' TWO/WCDC owns, and partly 'occupies ", by July
.

1, 1974 . However, during the year several tenants vacated the premises and .no addi-

tional space was leased. Commercial 'space in, the property was leased to only '

one small tenant. As a result, rental income from commercial tenants waalso
considerably less thah ariticipatedt 'This shortfall in rental income wa,s particularly

. costly to WCDO in "view of other factors. Tenants vacating the property dOring the

year did So with high arrearages in rent. In addition, operating costs for the year
turned out to be significantly higher than anticipated when the property Was pur-

chased in January 1973.
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The poar expeiience with this. property seems to be due to a number of
,

factors. First, the prospects for leasing space -on East 63rd Stree t were, and are;

extremely poor. Second,' the allocation' of the Property Management Division's timeime

. in accordance with program priorities resulted in the total asorption of time and

effort .in other activities, primarily Wobdlawn gardend and Jackson Park Terrace.

.Thus,when tenants left, little, effort was devoted 63 securing-new occupants-. A.
4

third factor was the recognition.that it'would not be feasible to lease space
.

.sLitdegsfully to commercial tenarqs until renovations were made.
4 ,

. The other malor.c.oinmercial leasing milestone set was for the Woodlawn Gardens

Plaza.' At the "ti'me milestones were set, it was expected that a major tenant would
.

be occupying 70 to, $0,perEent oS thg, leasable area by July 1, 1974. At a minimum,
,

WCDC expected that 'firm ancyinal commitment would have seen secured .from tie
. . . . . . .

.0'

Major' tenant, in ,whiCh case the mall. wptild he 70 to-80. percent vacant pending .
'. 4. . 1.. e ,

.

.

,. . .moveill of the, terlant r ' i;:,
- ,

'As of jilly 1, 1974, negotiations were in process wi- tli.a private group of
. . _

, . medical professionals,. althougri 8,1inal lease agreement had not yet been reached.
.: . t . . . -

The particulars of the deyelopmeatv with respect to the mall during the last year
-s.

are contained in the discussion of Woodlawn Gardens.' It should be noted,here,

however, that HUD approved the plan and one .lease -had been signed as of Oitober

1974% Occupancy was projected for-February of 197,5:
- ,, . .

Fees or management services were no1-generated during the milestoneyeer,
. .

although some had been anticipated. -current expectations are that fees. will be ..

1/4

, .
earned, at T percent of rental collections, as housing units.are turned over from`'

-0

the,Real Estate Planning and Development' Division to the Property* Management.
. . A .

'Division.

Respite the sborifall in milestone achieyement, the establishment of thet,
Management Division and the apparently successful assumption of manag ent respon-.

. s .

sibility for Woodlawn Gardens housing--within one year's, time--are'si nilicant
.. -:-

.

.

achievements. 1The changeswe. have observed between the ad hoc management activities
1.

of TWO/WCDC during the first year of thisevaluation and the professional manageMent

capability which developed dilring the second year are strong indications of marked

' improvement.

c

C. Cammer al 'Enterprises Division \ ,N
This division is comprised'of actual 'or potential profit- making entities of

. ,

WCDC: TWO/Maryland' Theatre , TWO/Security Patrol, Inc., Observer Publications,

Inc., and TWO/Hillmah's Supermarke.t.

1. See Chapter 5.
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'1. TWO/Hillman's Supermarket

TWO/Hillman's was incorporated pn July 9, 19 0.and began retail operations

on November 18, 1970.. The store leases 14,00 "quare feet of space from the sUb-,

sidiary of TWO/WCDC which owns the Woodlawn Gardens Development, Two-thirds of

the common stock is owned by 3.14.0. Enterprises, Inc. and the other one-third

of .the common stock ispwned by Hillman's, Inc. The latter is the major supplier

of the groceries,sold in the supermarket and provides management services for

which it is paid'a fee of three percent of net sales.

ThrOughout the evaluation, TWO/WCDC has monitored the progress of TWQ /'

Hillman's steadily. Emphasis on this entity as reflected by'allocatioe of key

staff time has probably decreased since the first year of operation but hd6

remained relatively constant throughout the relevant time pericid, ,

Milestones and Achievements

Performance during the evaluation yearis" showd in Table 12,.:

Table 12 ,

TWO/HILLMAN'S SUPERMARKET - SELECTED MILESTONES AND ACHIEVEMENTS,"

Milestones

Actual Expected
.

Ac

As of
7/1/73

During
the year,.
7/1/72 to

7/1/73,

As of
7/1/74

During
theyear,
7/1/73 to
7/1/74 .

AS4 of
7/1/74

1. Volume of sales ($)
2. Net profit ($)
3. Retained earnings

(deficit) ($) (16,860)

3,703),730

25,820

'3,140

3,706,000'

20,000

24;555

7/,t474
'

4;403(1,340

( o. P.
O. I

Note: Additional milestones were established for: annual rental paid t6"114p/1444 r

Development Association and management fees paid to Hillman's', Inc., .

-
,

- *
(-4. -- P,-- ,. 4 '

_ The actual volUme of sales of TWO/Hillman's exceeded expectations by alrlirlixi-s
. ., ,...,...,!:,,. ..

mately nine' percent. Grossprofit for the two years shown held relaeively,eonsit '''

'..-,-., .-- ,
, .

at approximately 20 percent of gross safei, while net profit increased6IrOME;76.-'i,' --
. .t!,, t!

percent.6f,gross sales to 1.03percent. Thus, while a decline in operatilig'pp:Vpt.i4.r::-1,..,
..,

from .70 percent to .54 percent was expected, the actual accomplishment s iar ifi*--,
_

cantly exceeded the prOjection. Since gross profits as a percentage.of saaka A4., ,-; .
. _

. , . .,- ;Ts! ,,,c. e' . .; '
not change significantly, the increase in profits seems largely attributabVrtO.' -.',.,7-

,.

'

increased efficiency of operations. Tha"t is, with a relatively constal&srosS,...1:;:".-
,

profit margin of 20 percent of gross sales, operating expenses as a perrenfaOre'9.f
4:

P

e-
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.

... '. f, .

. 0... 4. 4 .9,, ,1,.

gross rofit were reduced from 96.57' percent for Oid'peridd July 1, 1972 Io_June ti.: - -..-

30, 1973 to 94.87 percent 'for the period Jetly.1, 1973 toJune-10:Z.1974: -Given ' ,
.. ..- .-

.. .... .
.;

recent pational'experience withsrespect to.risingcosts,_.thispetfoimance 143
.1 ..

particularly noteworthy. .
, . - ...

- ,.
. ../.," ..."- .. r- , , *., , ,, . . ? -.

...-, ''''/- : 4 42. Maryland Theatre

a

- ,,

-.

Don ated to the Woodlawn Organization in .early-197l' the TWO/Maryland Theatre

tonstituees the third component of the Commercial'Enterprises

Curtent movies are shown as well as special films of particular interest .to tie
.blank community. The threatre opeiates a cOncess.ion, stand in the lobby and, seats

,
.

r,468 people. ». $

e

sa.

Milestones and Achievements
-

1
. Achievements relative to milestone targts for the Maryland Theatre Clutng

..., .
. 0 . ...

. 'the year for which performance is Being;evaluated are showit in lable.13. The
-

.

figures indicate that although revenues fell slightfy.ihort of the tatt'eteelevel,
. the proportion o. , . . . r

rrevenues required:to,meet.Oxpeiws was somewhajower than alai-
.

. .
.. .

cipated. Consequently, the eagle shows a,net ingothe whichexceeded' projected .

.

level. The major increase in operating expensts'over the two years resulted from
' - *

A sizable iperea§e'in real estate taxes, a factor largely outside of management
.

' control. The Theatre was suecessful,in absorbing this increase because.of.fts

ability to raise revenues significantly highey,than* the previous year. On the
. . ,

whole, experience during theevdluation year represents an Mprovement relative to

expectations.. '

Table 13

-MARYLAND\TREATRE - SELECTED MILESTONE§ AND ACHIEVEMENTS

Milestones

Actual Expected Ac tual

As of
7/1/73'

During
the year,

7/1/72 to
7/1/73

As of
7/1Y74

During
the year,

7/1,/73 to

7/1/74
As of.
7/1/74

1. Revenues'
2. Ekpenses
3. Net profitbefore '

income taxes (loss)

$372,438
376,295

($3,67)

$450,000
444,150

5,1i50

During
the yearo

7/1/73 to
7/1/74

$44064
432,695

7,669
/

Note: Additidhal milestOnes were established for: price of admission (adults
and children), net profits as a percent of revenues (loss), and number of full-

- time andpart:time employees.
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3.- 1110YSecurity- Patrol, Inc. ..0 .
. ,

,,
. . ..

,." The tilird.componene of the WCDC Commercial Enterprises Diviei,on, the TWO/' -..,. , .Securi,t11.P.atrql, has teen offering its guard service on a contractual bast& since. -

.
May of .19.69." The need for protection of.equipment used during ttla construction- . _. .

. .1
of Woodlawn Gardelts prompted the formation of this, entity. In August of 1G971;

. . .-« :
the operation was incorppree d:aild procedures required to obtain a state license

. .
, were initiated .,t. The ma for qualitartilze acipomPlishment of the: jecui4y0Patrol.. ...,

. . . Of .1,10

% during 1974 has; been the coinpietion,ot stringent guard trttning required by the
. . 0.state in order to'Cbtairi al, license. Insur!,e,d and bonded, thePat'rol is now:, t., .o' .

'., licensed by the Mate as a p-fivate Security force'.
....

,

3, .. .
. .*Int,grmg of priority, this entity seeps to,have undergone a decline in

,... ..
eophaisrs c.ompa.qhTe.to Qiht7iR the othes,cthree eritites-comprittng the Commercial',4. 6 oo A 0, 'fr. eaEnterpfises Division of WCD.C; -iXat,.-.2s',1.n shiftinglemphtt;ie away from business. .

andcolffiny e-r.ei.a1 enters)0-

has been accorded a"'S
Since that time, it a
operated..W.ith a relst

t

rises to4p
tatus of f
pvars' tha

.e.
rojectt of scAleei-n rea
over rthoity .thpn befo
t this entity, (along wi

40

but consistent, degree.... . .
. . .

' 2.- mapagement.staff..
milestones and Achievements

.Performance during

1 Patrol
re this shift occurred.
tty the other three) has
of emphasis 'by key CDC

e evaluation yeat is shown in Table 14:

Table414
..

TWO/SECURITY PATROL, INC. - SELECTED MILESTONES AND CHIEVEMENTS

Rilestnes

0

Actual Expected Ac tual

As of
7/1/73

During
the year,
741/72 to

7/1/73
As of
7/1/74

During'
the year,
//1/73 to

7/1/74
As of
7/1/74

During
the year,
7/1/73 to

7/1/74

1. Number of contracts
secured*

. Voluite of- 'sales
3. Net profit (loss)

before-income taxes

10
'$93,710

($10,903)

7

$200,009

$ 23,000

8
.$199,671

$ 14,587

Note;_: Addition al milestones were established for: total expense's, wages and
salaries, and number of employees. -

.
As shown in Table,,14, the achievements over. a milestone period correspond

quimi closely to ttie targeted levels' of achievement except in the case of net
profits The reasons for this shortfall are hard to discern due to the lack of

e
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consipxent his6prica,l data based on contracts, receipts .for services and expenses
. . .

: for; this activity... Ftrthermore,',the figures shown in the table represent accounts
recbrdecr on a cash, rattier than accrual, basis. This may account for part of the
shortfall, in net profits. I

' - Based on the. figures. shown, however, the Security Patrol definitely improved
its financial position during 'our evaluation relative to the prior year.

. Since'the rropoition of total expenses for wages and salaries, the major expense
item,Ichanged very little over the two years, it is clear that the drastic turn

K;,,,e around' in the financial status of this entity resulted from a large increase
revenue receipts. A large part of this increase is attributable to the payment of
the prior amount due for services rendered by the Security Patrol' on the Woodlawn

'Gardens development. Prior to the year ended June 30, L974, payments dtie from
Woodlawn Gardens were carried as accounts receivable by the, Security Patrol because
of the inability of Woodlawn Gardens t9 carry the costs of guard service.

The primary constraint affect .fig the financial status of the Security Patrol
since its inception has been the 'imposed subsidization of'Wooc(lawn Gardens. The2/majqt new opportunity which- t e Patrol was able to capitalize upon was presented

. by the construction starts on the twomajor housing activities of TWO/WCDC during
,... ,this period: B.edeVelopment II and Jackson Park Terraced. It should be noted that

this is an illustration of an important advantage characteristic of the CDC as an
institution: the ability to ipternalize.interdependencres among different activ-

:
ities.'On the other h,and, the experi-ence tith Woodlawn Gardens points out the
potentially dangerous aspect of such arrangements, i.e., the failure of one entity

...

:may significantly impair the viability of another component of 1the CDC"

4. Observer Publications, Inc. e e.

The Woodlawn Observer newspaper was created in .l964 to Se.fve as a vehicle,
for disseminating, news of TWO's acti vities throughout the community served. While

continuing tb publicize TWO's involvement in community. concerns, each weekly issue
of the Observer now covers other local news and events as well. In 1964, 5,000
issues per week were printed and-circulated on the average.

Milestones and Achievements

Due to the low priority accorded the Observer relative to other activities
and its precarious financial status, the .future of the Observer was uncertain at
the time milestone targets were being chosen and set. Consequently, target levels
of achievement were not set for this nity.

64
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. %.
It should be noted, however, that although this activity has not been desig-,

nated by CDC management asiene of high priority, congiderable time was devoted to

improving\the financial position of this entity (particularly that of one key staff

member) in the latter part of 1972 and .early 1973. It is probably true that one

of the consequences of this drain on staff time (along with the time spent on

Woodlawn Gardens and Standard Oil) was thel,delay of the development and implemen-

tation of a consistent financial management system for all of the TWO /WCDC entities.
)

This is'an important illustration of how allocation of key staff time in response

to existing Problems can result in insufficient attention devoted to other activ-

ities of higher priority.

The successful turn-around of the Observer has prompted plans to expand

o erations to more general "communication art." The Observer itself may be expanded

,17nto an independent publishing company. In' addition, a new Communications Division

has been established as part of WCDC which will begin publishing in ;house reports,

hold cultural workshops, etc. Currently this division carries a one-half hour

radio program per week. ..
t '

, a

D. Manpower Division
,

.
CF.? .

, . =

Mb history of TWO's involvement in the- area of manpower problems bbegins ..-
1A64 - -a time which mark '0 the early movement of TWO's

protesasitoward o9e of,programs, The informat.ion here

activities during the last twoyears. thid*Pkrticula
.

s tage. in, the evo lution .of the role of manpowef ac

overall strategy of the:tDC.,

orientatibn'fromone of *.
e .

focuses onTWO/WCDC manpower
4

.

,

r period ilikrks impOr.tanf f

, 4.' .2;0, ° .44e

tftes.'a0 a cowpotati.:4;f. th$ '*4.140 .4

a.

Questions concerning the strategy and impact of a crisis-oriented" CDC

versus that of.an "economic development" CDC were raised and debated early in 1973.

in the course Of, this tutmoil there were some WhO advocated the 'position that job

develogment, training,, and placement'activities were charicterigtic of a crisis

orientation and did not result in long-term positive impact in the community --
.

people tended to LeLre the community as soon as they were able. Given limited

staff and financial 'resources, as well as the constraint's imposed,by various fund-

ing sou ces,'questions concerning whether or not to continue efforts in the area

of mane wer, and if so,',at what level of effort, were seriously debated. As evi-

gienced by the numtker of new manpower training programs now under way, it is clear

that the decision was made to include manpower programs as a'supporting component

of the new strategy for large-s4ale development of Woodlawn.

The current activities Of the4lanpayer Division are formally carried out by

The Woodlawn Career Vocational ins*itute. All of the training programs conducted
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by WCVI are institutional' and have been funded by the Vanpower Development and
0

Training Act (MDTA) through the Board of Vocational Education and Rehabilitation
A*.

of the State of Illinois on a cost-reimbursement basis. No oth(er training programs

were conducted during the period July 1, 1973 to, July 1, 1974,

'Table 15 shows the achievements of WCVI relative to selected. targeted levels

during the evaluation year as well as the accomplishmentg of the prior year. By

successfully reducing trainee terminations, the clerk-typist training program grad-

uated seven more people than projectpd. In addition, job placedents exceeded

expectations by nearly 44 percent. PerformanCe on the two programs shots marked',,
. .

improvement in terms of graduates, and especcially placementsas a percentage of
4' ... . ienrollees. In the first year, approximately 61 ,percent' of the enrolleesyare grad:;,%

01i . c . ' .

uated and only 30 percent were placed. in Jobs... x.:Ikerleap in the.secont ;',4* , abotrE477:,
,,, .. . . ., . G. c . Gcui.. ' Al ,

percent of those enrolled were graduated and 10Criereent c31.19-jesp%wegp..platetl in °Lf.t.' ' /I'

. , , s- . .; . a . .,-... t ''. C' '

jobs; compared to only 50 per(cent'of the, graduates 'igi the..prtof .yget; If ge a5I'Zinie %%?'. . ..4 4,r .11, '
. . 6 .. $ 'to . . .. athe maximum a 1 lowab le expend i tu re ae stipthaptbd bcr.the corliraptCyWhe cod Pe47/., '.-.7 ' ,4.

% - at .0W , a 1. , - I.

graduate/placement oker..the eve ldaWind'yeay. was 4983, ..,,.. .

,..- i, , 'i : 0.,00 ,,,*

.; d L . 0 4 ...' I a , I 0 . i . .0
. ' ..,1, ..

. l /,

i ". ° (de i

'

g r... ,,, .. ...° .. :4 ..'
.:11 ;Table; 15 .. ., , ,,,, k . oak,

1
,..0 '' . a. ... lei . i .., 46 "'.

h .4. , OP ?... P h 4," . . V a 0 A.A.,.. 624

'.. MN,POiliR DA! Wm, ..SELEQTED NLO7ONES AND .AGHTEVENCENTS4
. s

I 16. I. I. :

ing

adm

a-.1' 10, . , 6...; , ;t0 % 46. 4,0
e.

. ''. ".4 .e e ' t ' ,:. .: . I Milestones I, ..

'IV' `,... li

Actual
'7/1/72 to.,',J1/73'to

.. 7/1/1'

*EkRectVI .

.741 /74 4,, .

Actual
711/73 to
` )1,144

6e.".% h P f 0 ..
1. 'Funding lexe.l. ' 0 ,

3'.-'14mber'o:f,,DeOpee'.ttli.13e trained

3'.. Nursber of &radUates. , .., ,
4.'Number of iplaernentg .

.

.

...' ..

.'

.:

.

...4.. t
$,-92,840:

7`5"

50

..
25

,

. ,, k

2*`$42,268
: ' ' 50 ".

e UI' .
34' ,.

.

.7, 0

$42,268
it 50 i'':.

43
, A iii. 4

4
,

Nom; AdditionWmilestOnea were established for: .number 'of people
,number of 'termiaations, and stipend's, to trainees.

. ;

, .
t .

(II

k .0

t 0

At least part of the improved performance should be attributed to tile learn-
% e

experienced by the marlpoweY staff during the earlier MDTA contract concerning

nistration and screening and orientation of trainees. The relatively pobr

e, penkormance in placements under the earlier, contract was due also to a significant

change in the job market during the latter part of the program, largely resulting °.
from layoffs by County Hospital, and the delay of the openi ng of the Greater Wood-

.

. lawn Aspistance Corporation (GWAC), the new health facility sponsored by TWO. ..
.

One of the major objectives not reflected in the selected milestones was tile' 't.

P n , ' /6 / .generation ok new training contracts. In October 1`973, several proposals were in .,
4

. .

process f\ submission to the State for funding. At that time, TWO'S Director pxpeptdd"
,.

"

.,r.,

r.

.: -
,v

*,- ..

:c,

. .

Oa

6
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to have final proposals in On at least three new contracts, to train a total of

approximately 150 people by January 1, 1974 with the new program sta ng soon'

thereaf'ter. As of,July 1, 1974, this expectation had been fulfilled well beyond

the level anticipated. Six new contracts, to train n5 people, had been secured.
ti

Anotilertraining program was conducted by TWO/WCDC, but not within WCVI, during

" the two year period. The WCDC Clean and ,Board Vp Contract was. an-agreement with

thClOinois Institute, for Sivialitolicy which provided wages to former welfare '

recipients who would 136 hired by_TWO.to cleafl and board up abandoned buildings in

Woodlawn. TWO also agreed tosupply all necessary materials for this activity...-
4,1k,

s' Reports ndicate that 15 Foodlawm residents were employed to clean and beard up
o0

0: 4" 1

'a total of .3.:.71w1,1dirigs in Woodlawn. At the time milestones w
' 4 ... .!

being set, no

thav.*
0.

.activity on thi.s4,pcoiec was anticipated.
,4, ...- . ' . "

.

st% 44. ii itoiActiffic4,4 to quaritify the performance. of the referral service

:!.1.,,:
, ..... to6cSdinuni;r!iteMents5itSvAlue should not be overlooked. Fo'r example, a black

1 7,' e . .44 6 . .117,4
contractor, idWiiiled and4sttongly promoted by TWO, was awarded contracts by the

. 0 -0..

..$ .
'Chicagovirans.it!Adalorkty to paint the el structure rtnning through the center of

.1:
WoodlaQn and to Co5ilruct a substatibn power plant. Subsequently; the Manpower

1: 0. e. 0 . ..

1..1. Ilivqien of TOCY.:re rred several people to the contractor for painting and con-
0

),.... ° ..

" ' vstiIict).on jobs.. c ,

..".
,e 'The ability of the CDC to influence decision making on the city level in

.. .t e
,
. t.

this. manner and thereby indirectly enhance the likelihood that Woodl.iwn residents. .

'T ..,Aeo j ''' /
1 ' referred tix lobs created .by the contracts will be hired is illustrative of ,e

ir.

af)41
,signilioane4class of activity in the .CDC process--intervention in the production

. .1
A

0, 1. of good.s.and services undertaken, by institutions other thdn the CDC. That is,

4 1 . : 0 ...

. ... I. akdition'to di'rect prdduction activities, CDCs also engaged in a, set of activ-
.

. 4 ..
ities designed to create. a more conducive,opportunity/constraint structure in the

0 .

. .

4 environmnt. 7

:

;, 1 One of the major constraints affecting the effectiyeness of the manpower
.

..effort in general, according tp TWP's Director, is, the nature.of national manpowerr' /.

2 pOicy. That is, national manpower programs are designed to address only one of

the crucial aspects of the employment picture: skill` training and upgradingff

individuals. Another important aspect which &s no't currently addressed, parti-

cuiarly in terms of provision of funding, is the development and'analysis of

'. W. -skill inventory relative to job inventory in the local area ovettime. The poten-

stial impact of manpowek programs could be significantly increased if'these two

aspects--skill training and skill/job inventory--could be integr'ated. . Past and

6 7
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.
.

:.

current MDTA contracts do not even provide funds forjcb development activities
2'required taplace the graduates of a given-ptogram.

. .

. .- \

E. Community Services Mvision

ctivities: the

.., ,

The Community,

Greater Woqdlawn Ass

i,s a new 'prOgram whi

reports. only on the

Services Division ofWCDC encompasses two a
,

istance Corporation and tilt Black'Adoption Agency. The latter

ch began operation in July 1974. ,Consequently, this section

performance of the treater Woodlawn Assistance Corporation.

,
.

1. Greater Woodlawn Assistance Corporation. . -.
,

.- , -

. T1Te'..ideA of Froviding heatith services to Woodlawn residents through a Health-
.

. ,--
. .' '

MSintenance .OrganizaLi&-(HMO) originated in TWO's Model Cities Plan in 196g. Am-,r

HMO is ba's'ically an organized health care delivery, system designed to serve a

defined population (those in the community who enroll on a prepaid basis) with a

compLete range oquality health services. When this evaluatlionbegan in the

,summer of 1972, GWAC wastill in the planning stage. .
.

Funding for planning was obtained from he Department of Health, Education,
A

and Welfare ($45,Q00) and the State of IllinOis Institute of,Social POlicy

($100,000). The Office 81 Economic Opportunity also agreed to provide $710,000 ''

in 1972: ,$100,000 for equipment, $250,000 for renovation and/or construction of

IPa facility and $3 000 for operational-andadministrative expenses.-
.

The official opening took.Piace on July 16, 1973 at!..what was then, expected

'Lo be the temporary location of the facility on.East 63rd Street. Plans were ,

under way for the renovation of WoodlaWn:Gardens Plata, the intended, permanent

'site,for the center. The services of the health center were designed to promote

both primary and preventive health care by the provision of a comprehensive package
/

of medical services to those families enrolled in the program, including general

PhYsical examinations, dental care,, psysChiatric consultation, And ophthalmologiCal

,services.
O

V

When the center began servicing clients in'late July about 2,000 pe6ple had

been pre*evolledjn the program in anticipation of an agreement with'the State
...

'' af,Itifnors,on a Capitation plan. At opening., the state had not yet issugd its
,

,,
guidelines for capitation. Prior to capitation, GWAC was. to operate on a fee for

service basis.-Once.capitation-plans were formulated; GWAC'would receive a flat
. .

sum per enrollee per month in exchange for the provision. of a specified package

of %eivices to be provided ae needed tb each enrollee.'

%,
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,Milestones and Achievements

',At the time milestones were set, there was considerable uncertainty surround-

ing the future of'the health center., One fact& was -that the atate's.positiOn on

capitation guidelines remained unsettled. A second unresolved issue concerned the

feasibility of renovating the WoodlawmGardens,shopping,mall to accommodate a full-
.-

scale HMO on a'Permanenttbasia. Finally, the Nixon AdministratiOn,was attempting

to dismantle the Office of Economic OppOrtunity,at this time and OEO officials
-

could, not guarantee the'funds reserved for GWAC, partly because responsibility for
,

the HMO 'program was already) in a state ,o transition .from OEO to.HEW.
.., 1

-Despite these difficulties, mileitones were set in accordance withexpecta-
-, ,. ,

Lions` of TWO and GWAC's staff. The targets reflected achievements which were

deemed necessary if the HMO was to survive beyAd the year for which'performance
, ,

1 is beidg evaluated. Selected milestones acid achievements during the evaluation

year are Shown in Table 16. ,

.

.
,

,

Table 16
*

. -

GREATER,WQ0DLAWN ASSISTANCE CORPORATION # SELECTED /MILESTONES AND ACHIEVEMENTS
..-

.

i

a ds-

-

-.

.

.

Milestones.

Actual Expected -, Actual

As of
'7//73

During
the year,

741/72 to
.7/103 -47/1/7L

-,

As of
y.

During
the year,
7/1/73 NY

7/1ft-74

0

. .

As of'
7/1/74

During
the year,
7/1/73 td
7/1/74

' ,

1. NuMbe enrolled
2. Staf

.

a.- Average number of

visits per week ',.

4. Total revenue . . ,,

.,

....

5. Total eXpenditures

2,013

14

42.25

,

.

a

.

.
.

.

.

.

5,000
31

'209,

#'

'

.

..

$208,000 ,

Average '-

1,10 visit)

.$210,000

,9;54b,

13

67
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, .

'4

.$ 213480

..(Average

S7.26
visitj

$253',669

., -\ I 0.,

- allot operable durintthis period. bRegistered:, Note
.,

Additional milestbnes :--

.were established for:, funding available and,.ne.t income (fOsal.
. . -.r0
,

, . ' ,

Based on the figures Shown, the-experience of GWAC clearly did not reach

the anticip ted level of performance. A number:of substantive changes -in the

,'operative f amework for this entity have occurred, however, and asa result,
. ,

4 straightfo d comparisons between targets andphieveMents do 'pot lead' ED- ass. . -_.....\

meaningful interpretation of performance as would otherwise be the cap.* It .,
..

. shouid,beootecl,%IsDi,that the. interpretation Of performance for this particular
. ,

activity is somewhaX limited by the lack of any comparative standard, i.e.,
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there are ho previous years of experience for GWAC itself and we have nodataon

HMOs operating in other communities with similar population charaCteris.tAcs.

The first mitigating relates to the targeted number of enrollees.

The-figure shown in the;table for enrollment as of July 1973 actually 'deflects
/

the number of people GWAC had pre - enrolled kn anticipation of inent eapitation.

During the year, however, it was discovered that pre- enrollme' was not' legal and.

had to be stopped. As of July J, 1974, thetefore, there w e,no enrollees; instea,
...

there were 95Lt people enrolled in the',. Mid-Southside'Hea th Services

the state chacoered HMO, who elected to register' wit GWAC as !heir
As of tha-edate, GWAC beame one of several private gralP pacti.c.e§

. with the HMO to provide health service/..

During much o

the oOrative environm

Plant Inc.,

medical group:

contracting

the health center schedui & patientvisitd and serve

to-day basis without reference to a defined- service population and without a

capitation contratt with the staee. The adminibtrator of'GW&C ifidicated that

during the year 2,9,58 patient-lisit

per month or 67 per week. The cost

were handled by the. center; about 268-`visits °

f operating GWAC'duringthis,11.etiod wab

_ $253;669. Thus, the average cost per visit was approximate
;

be noted that these operating costs were not a'bsorbe

pfqviged for reimbursement.
.

.
ce capitation did not occur during our evaluation, GWAC'e.sole soupCe'of

earned rev nue was fee collection frwmp.patient visits ,ti As.evidend4d by the ex-

tremely .low

.

ow kewel of relenue CWAC wa'q able to-cOO.ect., it is clear that capitation,

1 5.76: It should*".. fi

.

AC since 0E0's rant

half to become reality for GWAC to survive. At the expected capitation rate of
\

Pei'enrollee GWAC would need approximately 2200 enrollees registered under its
, .

center to genete revenues sufficent to match th1Lcurrent level of the HEW subsidy-

forlthe year beginnig July I, 1974', $398,584. Gili,en enroll ent data for` only two
*

poirtesin time--954 f July 1, 1974, and 1020.as of

cult to assess the' prospects fo'v achieving an enrollment of 2200* June'l,'19

As of this date GWAC is expected to by self- supporting on'the basis ofitheCapi

tation payment.plan and some fees for services. An average of. 118 new enrollees

per mondrwOuld be required to meet this goal. Yf

(.jn the long run, it may turn out "that GWAC -is much better off as a private

group participating, in a network than as an individual HMO. There are ,at least

two obs ations wh
c

fer-d in su.,ort of this. First, the poor,'
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.

experitnce of t4AC during the last year in generating revenues is'a cleat sign \ ,

'' that direct payment patients could-not supplart'operafidns. A second re/levant . .

I /. t /

obsetvation wad,offered by Gbrden Cloud, formar1Director of HMOs HEW, to
\
..,

I , ,/

StephenFrice of K. S. Sweet\Associates in November, 1973: -------4"---- -------7,-
i,,

. )

. . , there.has been little experience with HMO's whoe.client
,

population-nuld be characterized as exclusively "ghetto" residents.
Typically, 101,s,,build on a base of middle- incofne residgnts/or,
industrYT1 workers-and attempt to expand services to,lower-income
families, usually with`limited success41 .,0

\
\

/

F.
.

. .

TWO - Community,Organizatio:..n ."--- . . ,S

,
/

',...,

\

In this section the ofactiviti f 1.7hat was oncetheonly component of

,..
/ ,,

-..the Woodlawn, Organization are discussed. Althoug, -.the shift in emphasis between the
up'

60s and the :70s, frofil protest to.p.rogram to 'real eatate,development,and manage-
-

,............WatA,...44;441=ight.-abeer. significant oganizational and allocatIonal shiftsvin

response to' changing priorities, the Community Organization component re

KP.4of_cha
'

Woodlawn CDC. ,The 'major objectives of this-compo4n
41.!.,. , :t..F i

1) to maintain, prOtect, and build.a strong and viable community

,:. base, that, base bein-g-defind-d-as-the,sum total of resideIG
.. of the comMunity who recognize its viability 'or potenti 1

viability and who are either,methers,of TWO or pledge one'

sort of allegiance to the Organization; ,

itl,tegra

I

(2 },'' to generite alligh.degfee of'invOlvement and to mobilize

- .' action around probles'and.issues within the - community; and

(3) toehhance the viabifity 9f WCDC's ventures through the
utilization'of the community organization base.

gins an

t ate:

.

(

%Operationally, the aChlevement f these goals is sought activfbies

implementedbykthe staff of TWO in f ur major areas::

(1) 'Neighborhood Organization;

.(2) Environmental Ac;5,&116,Program.;-.

(3) Tenant Awareness Program; and-

(4).1 Social Services.
: -

During the last year, these iactiv.t4es were funded primarily through three
4,

nts: approximately $141,325 from'tiMeFord Foundatiori, roughly $,10,969 from
)

CON /VISTA, and about $8,500 from the Methodist Church.. The other source of

evtinue, generated directlphby TWO:
,

is TWO's fund raising campaign which

lacein conjunction iaith the Annual, Awards Banquet. According to the, Income -

Sat ent for TWO for the period July11 1973 to' June 30, 1974, approximately'

$447,00 was' raised- although some gf this would have been used to cover(part,of

,WC C' xpenses. Through theefforts,b1 the:Cammunity Organizatibn staff, other

gr

. From Technical Advisor' Report, November 1, 197/3..

7
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, funds are mobilized for direct expenditures on activities (by the funding so urce
x,

*tself) which are of plausible benefit to the Woodlawn community. One example is

thk doliers.Spent by the Boys Club on youth programs developed in conjunction with

Tenant\Awarenessl"Program for Woodlawn Gardens . s.
. ,,

As in the case of, the Restoration' Corporation's Area Development programs,

most o the activities of this component Of TWO/WCDC are directed toward inter-,'

vening in thactivities of external institutions in order to bring about imgroved

0 services/condition& o± the community, or providing individuals/groups with\ \
\ '\information.on accessibility and use of services, or directly assisting the indi.-_ _

iiskroul;s in obtaining particuiiim-eveS-: The relevant outplit-hiiiiresults

'.-- --------irbm t`hese'kin of effort's is difficult to determine since they show up in changed

"attributes or activities, of the."other" party,,be it an institution, an individual,

or a group. For this reason, knowing that 400 people were served by a particular

'social service program is less useful in interpreting its performance than ,knowing

that 400 units of housing were rehabilitated when assessitg performance pn a

rehabilitatiOn project.

Since its inception, TWW,s'Community Organization component has designated

neighbor hood organization as its first priority. DIO's efforts in this, areaofocus-

,on maintaining. the active-iivolvement, of- the member organizations, referred to as

"the Federation of TWO." These block clubs, civic groups, church'groups, business-
,

Fen's associations, and tenants' unions make up the community base Two regards as

vital to its continued viability as a community organization. The members of these

organizations elect the Chairman of IWO's oard, who also seryes as the Chairman

of WCDC's Boarl, and other officials of . In addition, a certain number of

delegates are,fselecteq from each member. ganizatio1,'n to serve on the Delegates

Body, the major policy making-cOmponen TWO.

The second Major area of involvement of the'Cmumunity Organization component

during the evaluation year was the Environmental Action Program. The EAP subsumes

many general categories of activity that have received attention from the Community .

Organization staff for the past several years; in 1973 these activities were organized

under one program which was to concentrate efforts to manage external environmental
kmr.

factors in 'the specific area of Woodlawn where major redevelopment was about to

coAe under way. In'fAct,-the EAP was, and is, viewed as an essential. ingredient
r 40

of the ultimate_success and viability :of WCDC's, Real Estate Development projects

whiA.will depend heav ily on the overall quality of tile environment. There are

six areas of concentration within the Environmental .Action Program:

72



(1)

(2)

(3)
(4)

(5)

'1(b)

Milestones
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building demolition andcode enforcement,
education,
crime prevention,
transportation,.
-sanitation services, and

file prevention.

for the evaluation year were chosen for only two of these areas, education

and building demolition and'code enforcement.

The third major area of activity during the evaluation year concerned the

Tenant AwarenesS Program for Woodlawn 'Gardens. There were two major objectives of

TAP during our evaluati9n: (1) to involve residents in the discussion of mbnage-

ment problems and the implementation of decisions on how these 'problems should be

treated a'hd (2) to develbp,educational, recreational, and social,activities to

involve the residents.

A representative,sample of milestone targets and achievements for these three

.aregs'ofqactivity is shown in Table 17. The figures indicate that the Community

Organization-component succeeded i.n meeting targeted milestonelevels for the most

part,. Our discussions with the staff of TWO and the' information we gathered about

their efforts to mobilize action around comMunity problems and issues showed strong

concern for generating involvement and delivering results to the community; This -

is an important aspCct of peiformance not reflected 'in the milestones shown.

The final major area of activity of the Community Organization component was

the Social Services Program. ThemCtiyities here focus on: (1).clirec interven-

tions made by Community Organization staff, on behalf o residents, with municipal

departments 'and (2) other assistance provided to residents who are experiencing

some problem with social service delivery. Milestones werenczt establiAed in

this area, although Some measure of accomplishments for ,the relevant time period

haa,been provided: During our evaluation, the staff handled and reached some

resolution on 400 complaints pertaining to housing, 1600 pertaining. to a variety

.of municipal servikes, and 975 pertaining to welfare.
.

4

It should be noted, also, that aside from the activities under the Environ-

.s
mental Action'Program, TWO's Zamnunity Organization stOf expected that a considerable

portion dt their ""time would be spent pn seducing the sanction of"the community for
,

WCDC's overafk redevelopment ptrategy, primarily through a'se.ries of Meetings on

different levels of tfie community. These efforts were not necessary because re-
, o.

development plans were subsequently limited tq ademonstiation project. The
,

Community Organization-component was utilized,,however, as the vehicle for infOnning '

the residents of Woodlawn of the reasons why Jackson Park Terrace's rent 'schedule

would be so high.

.5 73,
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Table 17

COMMUNITY ORGANIZATION - SELECTED MILESTONES AND AMIEVEMENTS

-= Milestones

Actual Expected ". Actual

t

As of
7/1/73

During
.the year,

7/1/72 to
7/1/73

As of
7/1/74

During
the year,

7/1/73 to
7/1/74

,

As of
7/1/74

During
the year,
7/1/73 to
7/1/74

Neighborhood Organiza-

124

20
.

o

8

.

, 11

99

'':.

.

'

-

.

,

.

124

1

.

13

$350,000

16

23

467

...,

.

362

,

T

750

i

124

20

/10
/

$604,788

46
'

16 ..

445

.

.

.

-

, .

,

4 ,4 '

1,700a

,

750

tion
1. Number of-neighbor-

hood organizations
2. Average number of

active members per
organi-za-tien

Environmental Action
Program
A. Participation of

parents in educa-
tion process.

a. Number of organ-
-ized'parent
counc is affil- 4
iate. wi --o

2. Fund eraged. from
Boar. Education
a. apitaI-improve-

ments for 1 school
3./Buildidemolition

code enforcement
`-.-, a. Number of build-

ings demolished
Tenant Awareness' Program
1.' Number of residents

being served
2. Average number of

t

tenant meetings held
per month

3. Average number of'.
residents attending
per month

4. Youth Training and
Development Summer
Program
a. Number of youths

aged 8-18 involved

aTotal.reaident population. Note - Additional milestones were estab
(EAP) number of parent meetings per month and average number of par,
per month; (TAP) number of residents being served, funding (stipe
volunteers and salary of supervisor), 'number df- VISTA volunteers

(?ED Programs) number of people' served, Model Cities funds (sa
monthly newsletter circulation,(Comnunty MAtource Informati
outside speakers, imputed value of services at $50 each, and
for TAP from outside sources (excluding VISTA):

74

ished for:
nts attending
s to VISTA

working on program,
ry of teacher),
Program),number of

otai funds'leveraged
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Early Childhood Development Center

.
S.

e

f'

Since January 1968, the Early'Childhood Development Center (ECDC) has con- '

ducted Head Start Programs as a Delegate Agency authorizedby the Department -of,
r

.

Health, Education, and Welfare! Office of Child Development. FUn s for this prqram

are channeled through the local Model Cities organization known as t e Chicago

Committee on Urban Opportunity.
- -. .

Milestones and Achievements -
,,,

ECDC's contract with HEW covers a one-year period from September 1st through ''4
4.

. August 31st. Six classes are conducted on Mondays through Fridays, in two sessions

. lasting three hours each. Children attending these classes range from three to

lye years or age.

benefiting from this program reside in the Woodlawn community.

During the year for which performance is being evaluated, ECDC achieved its

expected- level of output. The contract vith,HEW was renewed. The shortfall,in

the number of children actually served is due to the fact that the maximum capacity

which the facility can handle is 110 children, althoughHEW has stipulated 132'

children in past contracts. The contract now reflects the realistic capacity.

Table 18

EARLY CHILDHOOD DEVELOPMENT CENTER - SELECTED MILESTONES AND ACHIEVEMENTS

Stock Flow

Expected 7/1/72 Expected Actual

As. of as of As of to 7/1/73 to 7/1/73 to

7/1/73 7/1/74 7/1/74 7/1/73 7/1/74 7/1/74

1. Contracts awarded $151,501 $146,749 $150,032

2. Number of children
served f 132 132 110

Note: Additional milestones were established for: Volume of contracts awarded

since January 1968 ($), number of Woodlawn ',residents employed fu 1 and part-time.1-

If we assume that the total.cost of the program is approxlMated by the maximum

allowable cost-reimbursement specified in the contract plus the imputed dollar value

of ECDC's contribution of services in-kind (volunteers, financial, and administrative

duties), an estimate of the average cost per child served can be derived. Total
, .

cost would be approximately $190,000 under this assumption, so tile average cost per

.

0
,

child would be about $1,727 if 110 children,,participated in the program.

75
AO.
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It is worthwhile to note that one of the prima benefits of an activity of

this sort is the additional income that may accrue to the families served bebause
4.

bothparents are able to work. Fon example, if tkkexistenceof ECDC petmits a
%

. ...-.
.parent to work only three hours a day,,yea'r round, for a wage of $3.00 per hour,

*'''' .., e , ,

.,that family would generate additional dross earningg of $2,340 per year. Clearly,.

the bertefit-cost ratio in this example exceeds one.

I. 0

."*. :

1

.

0

4.

e 1

7 6'
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.

$
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CHAPTER 4

THE ZION NON-PROFIT CHARITABLE TRUST

Introduction .
.

.

The Zion qrganization was developed largely through the efforts of the

Reverend Leon Sullivan. In 1962 Reverend Sullivan initiated a program involving

members of his congregation at Zion Baptist Church in Philadelphia called the

"10-36 Plan." Through this plan, his parishioners would invest $10 per month for

36 months in order to build apartment houses, shopping centers, and industrial

enterprises. The 10-36 plan met with initial success in the Philadelphia area

and led to the initiation of the plan on a national basis. Pamticipation in the

program remains, however', largely confined to Philadelphia.

The early Zion emphasis stemmed from Reverend Sullivan's self-help programs,

the most successful of which was the Opportunities Industrialization Center (OIC)

manpower training mgram. Initially this program was a mechanism for training

local residents for positions in industry. Ih addition to the funds derived from

the 1.0-36 program, OIC obtained contributionsand support from the local business

community, in the form of machines with which po train workers and curricula that

would prepare people for existing jobs, rather than for job's which might never

/materialize. OIC, which also, drew support from the federal government, spread to

over 70 cities and to some foreign countries.I In 1965, Zion Investment Associa es

(ZIA) was formed as a conglomerate of poteritially profit-making enterprises. .In

thefollowing year (1966) Lon Non - Profit Charitable Trust was:incorporatedin the'
/

State of-Pennsylvania, as annmbrella organization for the "social" or not-far--
V7Y

profit programs of Zion. This division between the for-profit entitrei-and the

not-for-profit prbgfams is similar to that, in Restoration and The Woodlawn Qrganpl
)

nation. However, the influence of Reverend Sullivan's leadershlp irstill strongly =

felt in the Zion entities and,, consequently, less authordt -ls delegated to indi-

vidua l- prOiram managers than is' true ifi Restoration.

Zion received its first grant from the Ford Fpfindation in 1967-t6 refine and
is

strengthen its economic development activitiesy A gram of $400,000 was made to

ZNPCT to finance the construction.of the En t,,epreefieurial Development Training

'1. werewere not asked to evaluate OIC program in this stndy._

71
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Center as part of Progress Plaza. By the .end of 1970, the Foundation had contrib-

uted over $1.5 million, and several contracts with federal agencies had been

secured. The non-profit projects administered by the Trust were organized as k

separate activities, primarily funded by federal contracts. The largest expen-
..

ditures were directed toward training or assisting minority entrepreneurs. .

By the year ending 1971, ZIA sales had reached an annual level of $3.3

million and expenditures administered by the Trust since 1'967 had surpassed $5.5

million. However, because of continual yearly losses for ZIA, a reorganization

was instituted which entailed the transfer of Progress Property Management System,

Progress Construction Company, and Progress Development Services Corporation to the

Trust. The main reason for the transfer was to improve the financial position of

ZIA, while providing an opportunity for the three transferred entities to develop.

their profit-making potential with subsidization. During the year for which.per-

formance was evaluated, ZIA roughly maintained the earlier sales level and ZNPCT's

expenditures were about $2.3 million.

Because of the leadership of Reverend Sullivan and his emphasis on developing

v ;rious self-help programs as a means of improving the conditions of blacks in

Philadelphia and the nation, the relationship between the Zion organization and

the community of Philadelphia is different from that of Restoration and TWO and

their respective communities. Zion does not serve a community that is as geo-

graphically well-defined,, nor does it appear to have the level of community input

into policy making as in The Woodlawn Organization or Restoration. The primary

vehicle for community involvement in the functioning of the CDC has been through

the 10-36 program ratherehan through a federation of community groups as

or through neighborhood centers and local board participation as in Restoration
.,

In this chapter, we examine the activities and performance of subsidiary

organizations of The Zion Non-Profit Charitable Trust,(ZNPCT) and, to a lesser

extent, its affiliated,corporation% Zion Investment Associates, Inc. (ZIA).

Within the_Trust, there are seven components. The first three constitute

the physicaldevelbeent group of ZNPCT

(1) Progress Development Sery es Corporation,

(2) Progress Construction Company, and

(3) Process Property Management Services.

All thiee of these entities were designated as potential profit/centere,by the
.

:Trust. Since January 1974, the Trust's leadership -has emphasiiedthe construction.--

cOmpany.and the management company'as the most like4.y to achieve profit generation
Yt

in the immediate luepre. The developMent company7is not noi considered. a profit

'1/4,

center.
7E3
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evaluation period. Our Markets, Inc., consisted of four qhaangood stores which

. -
,

did not prove successful.. All were bejng.phased out during the evaluation year.

.

. it-,

Progr esg Ln terprises, Inc., is
,
C IA

',s *

real
.

estate holding company.
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The remaining four components of the Trust are sulT6rted.prima-rily, funds

secured from sources other than.., the Ford Foundation. These entities are:

(1) Progress Venture Capital Corporation,

-(2) The Entrepreneurial Development Training Center/OMBE Affiliate,

(3) National Progress Association for Economic Development,, and

(4) Progress Education Program.

The firSt three entities conduct operations in the area of'individual minority

enter rise and entrepreneurial development. The Progress Venture Capital Corpora-
1

tion, a Minority. Enterprise Small Business Investment Company (AESBTC), is engaged'

Ln loan and investment activities in minority business while entieAeneurial'

,Development and loan packaging activities are primarily conducted-by the Entre-

preneurial Development Training Center. The National Progress Association fdr

Economic Development is a national center which supervises and monitArs the activ-

ities of several organizations'in other cities which engage' in business packaging 4

and loan procurement for minority entrepreneurs in their respective cities. The
411p,

Progress Education Program was in §tituted as part of the10-36'program and is not

currentlyamajor activity of the Trust.

The for-profit corporation affiliated with the Trust, Zion Investment Asso-
.

ciates, Inc., consists of five subsidiaries at present: P

('i) Progress Aerospaceftierprises, Inc.,

(2) Progress Product 'Company,

(3) Progress laz o

(4) PUP Markets, Inc., an d
.

P-rogress/Enterprises,.Inc.

All of, the businesses of ZIA'are for-profit operations although profits have snot

been extensively generated to date, Progress Aerospace'Enterprises; Inc. and

Ptogrdss Products Company are electtonics manufacturing businesses. PrOgress

Plaza is a shopping center with commercial space for 19 or 20 Stores plus office

space, which was occupied by the Trust and oue of its affiliates during the
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At 'pieseit,(,'t2DSeAs ,ngt structured .as a separate prdfit center anddoetnot earn

,

-

. - an into lW foe'the work performed.

thit evaidaeion began PDSC was a subsidiary of Zion Investment

o ciatea .(ZIA) and constituted-one of the potential profit divitions of ZIA's

Commercial Group. During the time it was Affiliated with ZIA, PDSC Fonducted two

or three feasibility studies anq.developed one shopping center, all in cities c?ther
. O

than Philadelphia. In 1972, plans were being formulated for the deVelopment of a

second shopping center in Harrisburg, Pennsylvattia. During 1972, there was a

shift in .emphasis from the initial focus on research and feasibility. analysis for
.

outside concerns to direct commercialdevelopment, particularly'shopping center
r4

development.: '1'

In early 1973, PDSC' was transferred from ZIA to ZNPCT, along with the con-g 0
ttruction. company and the real estate management gfoup. The prigary reason for

L. -
this reorganization wa§ that these sub'sidiaries required .substaatial financial

subsidization over an extended period of time. ZIA was not in a position to provide-

these funds and its future was being jeopardized by their need for continued support.;

The .sta f,f1 s .responsibilities. encompass all basic development servifes, in
cluqing land acquisition, financing, Marketing,antcoordination of construction.

However, final decision- making authority concerning projects to b- pursued and all
. .

financial commitments and disbursement's remains with Zil5r-i(s.--lead rship.
- ,

.

O

Milestones and Achievem&fts

In the summer of 1972,PDSC's major activity was t identification and acquis

sition of a site' in West Philadelphia for the deve1p ent of a shopping center. In
. .

addition, PDSC was attempting to secure a refund from the Philadelphia RedeVelopment

Authority fbr the 'fund& paid ilh,a'.!ruiring,land in Harrisburg,oPennsylvania. The
--,

shopping center -plans, there hatr-been'disa'rdedbeCause flooding had destroyed many
.

of therhatiles..in'the designated trade area for-=the ceneer:
ry. ... .....

, 1 When milestones were being set for .PDSC,, three main profedts were e4ected
, -

, *4
' te* be under 'way dUring , the year' frit' whiCh performance was being -evaluated:ted : the

4

/

West"Phit'adelphia ShoppingcCelitert., the development of an,area adjacent to Progress,
4,

.

Plaza, and planning for Che'large7scale redevelopment of one particular parcel oft,..

-.

/

:.- ( .,,,,,
land. In addition the funds invet7ed inOle Harrisburg Project ere expected to

be..recOvered-
- c . , .. -

t4-

, - _
.

,,:a,

- . alktbe. course of'detetMiningriinili4toneitarge.t:s for Che period July ,l, 1973.
_ -, 0'4

.thr8ugh 'Ana 30, 19W4, PDSC'indiCated that mbst of than effort during, the period.., .
,,

vou/dbe ,devoted to negotiating, land ,Ocquiiition anti, securing commitmentt from
..: ' .:

/ .0
.4. 1

..... ..S . A ..--74 ,,, ..!:: ..
..'1.

i 1.
. . ,,
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t

funding sources. Consequently,liew tangible outputs were expected to be gene'rat d. .,
.

.

Therefore,,milestone projections for,PDSC were intended to reflect'current pla ning
1

.

rather than achievements to be accomplished ,within the evaluation period.
. . /

iDSCdid not reach its milestone targets projected for the'evaluatony except
.4

in renewing an option on Land for an expansion of Progress Center. This IS atferib-

.

e .`.'...
.

utable in part to the uncertainties and delays enCountered-by AnY.Ougarh'zation
.

undertaking activities of a developmental natL*re, paTt*cularly'iri.the earl.), stages '
t, .

,
.

of development.' However, there are some indications that Part offi'le problem'is '

"

directly attributable to a general lack of clarity with respect to organizational

relationships, policy, and direction which, incbunt, has contrib4ted to less than.
. .. /

satisfactory fulfillment of fuhctionaf tasks in someinstapces.',Some of the spepific
..

,'.problems are pointediout below,
.

'

,.. ,
0

,4,
In early _1973, after nearly one year of negotiations and investigptions rel,pt-

.. ing to the initial Sife'ehosen for the West_
Philadelphia Shopeing.Center, PD8C was.

. I

,

informed that the owner.haddeeided not, to sell the propel-by. Investigaiionedf the
,

I

feasibility of acsscond Site, previously identified by P's di/rector, began at

this,time: Plartiing for\this alternate site, owned,lly:the,,,city, occurre during.

e

the evaluation period. ubstantial delays were cauSed by thefact,,thatthe.Philaj
. k , \

' . 7

,
i

0

deiphia Board of Eductlo had,:secUred rights to the landjotinstfeutibnal 0q,
, ":0- ., 0- ' = ',.,'"' "-

and although their ..apita budget indicated insuffiCien
4funds

Tor-new
q
school',

:

, .

construction on the site, thelleard did not wish to reliricpiish ":tts',option64,the',/ . .-,'' tr` . (' .., %
-,, - .- ' - 4 ' q , -5, : ,c19

parcel.' Pt was not until late spring of early summer 9f ,1974,tha(.Pq§,10ard of'
. 0 . : ._ ,..,1,,,,, t-\.,,`,,

Education finally relinquisyd its rights to the landand:PDS!,7,Mr,i4,
change in zoning. from pubic /institutional to°commerciaa,ar4a/V100ing-tentVqSnd

use The change in designated use necessitated a reaptirai4i.'o,tsj:WgNfalle.,
. r . s- ,,;:,W

by the Redevelopment Authority which- only caused_furter Olays-,04,tlt '-

re§ulted in a significantly higher - purchase pTice: $'1

The other major area of activity during the
s

4
.-.. ":-, '4-, 1 .', -- 5:,r----'

of Progress Plaza. Reverend Sullivan had Suggested-that pDSC' fb000(4,t440,0i

ability 9f axpanding the shopping center in eall;y?193.. 'Shoitiy.begppy14%; -';'i

milestone argets were set, planning or the area adjlcetp t9.te Pl,aza had been .--:%,:'

..0. v if -

,._
;

)
changed to focus on the development of a citc4.Center type,o'f racility,:,-*The'lno;); -7-;-:,

,,,,...

... idea, also cdhceived by Rev4rend'Sullivnaras assigned 19.,PDSC Jot feailbi4ey: .

analysis ;because arva:ccep table major'tenant for alhopping.senterfacility;&on- ld Y'

not be secured: 0
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, The major structure' to bc develeOed bd, a multi - purpose facility with,
a . t .

a seati:ng, c'a2acity '5f 5,000 to/6,000 pexsonswifich would provide space for concerts
,. ---- . ,

and othir re'creational 4,-gtivitfes, Othersrtace would,be Vsed for banquets Ind.
't A t., , ... C.>

other grt?,0-;"functions; office' slia'ce for a '"humahies'oufees center" would also be
___!.------ ,,, . ,.,

. . .
. I'

proided. _Three orhef structUreg to be developed were- t'o provide space fox .r 1, , .
.e , 1 :' use,

01, ./ ° ,, ,. , . .. .
R .Cotin. ercidl/remil use, a tgeatte for the performirig arts,,,' at'id'a tire center. t. .,-

- '
,.

1 If,* . 4" i'. e , . , i
When 'out eva Illation'. team .visited Zion; in ,july 19gi,t to gather 1 Pfl Eor r ii a t i o n on ;, ' ;

0.

'
, . . e'1

I:, 4

their actual decomp listuThients 'during the '1611esi.We" period, we were inf ()meg' tthat, urererit. --6, .. . . . . .
,, ,.

.. . , 4alans .for the Area 'adjatent to the Plata were tbdev'e,lop a- , huhan services Center', : ,',4
. . - ' t . .

. and space:J.0r use,by the -0I.Cr., It was indicated that of request for financing ..,
2 : :cif*, - . 1.

4$ sistance , . from the EcOnoraic ffevelgpm,e)-1 dministra don,. was likely ,to be approved
',,. 1. ':
'a lthough p,,ththems.thad arisen

wiy

1

".

.

thcreSpeat to local bank parti'cipation in the
financing which had tc-r7be resolved befoie Surth4r action, could be taken...
option htld by the TrA6t on the %Lind was.'renhwed,.a. Sexpecced, in'Marghot, s

of 197.4. Assutni-ng,finangifig could ere arrNad;';it;:was expbcted that Cons
wouV begin;' by, the. Spring'ofl..97.5.,

The tliirci major project 14SCrexpeitec1: to be involved in'd7kring the
prl.Ode= coneined pl'as for ..the rnajsr sre,devlOpinent of an ideniifiec, land

-Plans for ttle 'iarge-:s016" redevelopment of the area in North Philadelphia weteA, -

,The,
r ApYilw

truct'ion
t -

milestone./ ,,./
parcel.

,iskitiate4:14t-.16n!s.,leadership,,priMarilY Reverend Sullivan . Wheh milest oneS,' were

PAtC1 41 been'-aSS,igned!tlie. task o£a,developing feasibility studies -fOr
te# rift. t pa4.- ticu eliiphttsis on the small, section, chosen for

inirfleciate':44,/,e1OPiaent a.-,a :demonstration block. It was anti"tipated that at Yeast.
. '" %

,trb riiis bitiCk Would be purchased by .Ttily 1, 1974 and less

*:

7 .
,rehabilitation of ,s.ome, housirig in "the demonstration area would be

- ,

ti tieWe'za:ay. metdtring the evaluation period, partly due
- ) ,

actZ (k) fa nil ,.. , ..'
1;*'.414:.ir,t,-,eari,,rreyeilue,' for i,ts internal work during the evaluation be-

ta)4e, tffY,a'"'cloc3.:'siento.°.mainta.in pns,c as.,a staff component of the Trust rather than
, ,

46$ kp$1.t. i ta op9",tent:ial pi-i51 it center. Thd detision was b'ased on the view that
SC' b` 8-tPp cou no e eKpeG. e to Income profit-malCing in the_foreseeableeuttire. In

.;3k.de.r,,,0",tfcc so,; :aUaitiohai staff' would be required for PDSC to take on' external.
ritxacts.

;genraj., .RDSC s scope Of reap nsibilfty, with regard to all major projects: :

been..unc lear' 'throughout 'the evaluation period'. It appears that PDSC has npt .1

t alath eisrdgic Ant input into the overall' formulation cif development- plans, but. ..
- -.. , ,, , ..ralfler, .was assigned; tasks in technical areas after ZiZn! s leadership liad deter.,-.. ,

,4-- ,

4 mined :t1).&,tiature of Oevelopnient objectitzes and, the. approach to be ,pursu ed.-
.., , N.

* J

, .,. ,, -,---
.* , ',7- 4.'..

4 , ... , .t..1 ec
.-..; :,.

-2. CIO te.,-" .r..
,..

4
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.9 The Progress Construction Company' ,

; )

The Progress .Construction Company (PCC) was established in 1970 as a wholly
. .

_ - , 4
,..

owned subsidiary of ZIA to _operate as ,a- general contractor in. bni 1,41g and,,reha-,
. .. ,..i. .,

bilitating corarnere'T and residential prOpeities. Initial emphasis was On the'

'development of e pertise in. construction.Ctianagiomen't. PCC expected to.achieve
,.

4_
. -,

. .' .r 3
,

,,,,,,, .;this objectiv'e through a strategy of securing major cont cts as a general con- 4.,, -
.)

. tractor, responsible for subcontracting witliIpcaL minority ontractors and for :
. , - _, ,-,--, 4 . i

managing the project tt com?letion' .°` As ''of .Iu1 1972, PCC exp.., zetr--fo bacon self--- ,

s. : t .. ,
supporting -within oile year and within two years _PCC expected t e operating as s

,:. z- . f .., - '
'viable. prpfit-making enterprise: ... , ; :. Ai

:% '. , A .. 1,M-ien this evaluation 'began, in the summer of 197Z,,,PCC.,staff Wa "concentrating
. , ,' 'A

- Ei !forts on the first Major,.project undertaken since its creation. Thi oniract,
.-:

. ..,,, ....-.-
started in late 1971, -was a joint. venture for- the construction of 'the Zi Baptist ,:- .. ,

.,-)0

. . -- ,
hurch.,;;Aecording .tit: the. c6:ritcaet, PCC's Vert icipation in construction,- p fits,,
aridior cost-overruns .Was _ten percdnt. Prior-sto this ,time?;'' PCC focuse'd isrtacipally

. ,

andon-,gpkall rehabilit,atken jobs and ,a few 'shokt-terra contr.acts ,on Zion-owned 'properties.
,,,, 6 : ' 0,6_; 6 , 6

"DucinOg.,re: two,--year period of, thig evaluation there have been significei\t__.. ..
, ..

-. , changas in PEWs , pe eionnel and si,-a,Orinlevel_ as 'well', ag 'An' its organi:zatiena I
,1;

c,,, .. ' ',,..., 12
> .'

° .4.0' status .. .ks'..discySsed earli.er;, 'KC. was tr41-1.'sfe rred frem,?ZIA to ZNPCT along with
t, p . ' ,,, ,

, ' s
. .

,Erores,s 1' rapert yMpagement : ge i'V ices (PPliS)- '4hd "P roVesi.' beSt,loPrient Serices

I ,'

C'

orP Ora ti4-',(p ps'a it .the spring Of
t 9., 7..

.
:.

.

.

.
.tZ'

,

' f rr.'

-..:

,

.

-

! S ince Oc tober 1973.:4ar: y-net, 'Oeneial 'MaaterwaS, ehoen`jt4ere have /beeir
,

; s
%,,-1

il;of thecompani., `It :,4Ppe,arg thSt.,.c:drisidetable '...

r

no i changes' in'ihe'..oper .',,,,: .t,,
,-

griOgresehas beer 'made 1;n,_establj: hins,inkiTagekent control ',5,personneliraMl. projects,'

- y:In.additiottiq volume and- type .cy oinntracts PCC-h,as',t4dertate7nisince tFtegpe'ginning,
. . ,- ..

4 . . . ... :. ;''''... .' '0 Z \ ... ,".
9 f 19,/4.,uggesc that 0,, more reai.i,tie; strategysir?now- being pu'E'S12,4;;;althOlugh'`'

. .,,. ._ ,
. ,... ,,,o. .1 .4.,. , ,,, , ,14.. , t. II" lq:0'

611r:rent .p.to it'-.- projections 'Still. ,atpear. overly ,bptitesti6::- 4ndeed, _i,it:,-,i,a;. alb ';- -' Z--
.,,- ., ,:,.. ; ;

.. k,

. early, to .'scer:toin. .whet het- ti.1.,4..filly.rov_efndlik, 'are su fil.:1,611t fg4 fcc" 4cc; geikAte
...

...,. . - ,...: - ,'.. ,..i.,,-' . .:..- , . . ,.,,,,,,. ,,-,.,;, , ,,,,,.... .*.!,.,.,,.,/.: ,r,,
rOfitS without Sal ,i,d'i(tAt.ion itrthe' neat :,ciitlaie. ' ,, t. ':;,.,.,`:,,:', -`: ''': '`--, e` "'

, . . , ?.' i.' 1 % ...=, ' '`...,, ,.., ,--.... .., .

- ,. . k,,' .1

Milestones' and ,'AchieNreinents \, '..'..:-,4- ''''' - '''''''''. ''-,`' '.''',,, '-`7,..it,,,-,.. '" "';, ,- , ,, ', ,. -.,- ''',, '''' . .. ,;,,, -,':',. t-' `, ,'..:, ,.,..-J^., "::;.:.,..

..DuTi.n.g the.'Period, for.,:p4Oh;,-periorrnanc is 'being-eValnate'd; Pd040-''ach.i-e-verrie*Ats; .
, ... ..... 0 ' . i 6 e 0 ... \ ; ... fe ' ...:. CI 1 !...

dtc/ CO t reach theyantiCipated level. Based dn' expectations,-Concerni'ngontracEv.to ; ''. ,

. , k `'.. . 1" .1',,,, .',..-'S':14 . . , '...' ,. , V, ,r ,, .`
be exeCated "-during the periOe-gfi'Ly, h, _1973 throiigh :lane N, .1.974,-,,mileit nesLwete ''',*``,

-",.-, .. 't 4 , : ... , . , , ..., . ;:z: . , (t, *
4 indicated "in ,Table -.12-. J,he "ac tnal, -leve1 ,of xeventltas. and.. cos tp du h. 'the ;..

-. ,
v uation year show tt a: ett,Pal activit3r,,4ell. far 'shirt of ,proeCtf.ons . 1. .-:, ' ",-

..,,,,



, Table "19
. .

PROGRESS CONSTRUCTION. COMPANY - MILESTONES AND ACHIEVEMENTS
2 :

,- .

.

Selected Milestbnes
Expected

7/1/73 to 6/30/74

.
Actual.

7/1/73 to 6/30/74
. .)Revenues .

Costs:
Net income. (doss) .

,,

. $876,,505
788,855.
87,650'...

$207,302%!
310,54'3

1($103;241)

.4 . ,,,.-_

The particular contracts° which were.. expected to gen rate the projected revenues,
. . :1

"ctCsts, and income are difficult to identify because few cent ,acts had been seepred-- ,

1- - .1

wIth cerparntrand several, were in preliminary" stages of discussion at die time
, , . . ,-, ".- .` ,

. ,,
Anilestones were set. More importantly, adequate management capability.within PCC i

was lacking. at this time and, consequently, clear--di-recti-on _did not_ exist. It_ is
known tha t the Zion Bap tis tith'urch was 'expected to be compIe tid in late-----1.973 ,

generating profits of rough_ly
_$10,004." The.-- remaining .profits were anticipated., -.---......._-,,,... r ...

,.___-1- .. , ,from commerciat-Zontrac to be executed during the year. ,. ;.-'-' '-----., .;,

:Data on watk- completed n four --,coAt-ractlitasof :June, 30, l9 iqate p. at

.
PCet s profit qn three completed proj cts :is less than anti,di atpe-d on.- NO bf tile.

t,
contracts and slightly in excess of the p ection on .the. third. On a total!'

, .,

cont value 9 f S27.8,701, PCC shOwed a gross p"r fiti".to-----dar:-e-of 121;543 . 7 Ifoys4zer''''
...

payments on one contr were_ahead of schedule so excess reyenue. was 41ding,held
o . .

by PCC at-that time. Therefore, the gross profit figure is meWliai.or'e'istated.j';,

*. ° ';tril Adilion,,.. cost figures for each project probablydid trot include,the eXpendi-expendi-
turestures for wages and salaries and okher administrati that would have ,

\ 4,

been incurred in connection with these contracts,' but were paid for by the -funds ,,,;,, '
- . . ,., .

-,
,allocated toP,CC, from the Foundation gra;17t: ,

.
0

With regard to PCC's performance ;during tile., evaluSt,ion relati.Ke.. to previous
,..

years,. little can be Said 'because finanCial Tecorcis
4

i ether do exist or .,.. . ., .4
4 . f' ;\,...;,

could not be pi,ovided for earlietCtime periods , PCC'd performance ha
,,, ,P .

in that information on cdritracts and financial data is now r6corded on emo
\

s-Ystillatit, basis: P,CC now prepares ,its own, opera ting*bedgets although, the .long-
. ., . - . .

4 standing ,arrangement, whereby PCC most request fUvrids as needed, re aaless of amount,
, . : .

4
from the 'Trust (i .e . , PCC managemen leas, wo:rkings capi ta . to uti 1 ze at its.

\. ... ,own discretion) ,is"stillin effect': A her. reason compa-xisons wit.li ler years
,D.

are difficult 1:." that before Mid-1973 virtue., all of ECC's cti'vity, with
exc. eption of the Zion Bapti*

.,
Church, related' to ion -owned properties. Informa-

. .
<trion made available to us indicates that PCC successfully,c

.
ted the retnode1ink ..,

of Progress Industrials Park for ZIA but did- not'e'atn any income for ork.° -

0
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\.,
Although PCC' s peer

tations there have be
ronger, organizatio

record are being k
as of thtbeginnl g of 1,974.

79

.7

or" .4

,

-

. . ..

=lance duringsethe evaluatthon_has,not conformed with expeer.
.)i-, .

noticeable iseprovements 'Ianagement,-"ta,pabil'ity is--clearly. , . 0 .,, ..
eq.. responsibilities have been, de f ined, more clearly; and ; e .6

.

P-CC has

projedts ap
open to

more Ey s tema dogs lly Finantiak statements a being prepared

piaded its scope of activity as well", Competitive' bidding on
..-,

1 -
aring in the Dodge Reports ,which Major tonstructionjots

adding by construction contractors, has been initiated duringthe milestone ,*
-a

_

yeah. At, /east -two contracts have been ,obtained through PdmpetitIVe bidding, Also,

PCC has been a member of the Gene-cal Con4aCtor"s AlSociation for over one year and -.
. /1414 4

- hereby has ac.c.e-Ss_to the same subcontractors as the major general, contracts in the,

,,""

;' --, 4- ' '',-$

rea. Einal ly1,,PCC Secured the approval Of the HUD Washington Office to act as a
. -------- . --1-,_

Contract dev" eloper for the Philadelphia llousing>---,- uthority which resulted in a PHDA
A , . - ' - ,

ContraPt in process at the .ednclusion of the eve uat on perio
'...,

-Pro ressPropertv Management Serv.icas. 0

Progress Property Management ervicas (PPMS) is the third Ornponent oL ZIPCTIS
- , _

,

physicel-.;d'evelOpinerit group. pricit: .ko the time this evaluation, began, Progress,... ' ....
Managi_ant: Sly:Steins. existed as'

4
a division of ZIA which engaged in ,,the management of

the real property:af ZIA, its subsidiaries, and tha.se..o,f the TruSt. In

%.. :::0,
...,

. -

...-,

. . ,

.-

the,Spr- ing

',)f 1972';.PPIIS was!Seqgnated a.'potential profitcenter. A new manager began struc -

tur i.og, a more., formal organization capab lel...' i providing management services ofik a--, . .., ... . . ...0 4: - ik
contractual basit,forpre'perties otitsa ile of theZion organization with the intention

,.. ... ...
of ,enhancing the prospects, for future profitability.. In January t973, PPMS was

.. ,,... ....1
. . : - - - ._tra920err..2..1- froth,ZIA to the TruS' -416ng Witb'the ther two, entities of ZIA' :,commer-

..
. . . , - ,cial group, ..

,

°

,,,;,,,

...3.n.:,the s annier of 1972, the _basic property management funCtioni. of 'PPMS 'included
-.e

, ,,
rent collection; mpttgage payment,. 7provisiott of,, janito ial services." and prckision,

..of maintenance_ and security services through optside, pont .ctors. ..tnes,e tinccions.

,- were peffornied for four Zion-owned..properties, Zion Gardens,
,ments, and two commercial propertles (both small office buildings);

, "-- -t
.,.

had not yet beere:kecured., At this time., a significant portion, ef staff ,t
,: ,-...

'' spent in 1::leveloging systems and procedures for more efficient handling of_manSge-.
,

..--: ..,,'Z'
.... .- _. .

ment functions o'n'a larger scale in preparation for the outside Contracts PP1,1$
. . ...,., .. ., ..1..

,

nge Street .Apait-
utside contracts,.

was ,.

.....
expected to, develop. As of this effort, -the stiLf. level Was increased and 'a

.:', , .... : . .
. ., -,:(maintenance department _within PPM' W'be'ing eStablighed.

.,
, A

.J ,

. E35:,

' ,



iii /es tone sp en d Achievements

When milestones Fere being set for. PPMS for the period July 1, l973 to July
,-

1;'19744. the effort to _attrac6.outs,ide contracts haereached the marketing stage.

PPMS had prepared a promotiona'lbrochuie.,outlining its services-.9anitorial,

security, property management asset- control, and i ance guidance -- available
0 _, ,

1 .
sepaiatkly'or as a ,package. The brochure was to be mailed to soqe 5,000 commercial

. , ,
.--.

. '

and
, ;

' and indUstrialeal estate concerns in. the Delaware, Valley.- iNAS,hoped= to secure
-,:

,
accounts` of the_ following types, listed in order of preference: s(1,1 commercial; ..

.

( 2 ) industrial, (31 multi- family (unsubsidized), ald (4)-;multi- family (sUbsidized)-.
3 -----1,....

A s indicated in Table 'ZO," which shiAs a rePre/ antative set- of Tli, tone.
«.,.

. - ..

, 80

targets and achievements, -PPM slci not reach d: ,,
. "

'pated level pf peiformance,
,.. : ..

althdtigilf three outside contra6ts were obtained in t areaftOr STMidited imai- .. ,,..., q, ,
. . (-- 16% , 'The .

family' residential management. the precise factors hich caused the significant

loiks experienced by.:PERS during the evaluation pqio axe: diff'icul't to specify r

-z,-.
..,..

with certainty becaufinancial data with.,:respeeE 'E colleotixona.,and4kpenditures
: . . .. - ,

-I,
, ,-

''%-:47 : 'fot the 'relevant aintra"ctS. were either unaatleble o not available at,..a suffic t
44;-

level of cletail..' Part of. the prObl'm was_ that the o erating statements for PPMSI
.- ..,

= -2,t6 prepared by the ;Trus-t's .accounting ,:section ra the than Ity pM.

based 'On the information thatWas, obtainer, hO ev-er;.: it appears2hat th

shortfall n revenues generated by ppms _ts largel;x a tributable',7tO%the inabil ty

tp-generate the expected level . o i maintenance and 3 forieI fees. :--.Rhir-:;32 000
.

was
-:.-.-

in revenues from these' sources as targeted,..on $g 900 in maintenance reven e . _

. ,

A.za a-t tua 1 ly, earned.
-..., .

The janitorial and security, S**i.Ces progrerq d d notget ,ip!kried during;
.., , ,-,, "

-:. '::-.-

, .

evalda tion as expected , so no,,revenueS. were. generate One of the .reasons ,fo

'Is a ,latk of -clients intereSt in 'sepaiat contraC '' for janitorial services.

_ .

..x- ,- ....

1,.-
.

AnOther adsitle reason' PP 1S did not genetate cone" n- this area (which
-

.

o'a kObable cause of thci. low level. of' Wrenue n the maintenance area) is that:
- -. -

.

.

t he \ three new resid e n.. i ial Po m p lexes,which Caine under
-

con,trapd tie year,
Well s..Soie of ,the' Zio/t4owiled properties under ma ag me wereaxperienciu,

., 4

. . ., . . 2 -
serious financial difficulties-during ,the.'Mr, A telpting

..

o Alleviate the problems
,----relkping to these properties and. to preven7ifurthe declines n their -financial

,

....-

situations absorbed cor,*.ilea,b. le tithe of PPMSt, staf
, :, :

'and
! - . "eirAlt . " . .tons a necesiitatiarge. inteliance rand 'repair expendttur . .

.... .
r t f .t.

.)
; ' T general; therefore, it a pears that two Major ...faciiirs contributed to the -

-- .,. i

o
fall in PPMS. oerforManpe raati to expectations: 1) the inability to seFure

'- , .. . .... ,

:.......
I

.^.

1

l',.... .: s -

' .. , "'"' .. 6
.

0 1
.

while red6cing r venue*colJec-
sc A .

:
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Table 20, ,

RROGRESS PROPERItNANAO,EMENT SERVICES - SELECTED MILESTONES AND ACHIEVEMENTS

. f?

.

,

. ",

. Mlles tones -
- -4,

---._,_

Actual,
"V\

..

Expected Actual

As of
7/1/73

,..During '
the year,
7/1/72 to

7/1/73

.

.

.

AS of
7/1/74

Durin'$-
the, year.,,
7/1/73 to

7/f/7#
As,of,
7/1114-

. ...

During
the yeai,:
7/1/73 to

'7/1L74

Z.. Management accounts
'' a.. Residentill-- units

b. Commercial prop-
erties ,

-c". Industrial p op-
erties

2*. Tata]. revenue *ea fled°
by. ppts ....:

3. NetibCome (loss),

-

04

.

.

---,:-.,,

.

n.a.d
-' d''n...--.--__

--- 1
289

-

, 11

x 3
,

----.4
1---

:-. ..
N '

-?

.

.

.$62;000-
0 §,,000)'-#

".

-

.

.

298.

4a
-`

2c
,

,-

-'.-'
$3,360".

056 4\00)
---..:-i .

acne ofzethese:;-Progress
;:4 aintenarice work only ark-s,_

ctiintenaude :work only on
^."

AVeriue as- of 7/1/74.,..
.aDa_rii. unavailable "for

-...PPMS of $J;;'633 and expenditure
loss dif.'$.3.5,094:

.

Note:: --Xddit iefieil miles tuneS.7i.iete
t ial :end- ,colitmerCiallinduetrial), fee
:collecti.ons.,,Janitorial.- -maintenance, # dbookkeeping fees-; -eXpendleturesl,",-in
units ds.I.Inquent. more.-:than'30

`
t s:

_) '5-laza; is, maintenance work :o .

Austria' Park :and -alenwood-Ivenug: , .

dustrial Park tun property -management. on Glenwood .... - ----`,Park;. ,
_ . .

rough 12/31/72; 'Trust. tecOrda Eias/ revenues o -

of 7S22;727,, for period'1/.117314e 7/:1/73,fer

stablislied,,fOr:4ieni,a1 collections (residAn,
on reSidentia,1 "collections; :Ceniimercial.-

.

and indoetial,
re,venues,;"-which not only .wouldhaVe been more 1.1.,kely'.-fe generate

at higher -rate -(10- percent)' AID. subsiazed
,six percent efl,,,rent colleCtions); the-p

erties. acquired For manageme.nt 'as well as thoie pre
:'..1 ..,%y .

precluded the -c.011eCti-on of some fees aCtilalfy eained ,

Contracts; and requited' extensive staff effort and _iinazi4a1

-part Of.ppms staft with questionable" reSuits ,

It Should be noted, also,..* that' PPMS hes been ass gne activities
by. Zinn s: lead ersh such as the deVelepsnien.i' of business!, and commercial kinaz

but eliCil
al.accotintS (reatri4pedi to

p os ifiloxi -of n614 iSt.

ipu sly under taantgementi, whic
rtiqulkeriion in4iduie

enditures-on-the,L

riodically

-

for-the ,are:a .designated -for majOr redeveloPment . 'In. addition, -i4IS 'has- pa. oip_ii4
...... ---:

in- the 'liasing of space in "Pro'0ess-Plaia and 'is ;;--1-1 Ant-1y irn.7-Olved in-:-ilie leitii
.,,. , ,-,: - i; .,. :":-, --.:,. ..- . ' -): -;.. /.,

of ProgreS4:4=CentaX, *th:est.,.*campio. liruitrgype 'Wha appears cs? liA a iaitc -of 7= Clear.--- ":..."..',Z-_::
,,,-: ..,.- . - . -, . ,. . s .-.4.,-,,," -.-.:. e ' 3 ' , ' 4.:;"7,..,/':

atlOia ti.dri : 9f respenaibill.tieS, and.,,pricraties within- the Zioi ergani.atien,..-'s .

.1.c.;:.;.- ...
2'.., as, a 1.;hore. arid an....accOMpanfingi teaondy- :to asaign4asiss_,_to4a.r.fro4assil

.

-
.'. t... Rrobably friterferp:wiifk;the ,fulifillnlent.'-o ' ilri:,e4t,itys: basic :functiens-1 . , .'j,_...-,.;;;-....--

-t- - .',0 .-- , r , -.: -...-, ...: .
er

. ..'.... .. . ' ?-: ....
.4"..
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- P 4. Progress' Venture Capital Corporation

. Progress Venture Capital Corpotationk (PVCC), part of the economic.develop-

merit -group' of ZNPCT, was' licensed by .the Small BuSiness'Administration as a .

Minority Enterprise Small Business Investment Company 4MESBIC) in February of

1971. As such, it is licensed 0 conduct operations ,in several states, including
. .

New Jersey, Maryland, Delaware, New York, -Nebraska, and Arizona. As of July 1974,

however, PVCC did .not -expect to continue investment activity -in other states,

with the possible exceptions of New, Vrk and Jersey, largely because of the.

unsuccessful experience with such investdents in the past.
'A..- . ,

As a MESSIC, PVCC operates to provide direct loant or equity funds to
,

minority entrepreneurs who are endeavoring,t0,start, improve, or expand businesses
- a

and who have not been SUCMssfur in,*taining Venture capital from conventional

financing sodYces., Each portfolio concern is monitored by PVCC staff. If,manage-

Ment or technical assistance is requested by a client, PVCt's staff arranges and.

.coordinates such assistance through orie of the aKBE affiliates in the area,

usually ZNECT''s Entrepreneurial Development Training Center (EDTC), or through
, .

ZNPCT's National Progress ASsociation fop Econdmic Development (NPAED for out of

clients

. 1

-, , "MilestOnes and 'Achievements -,

_ During the Te,kr for, which perfo, nce:is being,etraluated PVCC was not success-
...

ful in wising all .of the ad4ieonal ate capital as anticipated, altfiOugh the
. ), , sc.-) :- ,

-7:.----.;

ditional $300,000 from the sale of<idebenures to SBA was obtained as expected:**
e,,

ctent., PVCWs inability tO:'.raise.the targeted level of private capital
iN

i6' at tii&b, 1 to the gene,r4_decolitte2-iuLprivate mess concern and support
..:'.'.: N' / -. . i w'

,.. '.. -:A. for minority entrep rs ana:erkperprises couple with the onset of a general
.., ..

. evinnmic. decline. Aw,...' so: . ..., : // ., ',: .0' ,

5

t-
,

'' '1+'

1
As '61 'July,I,, _19_74iT thereiPrev, PVCC s private capitalization remained at ,the

. . .

ni,tial,'-leveL Of '300,000, 'which uwaattgited from ZNly...1.4 ZIA, the Ford 'Founciation
/

d ' approximately '21 Ihiladephia-134seebusileises and indiviaOls prior to ,its,
. ,,.;:. tA; ,),"' /

...
.4earAtilis6Meat. With ifies,-s funds, ila wi; 'eligible tb. raise, 1 maximum of $6007000

.
1 tki\AtfiYougli the= Vale' of debentures to SBA, according to , law. On January

,,,
..=.---

- ,

': '1,1 4, PVCC',6;eairEad 'the SAleT of the last $300, 000° for whiih it
t ,.

is, ligible;at -tlil'Ottervttlevel of capitalization. jThe 13ti, had,44eady purchased'

eheiiitUres, in :the .arbnC* o : $300; 0004'0oht PVCC;it the time 1peFest 4 ons , tiegan -in

,

?. '. ''! ,:--1,: 'Ff, `

,.., ,

''-.!.0*(1ei'tO 'tai4543ii0priaY caPita from. DA in the future PVCC Must noise
,.,..-, ,,,:,, . ..\ , . , .-

.... ,- . 'tjp.

., . , ,i,,. . , , tz,:;0 , . . , 0 .- ..
,

apprp4mately $214,000 ioaigogo4iggal *11,41te 04pii'41: .Aa o March 31,
,.,:,.. ,,,,, .k ,.

..x

:,.$ ,,

4(
8 8,
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for loans, investments, and expenses of-the total funds ever raised from private

sources and SBA, $-900,000. From tHls perspective PVCC's inability to generate

additional private contributions during the last year is particularly dnappoint:

,ing. Moreover, PVCC could have-increased its private capitalization 'to $500,000,

each dollar could.have leveraged $3 from SBA instead of the $2 for each private

.dollar allowable -mot capitalization of $300i000,. With current'fundS nearly exhausted

at the-conclusion of this study, a effort was being made to raise addl.-
'

tional private"-capital, from the original stockholders.
.

The'representative Milestones.shown,in Table 2l.depict the experience of

PVCC relativeto expectations, as well as some in lea

since operations_ began. During the evaluation period PVCC invested less

than one-half of the amount that was anticipated at the
.
time-milestones were set.

or d U$

It)was expected that $300,000 to $350,000 Wduld be disbursed in irons or equity

investments; about $89,000 was expected to apply to portfblio companies and the

remainder,.$211,000 to $261,000, to eight or nine. -new companies.' This did not

materialize to the extent..anticiOated, particularly with respect Co equity positions

assumed with'new companies. One reason for this w the fai'ure to generate the

anticipated,level of additional private capital which, in turn, pushed prospects

for additional SBA monies farther into the future kan planned. In response, TVCC

teas 6n, related, to the first but also
"

the internal movement away from the

restricted its activities. Another` major

deiiving from PVCC's loss eXperience,,was"

earlier approach of focusing on the smell businessman (primarily through loan

assistance)_ toward an emphasis on larger ventures which seem to have a greater

propensity to survive (primarily through eqaity*investment). As of Jul-9' 1, r974,

PVCC had identified a few companies-of this sort although investments had not yet
...

ben.-made.
r- /

1 ' . . '
.

A ,It is not difficult to see why PVCC' might and a change in strategy desir-

able; ano in same respects necessary. Of iOme 43 businesses that have received

J

-6 some fort of direct financial assistancg4from PVCC since operationSllagan,:four .
. . .

teen have beCome inactive,and ove r'half,of current outstanding.Faccounts as of '

,-,

_June 30,.1974 &re delinquent one year or more intheir repayments. The majority
.

.
..

. .
A.

of companies receiving assistance fromTVCC were retail and service businesses. .

. , ,
,f ...

Five.new loans, a total of $26,000, were made to-pprtfolio concerns durr.ng
.

the last-year. The dollar iralueof loans:Made'wab considerably less than 'anti -=.
. ;-!F. , .

cipated. The $26,000 figure does not Allect loans to faUr'portfoio comgenies

which requtred,refinancing of their existing debts due; to default of
.?..

-paymen'iS;41 In.- .

.,-

..
,-, .

these bases, PVCC rewrote the note to each company toItiblude accrued 14.erese"... .','
i

t
A
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Table -21

PROGRESS VENTURE CAPITAL CORPORATION - SELECTED MILESTONES AND ACHIEVEMENTS"

_Miles tones

, 1: New ftindi'
_ge5erated

2. ;-Dollar
'"df loansind
'investoients
Nut4er o'-u17-.

ies receIx-
'ing loans, or.
invgstments :

.

44 . Number. of -com-
. j:anies added to,

loan urtfolio
, 5. Number of togs -

pa'nies /Wed to
capita 1 invesct-

....'ment portfolio
6. Delinquericy

(numberand
.. pecent of A

companies)
a. Current -

3Q days
b: More than

sik months
'7. Losses on

interest and,
invpstfnenti
(4/1 3/31)

8, ,trumbex of
- -mazzagement con,:

tracts secured
. ...
aAs of 7.1711773--.-----714-ate, Additional geStones were, established for -aollar.valtee (,,'

' of loans tonverted co':equ. b r of co4araes, conVeTted. froa loan to equity'
,statur bash flOw on loan, prdceeds cipal reptitymentli and interest), number of '
applications proie4sqd, arplidation fe s collected; fees coklected fdr regal work,.
cumber, of firrnsreceiving fiA or DV, on a rggurarVasis, value of.4oans varantded,
and numbertoP gortfolio loan companies guarante.ed.

.- 4.. ,
' -e, . .

...., . d.

rpsloansinade,to new comps tlieL PVCC /disbursed morethan anticipatede . .
11 . ' . finsteali,of the "four prjjectecio. f, Three 'of these Companies

... ,
of a

,to which, rycc .expe44cl tpeenake 'loans ar the icime milestones were ,set.
. . . . , .\ ..

. - . .

..Actual

_/

As 'o,f
7/1/.73

$590iP0Oa

°'37

.
Expected

wring .
th year,
7/1 72 to As of
-7/f/73 7/1/74.

Atua l
>

During
the year,
7/1/73 to

7/1/74

During
the ye4r,
7/1/71 t,c)

7/1/74/

G$450,4500
,:500,000

.$300, 000-
350,000'

it'A-5

..

$ 20,0007,

.

9-1

As of
7/1/7;4

$697,000
70Q,000

.

*
1.

43

1

11
e

$300;000

107,500

S.
ti

1

. .

.

$ 86.,3§4

2

*.to five 'comps es 0.

were different than the nes

e'.

," .

Go

,

6,

Oaf: S

. .
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-In equity it-vestments, PVCC's activity diverged considerably from the anti:'

- cipated level.. One new equity position was-taken through the purchase of $7,500
s>,

..

In the stock of a new company.. No reinvestments were made in portfolio companies. ',.

'Conversions of
. loans to equity during': the period were valued at slightly over half .

-, ...
of the anticipated dollar value of loan cOnversions for the peiiod. The shiirtfall

. .
resulted because 'the,two companies involved experienced financial difficulties which

.--.

made investment unwise at the time. ,7, .;-
.

004

The overall picture which emerged from an examination of PVCt's hiatoricalt
financial experience to date is...not encouraging; T4 accumulatid_deficit as of

-March 31, 1974 Stood at a 'level
.
-of $234,525. The annual operating loss and loss

on. investments for each ,year since operations began are shown in Table ,22.. -

Table 22

HISTORICAL FINANCIAL EXPERIENCE

o

February 1971
to

Mara_ 31, 1972

April 1, 1972.
V? s

March 31, ,1973

.'April ,.1.', 1973
t.0 -.

Mara 31, 1974
-

Income from interest and fees
Operating expenses ,

Operating loss
t

Losses on interest. and inveitmeilts
Total loss ..'...

. .
$20,238'
28,849
8,611
1::1439 ,.

.

1

0

,s

136,947
44301

:7;354
58. 7.74,___.:._

$66;118

.'

.',

$ 43;872
66,855," .
22,983
86 364...,...._72___

$109,347a $39,050
.

0 losses on interest'and investments from tlivtltiine operations began
..,

' theough March 31, 1974 were $196,577 of whicli$86,264 was incurred during the eval-
,;

s , - .
...'uation period. This figuy is, more than four time the anticipated 'loss, at thi time. , . .

milestones were set. The stun of the dollar vAue of initial investments made in..
"nine companies treated flosses is'approxiniately $12'0,000, about 1 percentof the

t :i. -

total dollars. disbursed since operations began, roughly' $700,000. Ndarly $200,00
. . . . ,. .

or 2, percent of totak.disbursemerrts, has been di- sbdrsea to,companies ;to lager
IP

.

. operating ,as'of'..fuly 1,19,14: -

At the time.milesiones were
.acti.vitY, finiactal management for

4
-revenues during tt'T fast year. Asi, seduied -to take effebt in'S'epterabe

s,

/ considerably less 'than' the nine to
generated is significantly. greater

yr

/ . ; ,.. ._

fees Itiere not !generated . ,
;.

. . , ..... , . .
. ...... ,

6, . *, ,
,

set, 131).CC Asa,. altar sx.pecee0 to under take a new

.fi:rms on -a contractual basis, il'ofder to generate_
of -July 1, 19.74, two shell contracts had' been

r. 'Although the, number ok contracts secured was .

ten anticipated, the onthly fee which will be
4

than xpected:. Since no contracts ware in effect,
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In terms of overall performance, PVCC fell short orits expectations during
,A ,, i. .0

the evaluation and experienced furth!r2deterioratioukf its financial position. In
,

.

paTt, this is attributable to ,circumstances outside,management control-'-the decline

in private support of activities of this nature, the general economic slump, the

lack of financial backing from a, large garent corporation. These factors have
(

certainly affected the perforiance of PVCC directly, in terms of,fundi'aiiailable
.

and,level,of_staffing, and indirectly, in terms. of the difficu/ties_portfolio can-
.

cerns are experiencing, Itiere;are indications; however, that pasrt Of the problem

is attributable to th,choices made and the manner in which operations have been ,

...

. _ ..,

conducted. In particular, it seems that improvemehts can be made in the evaluation

of 'applicants and their prospects for survivaj and success as well,as in the.moni-

Goring of investments. AU present, there appears to be a lack of systematic review-,
i . . . .

ot% ,,clien progresS411.4 documentation. .., .
.'

4. .
( ,,c. . 6) $

PVCC is attempting to, improve operations in some of these areas. With regard

"tCits.portfolio.concerns,'PVtC is trying, to induce SBA to require that companies'

teceiving loans allow the 11.S131.0 to
. ,

atory at present: PVCC Would, als

company accept management assistanc

ecessary, At present MESBICs may

have access to all 'records. This

olike to be able to require that

e frop.an outside soutce.if PVCC d

only recommend such' assistance to

With respect to, its own staffing and funding, PVCC ,staff is actively

effOrt to secure private funds which would enable them to raise $1.6

is not man:.

a portfolio

eems.it

tgg company.

pursuing the

million 'addi

tional dollars from th` SBA..e Also, the increased capitalization would permit PVCC
4

to hire at least one additional staff member.
1

The Entrepreneurial Development Training Centers

The EnteepreneurialDevelopmenE Training Center'.(EDTC) has been at' entity of

the Ziop,Non:ProfiC.Charitable Trust since 1968. The idea of establishing ElffC

e __originated with Reverend Leon Sullivan who felt,there was a need to createe-a center
for "the specific purrseof training entrepreneurs and potential entrepreneuts to

A
.

make good' economic use of the capital thae.they_had or might find being made avail -
0 9 4P4

" *It . . .
able to them. "1 the initial., phase Jof,this unit's operatons,'rom January

1969 throughMarch 1971, wasodevoted to classroom trailing in, two Areas:. ownership'

anti management, The ownership course was designed to prepare an individual to
. . ,r. t*

.
operate: or her own business. It is built around the preparation Of,a business

package which,:imcludes: , . Nk . f
o '

. (1) staffing plans; , ,
1 o

(2) baSic operations of a bdsineSs, ...

, ,

- 7,
, -

.

L. Final Report. of the Ehlreprine6rial-Desielopment Training Center,"1971, p.

z

92 (11

e
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(6)
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a market survey,
special areas of concern, e.g., zoning,

the, equipment and" layout to be used,

the amount and purpose of.theoan sought,
provAsions for loan repayment, and
the'accounting and finincial control systems to be used.

.

.

.

The management'coUrse was designed, to prboAde students with the basic tools of
'

management. Topics,Covered I ,'nclude planning, budgeting, staffing, organizing
t.

,

directing, .controlling, and human re4ations. EDTC records indicate that 136.persons

completed the ownership course aird 190 persons completed the management course

during this-period. -

The second phase of EDTC's operations began in February 1971. ' At this ti4,'10,:'

a new strategy was implemented which was designed to in tegrsate,what EDTC viewed

as three essential ingredients for economic development.% Tfit first .e lementyhusi-
.

ness and entrepreneurial education, would be continued and coordinated with the P

addition ,of business packaging services to facilitate the procurement of

and the provision of qlanagenent andtechnical assistpnde to.minority businessmen

encountering problems in the,operation of theirtbusinesses. "The
. lett
iMplementation

of this new strategy was made'possible by a one-year contract for $161,060 with

the Office of Minority Business Enterprise (CMBE) which designated EDTC,as an

OMBE Affiliate.

in February of 1972 OMBE renewed-its contract with EDTC for 'an.additional

two years at a level of $450,000. Pursuant:- to this contract, EDTC ,w4 officially

.
designated a "Local Buiiness Development Organization" (LBDO). Operationally, this

%

,action indieated_c,hat relatively greater sMphasis Would be placed on business

0 packaging and-related activities than in tire past although traighg activities,

would remain a significant .cemponent of the overall integrated approach.

EDTC's major function in the business development area is-toassist 'cients

in the preparation of a comprehensive_ business proposal which is thensubmitted by

the clientto a'lending institution in order to obtain loan funds.' The Aocedure

an
., .

.,. ...

begins with an ilitervielibetween n EDTCBusiness Specialist and th'e-client, at

wbic .client data report is completed, If it is ascertained that the dlient

should" proceed, subsequenr visits to EDTC are arranged where the Buginess Specialist,
,

.,,..,.

the accountant, and the client prepare the business proposal and develop pro forma '

financial statements to deterrine the'economic viability of tIhe proposed business.
. . .. ,

A 'loan 'repayment,schedule which demonstrates thecapability of the business-ta _repay ''

the ilan ou t e expec te d cash flo4 is'also included.

`

next step it the actualt, ual

submission Of the proposal : to the bank lyd/pr other` lending institutions. °
.t

.

k , .

A second functiowpf the linsiness development activities ofEDITC, ist69p:roA
no

," 4 :!',

vision of managementnd.techpical assistance, In addition to management andfiechnid,al',

.

, .
. I

I t 7' '. .4' A
v ; ,,, ,

,
pl.--

1 , i; 4 ; "IN i''''' tt;1 ,
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dssiktance services; EDTC conducts some marketing feasibiaty btudios .arld. assists -
, , . 1 . .

_ ,, 2
e

.. in setting up accounting systems,' parti6ularry where required for a-business,pa ckage:
. .

The training program is still 'based on the format described earlier. In
. .

. A .
--. .

January of *1973, hOwever, the hours 'required for the evening classes 'Were reduced -
, .

from 300 to 204, primarily ,bec ause 'of the high..dro2-out .rate experienced. The day
.

classes still' require 300 hours of claissicom time. .- -,.
,------ , . / ... t '

According to the director-of 'EDTC;. roughly 60 percent of the overall effort -.
of EDTC Is geared toward the business packaging and technical; aasispince_and;toughly:

. A , , . ..r. ,

46 percent to training activities. During the course of this evaluation it appears, ....
that this r.e la tive emphas is . Fias remained fairly cons tent .- *.

G t

. $.1
.,

Milestones and .-.-Achievements' .
. . ...J. C

Several difficulties 'arose 'In the process of milestone target setting .and. A. ,
performance documentation for .EDTC . 'First, the contract' period and, qonsequently,-

. .

EDTC's majbr reporting period for the relevant time,period was from Pebrpary 1972. ` . .

t4rougth ml.rch 1974. Moreover; although. EDTC has prepared and submitted quarter
reports to OMBE cin' a normal calendar year basis, it was not 'possible to aggregat
the data for
reports were
native basis

:1..),4"'
6

the 'milestone period from these reports sYstenfatically beoause,SOme
unavaklable . and also. because several, items we're reported on, -a -_,cvmur

anddisaggregation was not...possible. -
r

Partly for the, same reasonVand' iyartty`,bedause 'ofi,sonie reluctance on ,the"pait
of EDTC's Director and Associate. Directot Eo -speafy targets `-feW mileatonetargets
for this entity were derived: As indicated in Table 23, ,'achievements during the'",;
second contract y`ear,March 1973 to March 1914, terma.:,of husiness,packages

. . .- '
approved and particularly their dollar value; exceeqed;tbg targeted level. The Pro-. - .

jecteii.numbe r of packages to be approVed was 25,'At an:estimated; value of -$ 7p,o; ow .
, , , .

During the gerrod +larch 1973 ,through March' 1.974 H. loan Tackageti... were actually.;
S C

. L v.' approved in the 'amount of $1:423,000. e. P6.4 of the fnei.ease'.1.s att.ributabie: to a,. .
larger, average, loan size, cl,liritog.the,s'ecorld contract year .telAtive to the previous.

. .- ,,
. . - r

yeisr. Table' .24. shows the volume of, afproved loans `bysourie for each year of the ".
...,

con tra ;period . As ,idicated in.,`the tabi.e':,.tbe tai4rage-:-.Sige "0,,f loans- from hawks
alone in;craas,0 from $9,,357 in the .firsty to$,R;tiP.'.trtkring. the second year".

,, - -

- , , 4 . - -_,:.,,

1,

',...
c" ,

b imi lar ly ,. ,S,BA dihct: loaliS, averaged M`;-,3', in til'e flit )1a..r and $46;643. in the ." . .01

second. 'these' increases clearrY' offset ,khe '14,61C"-.,61 loan''furids from ilEs Bic sources` ? :,
., r 0 ,.. .. , , . e

.

;duiing .'the SeCend *yea r *relative _ti iA1ritir: rear.: -..' r

140t ',only tile aver ge 0..z,$,7134-4",',atso the tjumbe of loans ap.pro%ecitty' franks to*
, , ,. -

dreis&d 'significantly ::ciiir.ing::".tfie- secoi4eaar. ; MC' suggests that this 'J'probetily:;:.- . .#
: 4.,..

.
reflects1)oth the ,fddt:' triattPe':baNca.,- are becoming, less dogmatic In- theia.'4proach.
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, Table _
- .

ENTREPRE.NEUlattI.' DEVELOPII'NT cENTEE ,

1)

SELECTE ILESTONES lk&T.iiACHIEV ITS
4. ..

1. Number of bus in ss
packages proc
a. Approved`

(do tiar "vali4e)
:Nun,tet of .,Business

56q I lat
-Est imated 31:A44Of"

"t4),'-d4tFt0;='

Actual. 4.. xpectea- , :A d4fal

As of
3/15/73

"Dtiting a
the year

February
19.72 to

1973

t
.'During`,
q*- year
'7/1:173

to
7./1/74

14r

,!'!' During
4 the, year'',!;

. 'March:147,1 ''
id Of, .

3,/t/ March

AO'
264

28 -.,.
123, 900)

,

.,-57',500),..

r,doeiYed:;by .'d 1 1 n.t s' _. t.

. kivitipg.ti 1131:10` ° O.
.

, $ fop; opo
40; Ntkiber 'o f krachia'tes .

"..' .
frpm -t raining' .

claSse's , . ''- 154 ' p:' '160 "' ..1

'5 NuMb.er '91 (fil-ms "\- ' I -. . -
* -.

. . assisted in account- ..,
,

, ': 47

ing Ad:-coltrol .. '
,:-.

, ';
,

systems
.

a '`' 4
1.0 , 3'0-35

,

g.
,,... , ,,

.:3:i*' ' :
,.. . 4 . a

,,'' No t e. :" ,', Adt1 it iona 1*, mi les t onugh tie re \as tab li s h ed. foi.'*! estimated Value pg. 0 4vate: iiro-9
... le

-.putement cant re,Ct s . received 64°' oq. ients throughth pough LBD01ssistence ,, 'a. n lumb3 of pus inas's..es
r4teiringititechnital es istance fron EDTC: .. 4. -

o. 4 1
o ,

4 ,..._ 46
, 1.

' .
.

c0, . .' .4.
0

cc-

.' Y,, Table 24. . 't n
.

4*.

40 0%. APPROVED SOURCE 141,0ANS BY ,
t - 4 t

.1 , 0. ;

0 f e 0 ' 0,
I. 0 ,

',.. 0
t 4 -.:FebUtary 15.72 to

4'
.. 4 II

Ma'rcb115",'.1973
:, ''''. '

,..4 Wir , 1 i ...,
ef

. '
.,

,
.: liumb64. Size ($): I

-- -'. ` .:- . .
, ,s, .0

BaRk ". ... 'a:4% 7 ..s $ '' 65,500'No

.- atinIc/SBA G,uar"antee 8 , 5..4,ocib.. 0

4

^ 'SEA, 'Direci . .' - `'.. 8 ' '202 , SOO"'.

,.,'March IP; 1973 to
Match, 15,, 1974' 0

t.:'

t

' ',

.

;..

,

,
'/

. f

9t

. I *4 ' ' s
Dumber' i 3it'd "(s).

`,15 i$ .- '41f ,5P0
.5 : 360,600 6

, 7 326,,500
. S BA/MIS BIC he 885900 a. . 0 '.

3 .
Batik/MES13IC 2,_, 90,b00' 11 -,.'', 0 ,

..., 134,nk/SITA/1:1EsBIC
,, 81,000 '1", " 5,000 :.

O

,, 4.

- 0.tbei- .
- .. ..

41. .:. ,;.i -'e 5,004 ....0 :. :' 0: r- i

,.. .4.,
..) ,Total - 29 :' .- $.1 (:;136',.9(5ti 28 '' . 1,12a,060-

-
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, to. grantkng lcens to minority enterprises, and the likelihood that business oppor-', ... . 1punities within minority communities are getting better.' Another plausible .., i . , ':

.fict,dr, is that 'the quality of loan packages submitted' has /improved- in , terms' of
' , -

,. .'Elie ec icg.viabiLity ofproposed ventures. ,- . .

,th ''SDICs, ha-clever, have Virtually dried up -as a source of loan apprdvals./ .

thec'first,pontract year; MESBICs accounted for roughly $285,000 of loan approvals', .,or aboi.it 26 percen't of the 'total while duting the second mear MESBTC. provided only
-

$25 000', in 'loan- fuLds , or about fWb,,. percent '4(3 f the total. Although all of the
-

are . .reasons; for Wig signifiCant decrease ,:not known, it,eppears to lend support, , .
`-";?-

-.%.-
to die ttypO ekes iS Elia t the'MESBI-C ap an.'sinstituo:an ia experiencing ,contraction

t ..
. . .. -, , , ,.

.,-'of..-Sorrs4,'probably.attributable .to a general' decline.. in Airivate, sector-commitment ,. -- i.,
. . i. ,,-. :k0 , minorkty:, eriterpri:S`e developMent. .. o . : .. . '..

The:. gi-:ea, majority of :loan-aPProvaiS'fOr butinesseepaokaged by DTCJ-kas
,.,-,' -.-,--,, :,.." , ?` -:. --, :, : '.. .. - ,... '' ,- -'-:- ,...

be.en'in ventures. 01 Arret41-1,: pr, senace tiattlifs. During"the: firSt.c,ontracti,year ,.
....-.. ..e' 176.''''peroent Of, loans.;,4ra-ntek were in these ,tWer tyr,ps'io.'Of businesses and in the second

.

,.... ,,,

year:the p.ropotiion.-increaSed. to .9.6 .pe-rcerft, of,-,loansmadeJ, EDTC reports: suggeSt'
,- -',.-tl-iit,..t .reason`' 0 i'. fhks. conbentrai'ioniS that:)retait .aild'erVice- businesse...4 :

_.,

,._ , . / , 4 V i
1,. . ,

-..-" among the most v-iableoppOrtimities'iin a scommunity'"withid.a, much lafger community. '' 1 1 .. ' -
,:.

4hetin,BIC associateewith the Trust, Progress; Venure Capit4tCorporation, also '
,.. - ..t. . ,.: , - -..,-. . .

.-ot refleet's, a.'majori ty of.retki...1 and' service's businesses.. .-. ,.-
,,,

0= . .., , ..,,-
- ..,' n t -- 1,...!'",

On d cuRtitalfve basis; . a to ta 1: of five of .the 57, loans pproved from Februarypl
, . ,1972 thpough March 1974 have failed- only nine, pettent.of the businesses' receiving

:t
loans ui ,p.'rc assistance., All of these were., eithervretail. or service businesses.

a- '` . t -
I. The: t..p tal. .01 lar value of the loans made to these. buSinesies" was $57,560, ,

'
0r. cent .tri the totals' mount of iceniak royals to all 'companies 02,209,q00). Thiti'. ,
aspect 'EbTe's p,erfoi:Inance 'is -enco agink. Infotrmaton on delinquencies in toan

** - .- .`resiaymp.st4 or:on neRrofitS to'V'elrent4 ,was not available.; however,. ,

' -.0 t000."..

4.01 0 ED C Allort of its-Oblactiv.esin terms of firms aSsistid in accounting
' -

and ,control systems. Al thAug speollioinfOrmatioi h. *at beenbeen provided , one plans;/
r . ; 4

fob the shortfall 14 that a, large 'proporti n of the loans approved during_
- the milestone poribci- re. td.tal; of .28 Env() lvea business expansions rather than

, . .
' z

new EuSinessesand the former did, rtoE requ'fre .the implementition of new ticcOunking
. ,

and .control sygtems. Another platisitstce01.anatgry factor is that,ifSTC4found it
- ;: .necessary to utilize contractualtie,

Atha drttic,i,kated at the time safest
followed by EDTC for busl,ne..?ses req

& - ."
EDTC lkepdrt ter, oMBE 'for the contract, period March '19 2,8o March 1974, p..

rvices ot. outside, experts tb.-a greeter, extent
cites Voiere set. is ehd:pro7cedurenoringlY p,

uiringsubqantial qs.s istance.
t 1.4 t ; z"..

. . *'
,

".. ' * 9.6
I

4

#,
r t
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With regard to.training activities, EDTC expected to graduate 160 students from

the day and evening ownership and management courses during 'the milestone period.

From Match 1973 to March 1974 EDTC records indicate that 165 persona

ing, 81 in ownership and 84 in management courses. Since feWer individuals enrolled

in courses during the second .contractyear relative to the first, a greater propor-

tion,bf enrollees completed requirements successfully during the last year (65,

percent Compared to 54 percent in the previous year). Part of the increased com-

pletion rate is attributable to the'reduction in Class hours for the evening course

from 300 hours to 204 hours. EDTC took this action because of the high drop-out,

rate experienced with the lengthy course in the evening sessions-
.

- 6. National Progress Association for Economic Development

The National Progr s Association far.Economic Development (NPAED) was 'estab-

lished as a nonprofit sub d'arY of the Trust in 1969. Initial efforts focused on

attempts to idea tify and coordinate financial and technical resources, both public

and private, in" order to proMote viable oppordpities Or minority business ventures

in approximately 20 cities.

Since January 1972 NPAED has focused its activities ton the administration and
. .

-

fiscal management of Local. Businyss Development Organizations (LB Os) in several

cities. At that time ,NPAED entereeintb a two-rarcontract with he,-Office of

Minority Business Enterprise (OMBE) to. operate as, the national head arters for

local economic development program in five pities. The contract provided funds to

NPAED in the amount of $1,007,000 $220,000 for the operation of the national '
'

.

center and $787,000 earmarked in specifiedamounb-s to each of the five cities.

The staff of each city's DBDOzacruits minority entreprelfgrs,'provides busi-

ness ,pacfcaging services, assists in, loan and contract ,procurment, and provides -----

management and technical assistance to prospective and e);jating minority,entrepre-,

neu s. Although the Trust'S Entrepreneurial Development Training Center (EDTC)

has b n designated. as an LBDO by OMBE, it operates under a direct contract with

OMBE rather than as an NPAED-affiliated LBDO---

...

NPAED's specific administrative functions incluk,Coo inating program activ-

ities and ;iscal procedures of the LBDOs, providing sUpery sory,support to LBDO\

Directors, monitoring of300 program performance, evaluating LBDO programs and

staff, assisting the LBDOs in resource development, and verification and analysis

Of performance data provided to OMBE by, each LBDO. Fiscal,reslonsibilities of

NPAED require that NPAED handle the payroll of the LBDOs, prepare budgets for &act(

LBDO and for the national center, generate financial records in conjunction with

the LBDOs, and conduct quarterly audits for each LBDO as well as an annual audit.

9 7
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Milestones and' Achievements --

92

A representative sample of lestones and achievements for NPAED are shown

in Table 25. NPAED's Local BUsiness Development Organizations fell short of the

projected levels of output. ,

Although NPAED expected to add four new LBD s to the four existing at the

time milestones\ were set, only one was picked up during the period July 1, 1973

to July 1, 19 74. Since three of the four anticipated additions were in early

Planning stages during the summer of 1973, milestones were chosen on the' basis of

output levels expected for the five LBDOA which would be operalive' throughout the

milestone year. However, the fifth-babb was added as of March 1, 1974, about

nine months later than'expected. The data provided on actual achievements conse-

quently reflect output levels for only four cities. .

There ap ar to be three, general' reasons for the shortfall in achievements

relative -to miles nes ,during the evaluation period. First, the projections made
,'-

were overly. optimistic in lights-of previous 'experience. Second, the general

economic decline affected both then:umber of prospective elitreAreneurs desiring

to assume the risk of starting new ventures or buying out existing ones and the

t willingness of banks to approve loans; for such ventures: Finally, the LBDOs

placed. yelatively greater empha4is on the quality rather than qua tity nf -ventures
0

receiving loans during the evaluation. In order to achieve this bjective, -each

LBDO tightened the screening process and became more selective, in terms of the

client' s equity and. experience reppirements

In addition'to these general factors specific problems arose which also

contributed to a lower level of outplit than anticipated. During the five months

following the expiration of NPAED's two-year cdntract with OMBE on December 31,

1973, NPAED and its affiliates operated under' highly uncertain circumstances. OMBE-
'11.

granted an extension,of the old ,contract for the first two months which permitted

the use of unexpended funds and a. further extension for another three months which

allowed NPAED to borrow funds on the new contract pending but not approved.
1

Although the new contract was finally approved by OMBE as,of June 1, 1974, the

five%:month period of uncertainty had unfortunate repercussions in the LBDOs.

NPAED's Deputy Director indicated that there were Morale problems and high turnover

of personnel in the affiliated'organizationsduring this period. Under these cir- A"

cumstoeces output levels declined.

98
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Table 25

NATIONAL PROGRESS ASSOCIATION' FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT -

SELECTED MILESTONES AND ACHIEVEMENTS,

.

.

.

Milestones

Actual
..

-,..,

Expected Actua,l.
,

As of
7/1/13

During
the year
7/1/72 to,

7/1/73

As of
7/1/74

During
- the year
7/1/73 to .

.7/1/74

As of
7/1/74

During.
the year
7/1/73 to

7/1774

1. Number of LBDOs
affiliated with

/----

NPAED i'''

. JAmtber of loans
Ai. .

packaged

3' Number of loans
approved
a. Total dollar -

value- of ap-

proved loans
4. Number tf\ con.-

tracts Rroalfeda
a. Dollar value

of contracts
procured ,,

5. Number-Df new4
..-,

businesses
started

6. Number of busi-
nesses expanded

-

.
.

.

4

155

57

34

$ '451,000

49

90 .

8

\

.

,

,

.

179

.

124_

$6,-696,000

111

$3,575,000
.

63

37

i

.

1

.

'

`..

..-,

.

149

..

: 81 ----

N.

.

42,615,146

45

$1,987,750

3..
$

43

aThis includes SBA 8(a) contracts, private andlopublic contracts procured through

competitive bidding, and direct fIderal awards. -

Notes:. Milestone targets 2 through 6 represent projected vOlres for the five

cities expected to be operating during the entire relevantAeriod: Trenton, s

Charlotte, Nashville, OklaAma City, and Charleston. 'Bluefield, Clarksburg, and

Knoxville Caere .in planning stages at the time milestones were set. Additional

milestones were established for: funds available for expenditure by national head-

quarters, actual expenditures, total level of funding to LBDOs, total number of

clients, number of businesses transferred to new owners, dollar value of those busi-
.

nesses, average number of clients provided with management or technical assistance

per quarter, and total man-hours spent in vroviding"the following types of management

-assistance/technical assistance: accounting at $20 per man-hour, advertising lit $18

per man-hour, bonding at $16 per man-hour, distribution at $17 per man-hour, finance

at $16 per man-hour, legal at $40 per man-hodr, management at $19 per man-hour,

marketing at $17 per man-hour, procurement at $16 per man-hour, site selection at

$14 per man-hour, taxes at $20 per man-hour, ownership training at $16 per man-hour,

management training at $16 per man-hour,.and Other. (Categories of service and cost

of each service/man-hour are based on SBA figures.)

99
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B. Zion Investment Associates

on Investment,Associates' was formed.in 1965 to operate businesLes;w1,,dch
---....,.

\Could provide employment for people trained
....

by the Philadelphia OTC. The businesses'

were intended, also, to generate profits for the s5o.okholders of ZIA who were pri-
,

r .;
.i --

manly contributors to the 10-36 plan. Substantial losses have been incurred by
:g '

.

ZIA. These losset hdve,resulted in an increased emphasis within Zion, An improving

efficiency, reducing costs (particularly personnel costs), and insuring professional
,

management of-ZIA subsidiaries.

At the beginning of our evaluation, ZIA consisted of a corporate headquarters

and nine subsidiaries.
/
t6,e. subsidiaries were Progress Property Management Services,

dprogress Venture Capital Corporation, Progress Development Services Corporation,

Progress Construction Company, Progress Aerospace Enterprises, Progress Products

CoMpany, Progress Plaza, OurAakets, and Progress,Enterpfises, Inc.

The first four 61 these subsidiaries (PPMS, PVCG, PDSC, and PCC) were- included

in ZIA-s o that ZIA, rather than the Trust, would halise all the profit- ingor

potentielty profitable enti ties. Due to the failure of these subsidiaries to

generate 'profits and to the desire of ZIA management to show a mare favorable finan-

cial 0-fture_at the'end of 1973, these subsidiaries were transferred batkito.the

Trust an.&have been- discussed above.'

The current structure .of ZIA consists, therefore, of the corporate headquarters_

, and the remaining five subsidiaries. During the evaluation, we did not establish

detailed milestones for each of these entities. Since they are all meant to be

profitable, revenue and cost targets are appropriate milestones. Early in the eval-

uation period; we obtained revenue and cost projectiond for these entities for the.
r
-years1973ta.,197.S.Table 26 shows, comparisons between the projections for 1973

(je onsand half of the 1 74 protiw4b dctual figures for the evaluation period,
4, )

.,These Comparisons show considerable shortfalls in projected net revenues for all

of.the fnajor subsidiaries, PAE has shown the most promising improvement.

. We will not discuss the individual ZIA entities in detail here. Zion's shopping

center, Progress Plaza, is discussed in the coMinercialcenter case study, Chapter 5.

Our Warkets,,.which are smalPret'ail stores are being phased out, since they did not

prove to be economically viable, Progress Products Company, which took over the

assets of the noWdefunct Progress Garment Company is, engaged primarily in the pro-
.

/

duction of coach harnesses. Their major market is with General Motors. The company
-...)/

w ex erienced a,losi of Vi4A(110' during the milestone period. Progress Enterprises it
--, .

e real estate holding compariy,of ZI and had a net loss,tof $9of the same

period. Progress Aerospace Enterpris s, which primarily makes electrical harnesses
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and whose major market is General Electric, had 4 loss of'$371,300 (curing the

evaluation. Of the 'subsidiaries, however, PAE was the only one which was profit-

able over th9 period from January 1, 1974 to July 1, 1944(see Table 26).

ZIA has `responded to the, continuation of financial problems by shifts in

key managerial 'assignments. Since the projections shown in the table were made,

', only one of the'managers who were respodsible for the projections remains. The

new manager of ZIA has ind' atesi to us hii view that the initial projections_wea

unrealistic, given the financial situation of the subsidiaries at the tint they

were made.

It was hoped that ZIA would reach at least a breakeven point by the end. of

1973. This has not happened, in spite of the improved management. Table 27 shows'

revenues, costs, and net income figures for ZIA'and its subsidiaries during the

milestone period from July 1, 1973 through June 30, 1974. As can be seen from the
.

table, ZIA as a whole suffered a loss of over $600,000 during the milestone period.

1,6sses were'incurred by all major subsidiaries, during the period. Given these 4
*4p% sses, prospects must be considered questionable, in spite of the notice hie

manage 'al impro.yements.-

I.
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Introduction

As seen

staff and moneta

Each of the CRCs

tive communities th

CHAPTER 5

CASE STUDIES

WOODLAWN GARDENS AND JACKSON PARK TERRACE

THREE COMMERCIAL CENTERS

rbm the discussion of CDt entities, an increasingly large :mount of

resources are being devoted to physical development activities.

attempting to effect major redevelopments "in their resPec-

dgh coordinated large-scale efforts in the areas Of housi4

construction and rehabilitation, commercial devel

othpr physical deVelopment.activities.

The present chapter will summarize the' experiences a

Major housing compltAes, Jackson Park Terrace and Woodla

ience of each of 4le CDCs in developing shopping centers: Woodlawn,Gardens in TWO,

Progress Plaza iii Zion, and the Commercial Center irtResforation.- The purpose of

these specials dies is to examine the performance'-of thp---CDCs in these important
o

ke into account circilmstances that bear on the success oT failure

nt, property management, and"'

in developing two

Gardens,'and thee3pt-

areas and to

of these pro

An ad

tunities a

Prominent am

of reliti

ects. .

Tonal purpOse of these st ies is to illustratsome of the oppdr-

constraintiOfacing CDCh/inAmirsuing their various. program opfions .

g the constraints which bind t e CDts, given a-continuing abjective

ty inte este; is the attempt to develop

business bjectives. In the case ofOackson

was to prov de housinirfor'residents of the

g to a road range of communi

projects wh ch combine both 'social and.

major social objectivePark Terrace,

Woodlawn community, most of whom are low-income pera4ns. It still;pbelbown in this
'\

study thatIsecuring a, large percentage of low-ilcane tenants'ior"Jacksph Park Terrace
.

/
could possibly threaten the economic viability "of the project, -On---the other hand,

applying strittly commercial criteria for tenant selectiod would probably preclude

any large number of law-incometenants and would require the recruitment of middle-.

. income tenants, many of whom would come from outside.of the immediate community.

A similar phenomenon was involved in the development of a ll three CDC shopping
\

centers. 'A sOcial, objective of the hDed in ead/ case was, to per te local Minority

entrepreneurs. Indeed, in the case of TWO, it will be seen that he only apparent

/ 91
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criterion for tenant selection was that the prospective tenant be a minority busi-

nessman. While Zion and Restoration also 'paid attention to getting local minority

tenants in the shopping centers, there was more effort to be se,lectiveithan there

was in Woodlawn. The shopping center case study discusses the difficulties social

dbjectives may pose for the commercial success of these centers and, possibly, for

the viability of the centers.
. .

- 0,
.

To some extent offsetting the constraints imposed by the dual objective of the
,

i - ). ..

CgCs,Nour etudies illustrate some of the'tpecial advantages accruing to -CDCs under-

taking ihese large-scale operations. One such advantage is .the ability of the CDC

to acquire.highly desirable land at lower than commercial rates because of the non -,

profit status' of CDCs.' CDCs, once havingeestablished their presence in the community.

I. haVe at least 51e'initial idpport of local residents in undertaking large-scale

pro ts. The tack of such community support sometimes has been a serious_obstaole

16 private .: elopers wishing to build shopping centers.

CDCs may be e, Also, to bring together a diverse set of resources which

can enhance the potent4a IfectiVeness of 'their large-scale projects. In Zion,

-LEDTC andv:PVCC
--,.

are entities thar hive the potential for providing training,' technical,,

and financial assistance to local merchants to enhance their viability as shopping

center tenants. -There is here evidence, hOwever, that-these capabilities have

been Used effectively in Progress 'Plaza. In Restoration,othere aremore effectIvely.

'coordinated efforts of the Economic Development Division (EDD) to provide financial

and other assistance to possiblemlocalsmerchants within, the Commercial Center. If

the Cdmmercial Center is ultimately successful, EDD will haveeen'a significant

contributing factor to-that sucdess By contrast, an analogOtiaset of supporting

activities for local-merchants Was absent in Woodlawn.- That absence was A factor

`contributing to the -failure of the shopping center. /
,.

The case studies also discuss some of-the actel and 'potential effects of CDC,

'involvement with larger established,firms in_the formof technical'atAistance and.

joint ventures. ,J11ite we d6 not have sufficient evtdence to comment authoritatively
: .

..

on the usefulness or effqtiveness of these arrang6ents4 our studies illustrate
some runt consequences, good and bad, of the technical assistance and joint

ventures. s, venture with the .1(ate Maremont Foundation-was of questionable

benefit to TWO. The motivationpf a CDCs venture partners may,be'at variance with

those-of the CDC,and this leads to the view that the rewards of the co-ventures
.,-

should be tied in with the success of the project.

Regarding to finical assistance, our studies shoW that,this also'is not an unj-:

mixed, blessing for CDCsaf Managers most closely related to the technical advisors
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ed them all the way from helpiill to harmful. Where it is required, because of

''''''

turnover or experience' levels of advisors, to spend a great deal of time learning'
- -

'.the operation or context of the pr- ojects, outside help has not been paiticularly

beneficial in the view of CDC managers. ,

1.je began our cage studies by reviewing the history of TWO's first housing

development, Woodlawn Gardens, fqllowed by the studyof TWO's Jackson Park Terrace,
.

,

which,was still under,construction at the close of this evaluatioA study. The last

set,of studies in this chapter focuses on the shopping centers developed by each of,.

the CDC§.

WOODLAWN GARDENS

Woodlawn Gardens, the only , completed physical development project in which

TWO had been involved at the time this evaluation began, was jointly planned and

ondertpken by TWO and the Kate Maremont Foundation in the 1960's.1, Plenning for

the project, which now comprises 504 units of low-_to moderate-income housing and

approximately 35;000 square filet of comme rcial space, began in 1963, when TWO decided

to expandits role to_that of developer for the Woodlawn community. Lacking in both

experience and financial resources, TWO joined with Kate Maremont Foundation (KMF)

which at that time enjoyed a nation-wide reputation as a good developer.

The original plans, .from TWO's point.of, view, were confined to the developinent

of a houSng complex under HUD's 221(d)(3) prograM. However, in reaching its deci-

sicn po declare the site .chosen a"slum and blighted",area, the City of Ghicago's

Department of Orban Renewal pressed for the inclusion of some commercial space in

.40 'the proposed development. TWO's partner, KMF, found the idea attractive and'since

TWO also Was interested in becoming more involved in Commexcial activity, the plans

for the project incorporated a commercial area, later designated as a shopping plaza

with space for 11 to12 storis. All of the financial projections relative to Wood-

- ,lawn Gardens were developed by KMF, or the Chicago Rehabilitation Management

Foundation (MMF), the housing.development arm of KMF. CRAF was alsO to handle the

management of the project upon its completion.

Construction began in 1968, when HUD approved a mortgage of $9.3 million, and

the first units were occupied in 1970. The 'financial "eXpeffence of WoOdlawn Gardens
- ,

*Yr the next two and a half years was diSastrals. During 1970, less than 50 percent

of the units were rented and at the'year end, the income to Woodlawn Gardens Ls.

only about one-half_of the projected income, yet administrative,operating, and

The entity formed for this purpose was the TWO/Ktit Development Association.
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maintenance expenses.were about 12 percent higher than projected for 97.percent

occupancy. Real estate taxes and insurance Were almost double the projected- level.

By the end of 19.71, income slightly .exceeded the original'estimates; all units

had finally been rented, but it was almost two years since operation began. During

197L, the first conclusive evidence of the underestimation of the total vdministra-
..

tive, maintenance, and.operating expenses became clear: actual costsWere more

than double the anticipated level. As of December 31,-r971, Woodlawn Gardens,was

delinquent in their FNMA payments and.overrun in operating expenses, real estate

taxes, and insurance payments had been

step was taken in an effort to improve

'difficulties. The management contract

experienced-. _During the year, one major

operations and mitigate against further
,,:"

with the Chicago Rehabilitation Management

Foundation, which had sole resphnsibility for managing. and operating the Woodlawn
a

Gardens development since inception, was terminated. TWO felt that'CRMF lacked

adequate fiscal controls and; records. SoOn thereafter, TWO entered into a manage-

ment-ontract with another realty company.

By the summer of 1972 three additional steps had been taken in an attempt to-

alleviate the severe financial problems. The Woodlawn Gardens mortgage with FNMA

had gone into default and was assumed by FHA--a sign that solutions had to be found

soon or foreclosure would probably result. The first actions were initiatedA)y the

TWO/KMF Board of Directors. They authorized an-immediate rent increase of 10 to 12

percent and direcied that counsel undertake steps to obtain a reduction in real

estate taxes, that operating xpenses,tie reduced, and that a tenantlieducation pro-

gram becreated. Secondly the services of Arnold a porter were made available

to TWO through the Found ion's technical assistance prpgrain; their role was to

assist in the formulati n of a remIdialactianplan for Woodlawn Gardens. A third

action taken also involved technical assistance; in this case,'e,he National Council

for Equal Busihess Opporjunity, Inc. (NCEBO) was asked to review the operati6ns,
-.-=

problems, and prospects of the shopping plaza and its tenasnt. Turthermore, a

WCDC Director of Urban Development was hired whose mailttaskyas to.devise a work=

able solution tc the growing problems of Woodlawn Gardens.
,

0-/a result,Of'the Arnold and Porter report, TWO/KMF reduced the maintenance

and security staffs of4iondlawn Gardens, increased rents by 5 percent, and, through

litigation initiated by WCDC's legal counsel, secured' a rebate of more than one0 -
.,

half of the 1971 real estate takes and a reduction in 'the 1972 tax bill. Despite

these factors operating expenses for calendar yeai 1972 were morelthan twice the

level projected. Real estate tax and ,insurance payments were still 157 percent of

the original estimate. Income fot the year-was about 20 percent in excess of the

bud C.
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By the time milpstones were/being set, more than a year had since the

plan for reinstating Woodlawn Gardens as a viable project in March of 1972 had been

developed. In the j.nterim, it had become apparent that the problems of the develop-
.

ment had not been resolved thrOugh implementation of the plan. Moreover, tire findings

and suggestions for alleviating the problems of the shopping plaza contained. in

1MCEBO's report, *lib completed in March 1972 had also proved inadequate or infeas- /

ible. Unfortunately, another significant problem suriacJ during this period, the

discovery of gas leaks in the housing'port4ry5f the development, thereby, compounding

11,e project 's financial crises with physical deficiencies. Consequently, a 'titir;Ier

OTnew steps were initiated during the first year of this study.' When milestones
.

,. 'were being set, it appeared as if a permanent solution was, indeed, in the, process

of beitg formulated. With technical assistance from a major developer, prnvided

by The Ford Feundation, WCDC had resolved. the gas leakage problem and develope

strategy for rej.urning the commercial portion of the development to viability. This

strategy was Wsecure a major tenant capabie of taking over a substantial part, ifil

note all, of the enclopd mall. The most probable candidate was the Health Maintenance

'Organization/being established by a TWO/WCDC subsidiary, GWAC.

Perhaps the most si!gnificanb.action taken during the 'first. year of this' eval-

uation, as an effort to prevent the impending foreclosure of Woodlawn Gardens by HUD,

was the retention of outside advisors to undertake anindepodent evaluation of the

management and financial ,status of Woodlawn Gardens and to develop a plan for the

future viability of the development.
.

The technical advisor's report on Woodlawn Gardens was completed,in June 1973,

shortly before our milestone setting process with TWO/WCDC staff began. The docu-

ment contains the r'esultsof,an extensive analysis and evaluation o,f the financial,

administrative, operating, maintenance, security, and tenant involvement aspects of

the development. The most important part of theanalyais, for our purposes, is 'that

which pertains to recemmendationi for the immediate and long-range'operationg

Woodlawn Gardens. These recommendations formed the basic structure for this entity

during the year for which petformance is being evaluated., The remainder of this

section concerns the actual accomplishments of Woodlawn Gardens during the'last

year relative to.milestone target's, which were predicated on the recommended course

of action, and some dther objectives not reflected in the milestcipes.

.
,

A. Milestohes%and Achievements for Wbodlawn'Gatdens ' .
. .

Before examining the performance bf-Woddlawn Gardens in' terms of milestone

achievements, it is important
/to understand the'financial and management plans which

.

were designed' to return the project to viable status in ,the long flAh. It was clear-
a
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that the existing debt service problem: (' resulted primarily froth an extraordinary

underestimation of operating costs the, time of inceptio and (2) could not be

resolved by increasing rents (this was economically unre istie and would be inimical

--i

'"to the goal of providing affordable housing for low-inome residents who were already

,

paying inexcess of 30 percent of eheii incomes for rent) Or by, reducing operating .

. . , .

. costs (which were already comparable to several other Chicago'221(d) (3) housing
,

,
projects).

.

. 11
./

c

The alternative recommended for the short term had

was suggested that HUD appilove an interim financial pl n outlined to HUD 'in June

,

wo elements. F rst, it'

1973. This plan provided fot:

(1) deferment of mortgage principal payments,

(2) deferment of contributions to reserve foe-replacement, and

(3) development of funds to carry out extraordinary maintenance and
needed repairs.

Sedond, it was recommended that WCDC take certain-steps. In terms of manage-

ment, the interim plan called for WCDC's newly treaeedReal Estate Management Division

to/begin partial management of the housing complex as of Octo14 1; 1973 with full'

management in effect by January 1,1974. The essence/of the interim management plap,

however, was to develop 'dent management capability within the TWO/KMF DeVelop:

ment Association which would functi with the tive participation of the tenants.

In terms of financial objectiA-1, the im plan.proposed that,WCDC 'secure

a major,tenant for the commercial area of the complex and therebyganerate itional

annual income. Furthermore, efforts were to be made to further reduc the real estate

taxes and reduce annual insurance payme . If these potent' a savingsLcould be

achieved, total annual expenses would ie reduced,aWit, 14 perbdgt. On balance, if

all of thesse adjustments could be'arranged, the total deal; available for annual debt

service would increase about 63 petceqt.

It was expected that the interim plan would be folloWed, assuming HUD ;approval
ION

At that tirrie,.it would be

second component of the

reinstatement plan would be

of the first component, at least until January 1, 1974.

known how successfulDC had been with respect to the

interim plan and consequently, what sort of permanent

feasible, based 'on the annual cash available for debt s erviqe.

Milestone performance with' respect to the residential portion of WoodlaWnGardechs

slightly exceeded eXpectations.
1

Rental collections during the Milestone year

were 5 percent.higher than the previous:year and 2 percent higher than the projected. ,

.
,

level4 Since the rental ratesdid not increase, the increase is attributable,, in

part, to,the felatively high rate of c).ocupanCy and_low rate of turnover during the

1. Selected milestones for Woodlawn Gardens Are s in Table 28.
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Tabie 28

WOODLAWN GARDENS - SELECTED MILESTONBSANIYACHIEVIERENTS

0

r .: .

Milestones

Actual ----E-xpectpd_
.

Actual

As of
' 7/1/73

During
the year,
7/1/72 to
7/1,/73

'

As of
7/1/74

During
the year,
7/1/73 to
/1/74

)'

As of
7/1/74

PmFin,g
the'year,
7/1/73 to
-7/1/74

.

Residential ,,
.

, 504

95%
''' .

,

.

67%
eight
tenants

..

-

.

, .

. , _

$151.94

10 tenants

per month,

:

$1,004,509

.

..

,.

$241-:000

, .

-

504
957.

95-100%

.

-

.

,
-'

,

_

., ,.

$151.94

7' tenants

per month

.

.

. .

$1,001068
11157

$286,500,
299,500

. ."

..

504

9611%

3.3%`

`46 v
....

tenants
.

..

/
.

. ..

.

.

$151.94

.

5 tenant's

per month

.

,
. .

$1,0240
.
k.

'N

*.$246,500

1. Number of units and .

averagerental per
ynnit,per month'.

2: Apartment,occupanoy'
3. Tenant.tUrnover'in

apartments ,

'./

Commercial .

1, Occupancy' \
.

., \ =

\
Overall

.

T.--.7eralAnnual income
.

2: Netcash.surplus
available for dOt
service.and,extra-
ordinary repairs .

- accrual

.-,,- .

Additional thilestones were established,fdr:. gross apartment rent.collec-
.

tions, other residential income (laundry, interest, miscellaneous), gross :commercial
rental income, aver4:comme c al rent'per square loot collected,. number of present

tenants in arrears, and mort age payible,

year and, in part, to more efficient billing and collection procedures in effect,

'during moat oPthe'year. Both of.these factors, inturri, are largely-attyibutable
P.

to the fact that WCDC and the newly, hired on-site management staff did assumevar-
.

.tAal. management of Woodlawn Gardens in October 1973 and full, management as of
. 4

January 1974 as was expected: One of the importantelemen's of the new management

plan was the impIethentation of a compittftized billing system for Woodlawn Gardens.

This objective was accomplished during the last three months of 1973, primarily \\

thiough the joint forts of WCDC andihi new on-Site management staff, with the
. ,

.
assistance of the edbnical advisors. 'In\general, the assumption of management

f

respon-aibilities hltOeen successfully exeC4ed,%althou0WCDC performs some of

-` the functions o ghilly intended for the on-site'managethent seaff: .

109.
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Actual accomplishments with respect to the commercial milestones for Wood-

lawn Gardens fell short of the projected ,levels of achievement. The major objective.

WCDC hoped to accompaisll by July 1, 1974 was the leasing of a large portion of the

mall area to,a major tenant, probably the Greater Wo9dlawn Assistance' Corporation's
x

.

ealth center. During the last six months of 1973, however, itbecame clear that
. .

he cost of renovation required4to accommodate GWAC was prohibitive and an 'alterna-

-A! e major tenant would have'to be secured. Although he idea of leasing the space

erg')
\--------------, s\

aka medical facility to.a private group of 01)781 s was immediately decided upon,
.
\

the t e expended in searching out prospective tenants and negotiating ith them,Yx\I.

caused lays. As of July 1, 1974, therefore; the, mall area had not been eased
- , \

to a majo tenant, but final discussions on a lease-agreement between WCDC and a .

medical gro were in proceed. ,$

\- .

During e milettone year, four of. the eight tenants occupying the plaza as of

July 1, 1973, ei her vacated voluntarily or were evicted. 'These vacancies were
.,

not filled by WCDC sanagement in accordance with the plans to leadea-large'portion

of the- space to a ma r tenant. As a consequence, expected rental collections from

commercial tenants duri g the last year felt short' of the targeted lev
4

The interpretation o verall performance for this entity during the milestone

year can be viewed usefully fro

relates to the relative staitus of Woo

the beginning of this evaluation period. F

of indications that major stiides.have been made.

and an extraordinary repairs and defer:red maintenance progr

January 1974. Full Management responsibility was transferr

perspective's. One i '. 'ortant set of concerns

wn Gardens as of Ju

this peispect

e gas lea

1, 104 compared to

there
4

are a number

eroblem was resolved

wasimplemented in

d.frole-tb exterlal:

realty Company to wtBc management staff and the on-site personnel at Woodla
4

Gardens'. While the on -site staff has not been able to assume all of the fuittions

to expected, WCDC staff seems to be compensating for the'slack andoverall performance

appears to represent a considerable improvement bver previous years.

Financial reporting., billing, and-collecting efficiency, as well as handling

of day-to-day maintenance and security have improved substantially. In addition,

firm negotiations on the lease agreement with the major tenant lor the'mall were

in process. It appears that the dditional annual rental income will be generated,
.

although not until 1975. Furth more, a reduction in insurance payments had been

obtained, generating slightly more savings than expected, although it was not possible

to reduce real estate taxes further.' Finally, the interim finandial plan, described

'earlier, was informally by HUD in late 1973. A. formal Provisional

Out Ariangement between HUD and the TWO/RMIF Development Association, .incorporating
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the same basic terms but with increasedspa nts to HUD, was entered into,in February

1974 to cover the period January 1, 1974 throu h December 31, 1974. This was a sig-

nificant step forward in the direction of a permanent reinstatement\plan, expected

to be im lemehted in January 1p75 when the previous arrangement expires.

The oth, erspective from which overall performance can be interpreted use-

fully, fbcuses on t financial experience ofthe entity during the relevant time

'period. Total income to W ':rdens during the period July 1, 1973 to June 30,

1974 exceeded the projected level by one percent. However, a shortfall in net cash

surplus available for debt service and extraordinary repairs reflects the fact [,.tat

.

expenditures incurred during the year als. exceeded expectations':

One factor which caused a significant increase in costs relative. to previods-

years was the hiring of new on-site management staff and increased janitorial and

security personnel. These three cost items albne comprise more Phan one-third of

total administrative, operating, ar4 maintenance expenses. Comparisons among cost

figures indicate that these particular cost items account for the bulk of the

ncrease'in administrative, operating, and maintenance costs between calendar year

1972 and the twelve month petiod ended June 30, 1974.

Another major iactor which caused expenditures from July 1973 to July 1974 to be

significantly higher than prior years was the implementation of the interim financial
4

plan, described earlier.
1 Prior to Jikly 1973, the TWO/KMF Development Association

was unable to meet its monthly financial obligations to HUD for mortgage principal

or interest and for the required repair add replacement reserve. As part of the

thrim financial plan, monthly payments on accumulated mortgage interest began in

July 1973. The sum of these payments during the evaluation year ampunted to about

25'percent of total expenses, exclusive of extraordinary maintenance and repairs.

Also, in establishing the special fund for the latter-early in the evaluation year,

an initial contribution out of operating income was made which constituted an addi-

tional outlay notlade in prior years.

Although Woodlawn Gardens did experience a loss during the evaluation-year,

real progress has been made in orgatizing.and implementing a 4inancial,plan to

Improve the prospects for its future viability. While it does not seem. realistic

to expect
s
the generhtion of Cash available

.

for debt service.f the magnitude pro-

posed by4he interim financial plan, a permanent reinstatement plan involving lower

debt service requirements seems likely.

1: ,See p. 100.
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JACKSON PARK TERRACE
*bi

A comparison of the experiences oft TWO with Woodlawn Gardens and Jackson

Park TerraCe (JPT) offers a, study Ln contrasts both between TWO's strategic approach

to undertaking a houging development then and now and between different sets of
.

ovetallobjectives in undertaking the twd projects. Because JPT was not completed

during our evaluation, we cannot compare the operation aA4 maintenance phase of
,

these two housing developments, but we do observe differences in the initial approa es

to these projects which .indicate learning on the part bf TWO and an increased likegi-
.

hood for Success in JPT. To be sure, there have been serious and as yet unresolved

problems in the. development of JPT, as there were with Woodlawn Gardens. But the

problems and challenges-, posed by JPT do not parhllel *those of Woodlawn Gardens.

The following study will illustrate some significant- differences in approach, sig-
.

naling a 'Change in strategy from that with Woodlawn Gardens.

*- One of the general changes we have noted n all of the CDCs..is the greater

emphasis on lops-run business and commercial development relative to direct social:

impact programs that were ,initiated in earlier years. In Woodlawn this principle

is illustrated graphically by the change fram_the Woodlawo Gardeni*project, which

houses low-income residents from the local community, to JPTwhich may hbuie a large

number of middle-income r sidents from outside the Commpnity,

The study of. JPT high hts some of the factors motivaeing this shift Of
. -

emphasis. ,Many of these factors are similar to those which influence other CDs to

increase their emphasis oncommeTaal,viabllity rather than direct and immediate

---,social programs 'fOr community residentst -

A. Hiaeorical,Backgroundand Milestone Objectives

In 1968 TWO submitted a proposal to the Unlvers4y of Chicago for a housing.

and redevelopment plan in the amount of $1 million. This. was also the year that

construction on Woodlaim Gardens had begun. In response -to TWO's proposal, the

trustees of the University offered to leape An 8 acre tract of land to TWO'for a

period of 65 years on which housing for, low- to moderate-income families would-be

constructed. The, site location was considered, highly desirable-since it is situate

in'OroXimity to the University of,Chicago and Hyde Park, to the Museum of,Scienci
/ .

and-Industryand to Jackson Park and Lake Michigan, offering many physical add:

recreational amenities.while only about 15 minutes away from the Lbop by/011;196

transportation. Given this bppdrtunity, TWO begad acting upon the University/s pro -

posal 1,1posal and moved forward on the develbpmeat ofAtacls.son Park Ter race, now referred to

as TWO's first major thrusin the total redevelopment of. Woodlawn.

r
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To enable TWO to proceed with plans for the site,/the University also offered

to make atonable a revolving loan fund to bd used as seed money. Ten percent of,

the fund would be available for immediate use, such as hiring an architect and other

necessary consultants, while the balance dbuld be drawn upon re4uest. 'In order to

provide a cushion for later use, 5 percent of the estimated construction costs were-

to lie set aside in ad escrow account to cover any cost-overruns in construction.

'By Septtember 1971, preliminary plans had reached a sufficient stage of develop -

ment to secure a letter of feasib 4.ty from the Illinois HOdsing Development Authori

kIHDA) inviting TWO to submit a formal application for mortgage financing, Subject

y

to the receipt of acceptable.schematic plans. As an authorized recipient Of FHA 2%5
/"

and 236 allocations, IHDA disbuws these funds as they see fit to devel'dpers bui ding

multi-family or single-family housing. As in the case of JPT, IHDA sometimes aplies

t federal funds as 4 "piggyback" to their own funds, generated through the sa e

of se rities,,in order to permit, housing complexes to be developed on a mixed

basis. T is'IHDA's first venture in an'all bladk community. By the'time t is

income

evaluation b an in the summer. of 1972, TWO was deeply involved in moving th*
.

the multitude( o steps necessary to implement a project of this sort. T ou

the latter part o 1971 andall of 1972: TWO actively engaged in a s ies o nego-

14gh

hout

tiations and meetin

Department of gr4n

University of Ch

geared 'toward acquiring the'necessaryapp' als from h

enewal, Model Cities, HUD, 'the City of Chicagp, IHDA, he

go, and on some issues,the-community leaders of Woodla n.

Major r5WOnsibility for ,the priatary directive and criordnation of c

parties t oughout the planning phase felj to the Di-rector of the Center"f

qt ange, a Foundation-supported,technical assistance organikation engaged by

he Foundation for this purpose. Other technical'advigors were provided tothe

project to act as reprepntatives of WCDC in insuring efficiency and timeliness on.

all aspects of the onstruc

ncerned

r Commu-

Seyeral lays were e

to the co truction phase w

Some f the steps taken and

tire phase.

ncountered in the process of moving this project forward'

hich began in June 1973, eight months later than expected.
4

the, problems encountered'were those confronting any.

developer,, such as tecurini necessary permits from the appropriate local departments.

,/
to the nature of ,this particular project, such as the necessity

r

of.- obtaining approval of several, diverse concerned parties on virtually every Signi-
g

ficant element'-of the development process.

Others. were, pectiliar

. One egample'of the latter is

contractor for the project. In an

kion,' TWO recommended ,to IHDA that

the difficulty encountered in securing a general

effort tinsure significant minority participa-

the construction contract be awarded on a

,
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joint-venture basis; IHDA agreed. Pwo firms, one black and One white, were approved-

by IHDA tebegin detailed cost/analysis. After several months, however, IHDA informed
,

TWO that thewhite firm would not be acceptable because his perfoiMance on/ether

IHDA jobs in the recent past had not'been satisfactory. After a number of discussions
t

with other firma, the Crane Construction CoMpany was chosen.* At the same time the
P :

.t -
black contractor chosen earlier, reqested an award of the contract for the entire

develOpment. Both IHDA and theluniversf-6 of Chicag rejected this proposal, however,

t-on the grounds that the comparry'had no ex rience in high-rise construction.' After

persisting through negotiations with C for several weeks, it became clear that

WCDC would not oveiride the objections of the funding sources and the black contractor

.withdrew from the ojecil completely: Thus, Crane was designated the sole general

contractor with the underst

minoty cOntractorq to the fullest extent possible.

. The'constructionphai was initiated at the timelmileatone.targets were being

set. Although aconstruCti n period of 20months was stipulated, completion ofcall

322 housing unitC0was expec ed by July 1, 1974. Occupancy .was expected to begin as

of APrilA', ,qq.4:with approximately 80'to 100 units occupied by July-1.

Through-September 1973, construction progressed of schedule, but problems-,

.arose which were likely'tohcsuse delays.in the `near future if not resolVed

'quickly. The most-Serious probleni-conceined the installation ofthe off-site sani-

(

nding that the finnwoUld make every effort to involve

tar sewer, a responsibility of the city. Since the sewer is theedeepest utility,
I

its installatiod is required before other underground utilities and paying, etc.,

can be'done. APioarently, the city had made several commitment's to start work, the

first being June 1, 1973, but had failed to meeethem. The city finially began work

on the off-site sewer in late November, nearly six months after the 46tialcommit-

ment date. If all had gone smoothly, beyond this point piojectionsmay have bran

met, but unfortunately, there were further delays in other areas. The lumber strike

in November probably delayed progress somewhat, and this was Tlowed by several

days of,inclement weather in December. Perhaps the.most significant 'delay, however,
. :

was caused by the, cement suppliers' strike. According to one WCDC official, the

strike resulted in,a.two-month delay in construction.
'1,*r

4

VClearly, mi of the difficulties -arising over the
4

last year

been foreseen by the staff or their technical advisots'at the time
6 t

were chosen. Althou gh none ,of the' units had been .completed by the

uation period, overall performance with regamA to the construction

could not have

target levels

end of the eval-

of Jackson Park

Terrace, in consideration of all the delays, is commendable,. As of August 1974,

five fldors *of the high-rise building had been turned over to WCDC and six tenants

114 .
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had moved in. -It was expected that the entire

ti Alovember 1974. 4

The general'approach WCDC, and the other

in the planning and execution of the developme

the approach to developing Woodlawn Gardens.

seriously lacking in the earlier development,

and potential financial problems for the cons

before construction began. During the cours

were necessitated by unforeseen changes in

shortage, and by changed plans for a securi

Bronthese'conti genciii,however, Would-b

- loan fu established bythe University of

evelopme t would be completed by

arties concerned with JPT, pursued

t displ yed important contrasts with
r

inapci planning, forexample, was'

bile f r JPT financing e.quiremen..---"hts

r-------
°'""

-tructio phase wer arefully analyzed

of dev-lopii JPT, several revisions

g codes, by the energy %

. the cost increases resulting

offset to some extent by the revolving

Chicago.as well as the potential. savings

expected to realize on interest for e inte im financing. The potential

cushion of interest savings was made poss ble,by tlipulating a longer construction

period than necessary.

B.' Strategic Objectives

The primary long-term goal WCDC

Terrace is the-viable operation, of t e

population. The degared 'tenant mix at

o;;;;;'to ealize with 'respect to Jackson Park

development with an ,economically mixed tenant

the. end Of,this evaluation consisted of 60

percent of the 'tenants paying market,rents, 20 percent `paying basic rents stipulated

by FHA's Section 236 housing program, and 20 percent receiving subsidies under the

fedetal Rent Su plement Program in order'to pay the basid rental rate. ,What this

will mean in t rims of tenant family income distribution is difficult -,'to specify at

this point, but an'examination of the income limits and corresponding rent structure

applicable to JPT clearly indicates that the distribution would be skewed toward

families with incomes significantly higher than that of'Woodlawn's current residents.',
4

In the discussion of Woodlawn Gardens,1: the point waspade that current refits

on that project could not be/raised without destroying the low. to moderate - income

character of the project. In JPT, however, rental rams for the .40 'percent of the,

uriit subsidized average 25 percent higher than those of Woodlaiwn.Gardens. Market'

rates for the remainder of the units in JPT are nearly 60 percent higher.than the °

subsidized rental rates there.

-From the perspective of the 1,OW-income family Seeking affordable, decent housing,

the prospects in JPT are limited. Indeed, it may turn out that the great majority of

low-income to ants will necepsarily be ones.who qualify for federal rent supplements

because those hose income just exceeds federal rent supplement income limitswill be

1, See pp. 99-100.
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unable t t,'pay the full basic rent, particular -if rents are increased as. an

cipated. Consequently, a aitbation may result wherein many Woo' a

need of improved housing are excluded from a housing development wh was financed

through a program designed specifically to provide housing for em. On the other

hand, it may be true that/in the long run, the JPT experim prove to be a

more successful model for improving houting conditions rlow-income families than

standard public housing has proven to be. Fewer f riles may benefit from each

housing development, but qualitative impact ma far'greater,,although this remains vt.

td
.
be seen. .

.
. .

Judging from a review of early pro ilesof approved tenant applications, there

are strong indications, that WCDC will e successful in ackieving its desired economic
..

.

mix of tenants. Based on,our bine ations, the encouraging rent-up pictureis attri-

butable to three'lactors:,...one, the growing scarcity of rental housing in the
.

, .

surrounding area, pa, rtly'due 'to the increased trend toward condominium-conversion;
, .

, ,,,-r.---(,

tWo, locational fdctors, such as the proximity to the University,'.the hp' spr tail, and
.

recreational resources; and three, an aggressive marketing strategy.

The marketing strategy employed. by WCDC has been particularly significant in

generating the favorable response to JPT thus far. Beginning in early 1974','WCDC

embarked on a concerted effort to market JPT as a modern, convenient, quality

housing complex*, offering an attractive and viable alternatiiie to suburbia for the

middle-class. A public relations firm was fallNi by WCDC to handle marketing, adver-

tising, and public relations.

Emphasizing the various amenities of the development, marketing efforts were

aimed specificailyat certain desired target groups. University and hospital_ people

comprised one target -group. 'Based on initial inquiries, it be came apparent that

many residents of high-rises in other neighborhoods were interested so they became

a target group. The third' general target group was Chicago's black middle-class.,

With these primary groups in mind, brochures were-distributed in the University and

hospitals and went out to a mailing list of over 1,000 before the official grand

opening. WCDC 'designated the Woodlawn community as another, target group, although

theimarketing strategy -with regard to Woodlawn was quiet compared/ to the overt

marketing efforts aimed at the other tar et groups.. ,.

1. A technical advisor's report discussed the issue of the-,regrestive nature
of the basic rent structure- for families in the middle range of '236. tacome.limits,
i.o., $6,000 to $9,600 per year. The basic point is that families wtervintomea.in

'' '..,:.this range would have to pay between 30 percent and 40 percent :of their income at' ',

*the basic regal rate whereas families with larer incomes and higher:Incomes usually
-pay 25 percent to 30 percent of their income oft rent.

2. See the discussion on'pp. 45-46, which reflects the
.

strategy Of WCDC with
.

respect to this issue.

1 YIfil''''''''-

i .
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The rationale. underlying WCDC's strategic approach to the development of

Jackson Park Terrace is.based,'in part, on the view that Woodlawn, as a community,

cannot become viable if it remains an enclave for the poor.
1 In carrying out this

first major effort toward total redevelopment, WCDC Qxpects JPT to demonstrate the °

feasibility of creating a viabAe development with an economically mixed Whant

population.

A thorough examination of the emerging financi21 situation of the JPT develop-

ment suggests another reason why an economically mixed tenant population is desirable,

and perhaps,..necessary. comparison of total estimated annual expenses relative
2

to total estimated income based on subsidized rental rates reveals that some

subsidization of exptses will be necessary if debt service requirements are to

be met. By the terms of an "operating subsidy" grant, IHDA has agreed to provide

for JPT, supplemental funds will be avaijaNe for this purpose for a time. When

this grant has.been depleted, subsidization could be provided, in principle, from

funds generated from the tenants of JPT paying market rents on a continuing basis.

4

44.

1. See discussion of WCDC's redevelopment strategy, Chapter 3, pp. 45-46.

2. Upon final closing,,all rents collected above the basic rent for each

.
unit must be turned back to IHDA according to the terms of-the agreement between

WCDC-andIHDA.
/
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THREE COMMERCIAL CENTERS.

o

44

4m
To understand the comercia,1 center developments, We first studied the process

of developing shopping centers as customiltily followed by private developers and -

.

A .-

isolated the most important factors thatetermine the success or failure of shopping

centers in general. We then traced'the development of three CDC shopping centers

payipgyarticular attention to the critical factors thus isolated and examined how

well the CDCs did with respect to these factors, In addition to the individual

factors, such_as financing and tenant selection, we also paid attention to the sequent-.-
'.

cing or timing of, the various stages of development: Timing is a very impOrtant

aspeCt of developing shOpging centers, and we show how costly it is for the entire
. .

project when deviations must be made from the sequences followed in successful ce ters

and when significane Restoration's Comm ciallaye are incurred, as in the case of ei/9(

Center.
:

Many of the trade-offs for the cpc in developing shopping centers are similar

to those involved in housing developments. Both types of projects require.largp,
4

amounts of CDC resources which might otherwise bd devoted to Other CDC programs and

priorities. In'both commercial and resideiltial ventures local community interests'
,

must be weighed against the overall viability a the project, as discuss in this

chapter. Additionally, the reputation of the. CDC within the communi and with ex-

ternal funding sources is affected by the failure or success of se hi ally visible

,economic undertakings.

While the- individual projects of Restoration, TWO, d Zion differ

important respects, each has at least-three'common obi, ctives:
t

1. to fill the community needs for improv .retail outlets;

2. to develop aMeans of providing oppo nities for local minority
.businessmen; and

3. to provide a major opportunity fo CDC managers and staff to gain
valuable experience in the vari s phases of commercial development.

This study summarizes the impact and some/ pons learned from, each of the three CDC

shopping centpsr.ventures to date.

A. S ho in: Centers: Critical F tors and Development Se uences

The'smallest type of shopp g center is the neighborhood center which usually

does not exceed 100,000 squat fdet of gross leasable area (GLA). The anchor" tenant

(t.e., the primary traffic enerator) in this type of center is, most often, a super-

market ora drug store. he primary .function of this center is its convenience to

consumers, rather th its selection of consumer goods. Intermediate or community

centers-are sonewhi larger than neighborhood centers and range normally between

Is100;000 and 400 00 square feet of GLA. Here the anchor tenant is.frequently a
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junior d partment store and possibly a discount drug store, offeTing customers con-
.

venie ce plus limited comparison shopping goods as well as convenience goods. Finally

there are regional shopping centers which range from 300,000 to over 1,000,000 tuare

eet'of GLA.. The anchorsfOYthese ,centers will be one or more full line department,

stores. In these t- s, Woo dlawn Gardens, Shopping Center and Progress Plaza Are

neighborhood ters. with '54,000 and 64,430 square feet of GLA, respectiVely. Restor-

ation's Commercial Center is a community center with 1790.72 square feet of GLA.

Despite the differences in size and ultimate tenant mix, the initial development

and management of any shopping center or fairly complex operation involves the coor-

dination of diverse sets of .participants and processes. In this regard we identified

six critical factors whose mutual interaction to a large extent determines the success

or failure of a shopping center. These factors are:

(41)
site selection--the most important considerations tier, pertain to

the characteristics of the trade area: demography, existing and

potential competition, accessibility of the location and its

physical properties.

(2) financing--method of-financing, lease terms and rent structure

considerations.

(3) tenant mix -- requires in nnation on the commercial needs of the

selected market in order to guide choice of merchants to match

dem rade area.

layout -- design of center should afford maximum visibility of all

stores and generate customer traffic throughout.

marketing--establishing and implementing effective mechanisms

for marketing policies, e.g.,' merchants' associations.

(6) managementchoice of an agent or individual to coordinate

activities with respectto the center and handle problems of

merchants within the center.

Timing and coordination of the various stages of the development 'sequence also bear

(4_)

( )

signfficanely on the ultimate viability of the center.
1 The following sections review--

the experiences of the CDCs in developing Ahopping centers from the perspective of

how the critical factors and their sequencing were handled.

B. ,Woodlawn Gardens Shopping Center: An Under-Planned Failure

The Woodlawn Gardens Shopping Center officially closed in 1973, acknowledging

a failure which had been apparent to most observers for some time. Causes for the

failure are numerous and probably had their origin in the beginning of the planning

phases of that development.' 4

1. These factors and the dynamics of their timely, coordination are discussed

in "CaSe Studies of Three Shopping Centers," Carl E. Snead, 0719 -01-5, November 1974.
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Woodlawn Gardens shopping Center was a neighborhood center with 54,000 square

feet of gross leasable area, located near a busy intersection on the South Side of

Chicago. The development sequence in constructing this shopping

markedly from the sequence adhered to'by most prte develdpers

and the unique sequence taken by TWO probably contributed to its

center differed

in the industry,

difficulties.

The project was begun in 1963, not primarily as a commercial venture, but rather
,

as a part 'of a residential-commercial package. TWO had no major interest at that time

in becoming a commercial developer; but rather was interested in building housing in

the Woodlawn area. The prOperty on which the center was eventually. constructed, was

owned by HUD. Although TWO was primarily interested in housing construction, the

property was not residentially zoned. In order to acquire the land, TWO had to agree

to allocate a portion of it- to residential_development and another portion to cOmmer-

cial development.

The Kate Maremont Foundation, acting in an advisory capacity to TWO, thought

the site had commercial potential and pushee,:for.TVO to develop a, shopping center.

The feeling of Kate Maremont was that a commercial center, with its high expectations

of revenue,'would enhance the-debt-service position of .TWO,for,the single mortgage

covering residential and co1inercial development. TWO didmish to *emote the devel-
.

Qpment of local black businesses in the area, and a shopping center could provide a

vehicle for doing so'. Thus, it was decided to 'move ahead with the project.

Much of the prudent exploratory and preliminary work-was not thoroughly under-

taken before construction of the center began or firm comMitMents were made. Spokes4n

for N'WO indicate that this planning was to be done by the Kate M4remont Foundation. .

Although we do not believe that the project lacked sufficient potential initially to

justify TWO's involvement, it seems clear that much more planning, from the very begin-

ning of the project would have been required to realize any significant degree of

success. The decision to build'a shopping-,center in thisCase was notbased on'a

careful consideration of projected risks against projected gains.,

In particular,, failure to undertake a major feasibility study prior to further

planning for the center proved to !be quite costly in terms of a series of misjudgements

of expected revenue, monetary costs, and staff costs, .as well as Other requirements

of a shopping center. For instance, initial expectations were that the center would

provide $13,700 a month in revenue, of which only $9,500 was actually realized. There,

were other reasons why the actual sales volumed were not higher than they were,,but

the point here is that insufficient exploratory efforts by TWO in this project did

not fully alert TWO to some of the contingencies that may have been foreeen.
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-Minimal investments coAld have been made in market studies to assess the

general suitability of the cho6en site for cammercial_expansion, rather than relying

on visual ihspections and gut feelings of the need for such:expansion. Most of what

we have identified as normal p oratory work for a proposed center was sidestepped

by the developer ". "F what we have learned in our conversations with the relevant

TWO managers and eviews of the written history of the Woodlawn Center, TWO launched

into the co rcial center entirely as an appendage'to the residential real estate

venture (which is reviewed earlier In'this chapter).

Several difficulties encountered in this particular commercial venture' were

traceabke to the unusual sequence of development stages. Negotiations with potential

anchor tenants normallyso forward during the preliminary phase, before construction
t%

begins, or even before architectural plans are finalized.' Op primary reason for

this general approach is that after a developer has acquired a good sense of the

scope of the proposed venture, he must identify potential sources of funds. Commit-
.

ment from lenders require some commitment from tenants, although the exact extent
i

to.which the leasing program must be carried forward before permanent financing can

, .

.
. 1

.
be.secured varies. .

Both_ construction and.permanent financing were provided by HUD, and construction

began. prior to a commitment by prospective center tenants. During the construction

phase, tenants were identified and.committed. Architectural and other planningwhich

''is done with particular tenants in mind is-usually subjected to close scrutiny 1)

parties who stand to gain or lose by the. anner in which the planning is executed..

There were no such external checks in this case.

The site actually selected for the center. seemed ideal in several respects.

The surrounding area was densely populated, with new housing developments planned

concurrently with the center. There was easy access to.the center from the "el,"
.

,--

bus; car, or foot.
..,

_

.

The major difficulty with the site was one that holds true for most inner-city

loations.liarnelYthetglwillingnessarlatio-r4liseenants to loca4
..____

.

1.Anilla'
.

in such areas. AAA. companies have litt centive to incur the assocated-'

with retailing in law-income'deteriorating sections of the city whe other

risky options are open to them. Throughout the life ,o is center, attempts were
---

made, most unsucessfUlly, to.bring in major companies,; like Les-On Drugs, which

could haVe made a tremendous difference in the ultilhate outcome of the project.

Poor location was not the onty factor deterring AAA companie, but it was an impor-

tant one.

12



The, financial f. r, also, proved to be especially critical in the case of
4,

the Woodlawn Gardens Cent r,__The rent structure, leasing akeements with tenants,

and the particular method of financing thii prciject all had their,tol/ on the final

outcome of a Center.
*.

Both t e 'interim and permanent financing were provided by HUD which,
.

SS we

painted out earlier, had its,own reasons for financing the project. These reasons.

did not have to do with, commercial, but rather with residential considerations.
4

In the usual method of financing, private lendercimpose restrictions oipethe

developer which minimize the risk of default by requiring.'a certain percentage.

of the cente' space, usuall2'65 to 70 percent; to be leased to AAA-rated tenants.

Top credit tenants are expected to provide enough minimum rent over the life-of
#

their leases to cover debt service, real estate taxes, operating and management
AO

expenses.

HUD placed no such restriction on TWO in financing this project, and TWO
a

did not secure enough AAA tenants to cover its' debt service from_intaht derived
0

from these tenants. TWOS difficulty in signing major tenants resulte d in. less

than 20 percent of the gross leasable area being initially occupied by AAA tenants.

'In addition, the remainder of the, tenant. max in the` center was ineOpropriate-'

for the trade area iE,served. COn_sumers were not offered the range of convenience

gOods compatible with the requirements for a low-incOme,neighborhood center. ThW

limited line specialty hops in the center may have betn more appropriate for a

middle-income area than1for Woodlawm.

A mismatch between the merch'a'nts and the trade area consumers was not surprising:

given the, manner in which tenants were. selected for the center., Tenants were
t

selected and signed by TWQ's Director with.a view toward providing opportunities

for black merchants and filling the center 'space. It doed.not appear that local,

rethil needs played any significant role-in die assignment of center space.

So we-see here an.additional negative consequence of'TWO's depart9re from

traditional industry practices with yegard to developing a shopping aemfer.

Normally the feasibility study and market.study, which have 'other uses as we-have

seen, will have additional pay-offs in terms of tailed break =down of bUying

habits and,needs of potential traders. Utilizin is of these types of Studies

by carefully selecting tenants may have helped re the mismatch between the .

*
oompo.inding the iifficatiesderived from 4etting the "wrong" category of

merchandisers in the center, TWO accepted riskptrade-Off in filling the

center with so rany.locl 1,merchants. Had TWO been able to sign a largernumber-'

center merchants and the commdnity.
)
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.
offered by the 'local merchants. Part of the need for setting high prices was the

. .

high overhead faced by these Merchants. Rentals for the'smaller 'Stores, averaged

$505 per square foot as oOmpared with $5.00 for the center as a whole. It
1

is also '.

,

apparent that many of these businessmen backed experience in.thetechniques0af

117

of national companies with fewer loci, the rental income for the center w

been lotwer but, more reliable. AAA tenants typically pay less rent per, quare foot
s :

id have

*tb n 1,0a1 companies.bwineto Okeir stronger bargaining power. The local tenants
* . .

this center often delltilltOeon,their rents, (iIlustftLng'the preference of most

eft lenders foi\strpng national tenants. It is doubtful hat full effects

this!
.

,

of tent-versus risk-tree-effs were'considered,in select4.ng tenants for the center.

The site planning Or,..4ck of it was particularly critical in a shopping ,

ty,likethie one -which lied,Orimarily on foot traffic. The 'layout of the
,; ,, .-

Poodlawn-,CardenA Shopping Cen -r was ,sub - optima' with respect to foot traffic as
..

wellasa visibility of stores.. e mall had shops and 'stores,ebnteined in three -
_ , A

. distinct buildings; a fact which, ,..rked...to the dint disadvantage of the'smaller
..

that aboushops. It was estimated th
.....

0,000 mr ons shopped at the'TWO=Hillman super-

v
.

market every, month, but because of the separation of the suierbarUpt from the mall
. . ,..,,c

.,
area, most of these customers were riot expased-t6 the rest of the.center. Therefore, .

. -4.-. .

; . -----. . .

much of the effectiveness of TWO:Hillman's as
.

an anchor or major draw 59 the center
7

.. ,

/ .

was reduced because of the center layout and placement of Hillman's within the center.

,An additional attribute of the deSign of a center is, that it should bd as

attractive as possible to traffi outside the center itself. In other words.the

design should sive as a.sort of acertisement to potential customers in the area.

The Woodlswn Center design had no such effect: To the contrary, the outward appear-
),

ante of the tenter resembled a series of arthoudlle. Perhaps there is no way to

-° calculate the actual loss of potential revenue in the mall attributable to customer
-..,

- gnorande of what the -mall was all abut.
....

.
.

Realizing the fruits of much of what has gone before:in-the planning and
AC, .

VP develqpment of a center, hinges'on the adoption of a successful marketing pdicy:

. It is.effective advertising, pricing,, and 'promotion that the Woodlawn Centerlacked.
% .

.S
.

and consequently much of the actual sale potential was lOst: .everal'of_ the -staa lt. -4

, ., , . ''

shops were tot ahre to realize sufficient.sales to keep them afloat, to the detriment
.

.
.

.
. .

. . .
.

of themselves and the center as a whole.
0.

EXcessive retail prices- were an important deterrent*to ach

of sales that would have been required. for profitability, of the

The low:income consumer freqUenting the center simplY., couldot

iev.ing the.voi6kis
r".

local merchants.

'afford the. merchandise
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purchaSing that would have .enabled them to pass savings on to customers in the

form of lower retail prices.

Advertising and prqmotion for the center also appeared ineffective though

there were some efforts...to bring improvements indthese areas. The engagement of

a successful shopping center advisory firm in 1971 did not bring in any, results for

the fledgling center, though it is difficult to say where the fault lay. ..1411at can

be observed, is that TWO failed to organize an effective merchants association, be

a means of ealing with these various marketing difficulties that commonly occur

11.444 in shoiping centers. /

Provisions for the development of a merchants association and for its financial
;,

operations are usually written into the lease agreement. The bylaws of the associar

tion which guide its activitieslmust be referred to in the lease. The bylaws should:
-t ..

spell out the objectives of the association which are namely promotiotal-aCtivities, ;.

publicity, special events, decoration,, and cooperative advertising, as well as other

joint endeaVOrs on behalf of the center.
, '

There was a merchants association inthe'TWO ceNter, but it lacked both pro-
.-

.
fessionalism and Adequate participation by members.) For the most part, promotion

and advertising wereleft td'individual merchants. There whs;,,therefore, no
.

.

Wattling oraconsistencyto the advertising. :
.

-__
J.

-

Woodlawn Gardeng Shopping Center, rat)ler_than providinea revenue source to
. . ,

shore up the residentia&tart of Woodlawn Garden`, became a failure and a net cost.
.

. z

described above, the failure camesfrom%a variety of factors. The most important.

o \tbese were:

\\(1) poor prior planning Wip4"noalajor feasibility or market studies;
- t..,

(2) weak tenant selection'both with respect to merchandise offered and

management capability; and
. u

.....-..
-

4:f_____(3)----little on-7going control-orTmanageme4 of operation phase.' I`
....

C. Progress Plaza: candidate for Success

Thetexperience of Progress Plaza. has differed quite markedly from the Woodlawn

Gardens Shopping Center in most important respects, though there have betn soul

similarities. Progress Plaza is widely accepted as the Mostsuccessfur of the

black -owned and developed shopping centers in the country, although it was not

profitable as of June 1974. The ultimate profitability of. Progress Plaza, can 4

only be estimated ap this time, but our general assessment is that tlit Plaza is

on the road to qperating in the black. ,

Progress Plaza, like the Woodlawn Center,.is located in a center

major university, and j.s well served by public transportation. Regarding

ity, near a

inancing,
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ten 1n' mix, layout, marketing, and management of the center, 'Progress Plaza has
a'

outperformed the Woodlawn Center by a substantial.margin. It is difficult to say

which ,of these factors is most responsible. or the relative y o eration

sl
of Progress Plaza, since phey.all interact. e will, therefore, examine each

of the factors in addition to the timing and se

phases.

The sequence f011owed in developing Pro'gress

with typical stages and timing adopted by private level

Woodlawn Gardens. 'The more 'sophisticated'approagh 'adopted

Plaza was undoubtedly a factortin ccounting for the degree o

uence of'verious development
4

aza was more nearly in line

ers than was true for

'n deVeloping Progress

peCcess the Plaza

now enjoys. .

Dur

fined to
. .

cost cons

located on

)
ng the exploratory ph , the search. for a site for the ce ter was,con-

,

Able urban renewal land in NOlth Philadelphia, primarily b cause of

rations.-'0Saitahility miant land h was clear of structure and
F.,.

a major thoroUghfa-re in the city Zion undertook-no scientific si-
AO

bility study to-determine_ the suitability of the site it.selected, but it'under ok

various community survey's in an attempt to assess the likely response of pot ential

trade\area'shoppers to a new center. Residents were asked what type of tenants

they wished to see in the new shopping center. Generally, Zion fet that it had

a rapportyith the community wiliCh would be most affected by the proposed Shopping

center'endthat the community would support the center..

After acquiring the Broad Street site, a commitment' from A & P was to serve

as anchor tenant for the center, thus'heiping to firm up t ncial package.

Technica l assistance and advice was solicit om the First Pennsylvania National

Bank, the permanent lender for project.

Several other m- ants were approached for center occupancy, and many of

them did thei awn market studied. On the basis of these studies, several of

them accepted; sug sting the potential inhereht in the project. There were no

major dieficulties expel' -iced in initially getting tenants to loin the center..

The Site actually selectee Progress plaza is well suited for retail

expansion. It is well served by an impr public transportation system.
.

There are bus routes on Broad Street and a rapid ssit subway stop a block

away from the'Plaza. Several additional factors helped to the site desirable

for Zion's purposes:
.4

(1) Some knowledge of community residents had been gained by the Zion
organization in connection with other successful projects carried
out in the community; including the Zion Garden cotplex. Strong

support from this.community ts an obvious benefit of this location.

1

2
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(2) New planned residential construction mlienhance market potential in
future periods., -

.

(3) Close proximity to Temple University provides a rich source of sales
potential.

Progress Plaza has been saccetsful.in converting the potential benefits to monetaty

gains; partially by attracting approximately 30 percent white patronage.

The maorliability of inner-city locations, such as this Broad Street site,

has been overcome by the Plaza: They have succeeded in attracting A & 13, and. other

AAA companies to this location. There can not be a more solid indicator of the

attractiveness of a site than the willingness of AAA companies to locate there,

based on their own market 'Survey of the surrounding area.

The overall financial packaging of Progress Plaza was much better structured

than that for the Woodlawn Center,hough there were several errors made in packaging

the Plaza, too. The total cost of the construction was $1,426,856 which represented

85 petcent of the total cost of the Center. The median ratio of construction to the

-total (capital) cost f. eighborhood centers of the age group of Progress Plaza is
N f

74 percent. Constructionoi the Plaza willinet.!based fin. compettbiAding

comparative selection of several firms. Rather, the role of general contractor

for this development was granted to the patty who relinquished his option on the

site in'exchange fox the assigned role of general contractor. This arrangement did,,
k

not prove particularly costly to Zion 'given an initial savings, on land cost and-the

fact that no major construction difficulties marred the opening of the center:

rucial as the relative construction costs is the leasing for'the

center, and it was'in this area w ere on lessons were learned. The primary defect

in the leasing program was an under assessment la) tenants on their rentals* Rental

rates charged to' tenants were based
,

on the typical rents charged for similar merchants

industry-wide, as reported in The Dollars and Cents of Shopping Centex .

2
This

approach to setting rental rates was no-doubt a better one than a random determin-

ation ofrent structure. However, rental rates were not sufficient to cover the
\N

costs of operating. the center. For example, it was estimated that in 1972 eight\
,

bf the leases in the Plaza had rent levels and common area maintenance reimbursements
\
tbat.were too low to cover the' cost of the Plaza -for that tenant's space. This was

oma income and Cash flow basis.

Iti This'figure excludes tenant improvements.
,2.NThe Dollars and Cents of0Shbpping Centers: 1972, Urban Land Institute,

Washington, C.; 1972.
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The initial inix of tenants occupying Progress Plaza was reasonably cpmpat--,

ible ith the retail needs of trade area shoppers, a result partly attributable

to plann g and partly attributablto the lack of major problems in signing

tenants for he center. llp9ring the preliminary planning stages, consumers were

surveyed direct as to whatFthey percieved to be the major retail needs.

Although the re la ility of such community surveys is questionable, they are

surely a better guide to selecting, shopping center tenants than what was evi-
. ,-

ced in'the case of Woodlawn.

It appears that the tenant mix has contributed to the overall financial

I
success of the center, providing 'each,of the small merchants with more business

than he might have generated hack he located-outside the Plaza, Difficulties

expezienced by-some of the merchants within the -Plaza do not stem from merchan-
t.

dizing the "wrong" type of retail goods, as was true to- some extent in Wqkdlawn.

Rather, the difficulties of some of these businesses stem prom the inexperience
0

of their owners in operating their own businesses.

The layout of the Plaza is a basic "L"Iligat is commonly used for neighbor-

hood centers, and has -two .levels. The first level houses the 'various retail

otitlets amount to 53,830 square feet Of gross 'leasable area, with the tapper.
a

, .

level designaded as officelaceVith-77600square-feet-of-space occupiedby

Zion affiliates. Becayse the ?arking ioe'is directly in front of both horizontal-

and vertical strips simultaneously, shoppers can leave theii cad's, go to,stores

6neitrip, walk around to stores in the other strip; and return to their'cars

with far lea's 'walking than:(would be possible in a straight line strip. 'Visibility
.

of one strip to another encourages greater interchange among stores than_ff all
...

stores were spread out in a straight line or as the Oodlawn Center was laid out.
, -

Actually,,the distance is not 'smaller, unless the shoppers cut across the parking
,

4 x

lot and shoppers are informed about what other stores exist in the complex. Both
'.., f. ,

of these characteri.sticshave encouraged greater, pedestrian interchange than either
.

.

horizontal or vertical strips.

This design is especially gOod for the Plqza's corner lot where one strip'

'faces each of two major intersecting streets with pirking in front oftboth strips
.1

at the corner. With one strip parallel to each street, maximum visibility of

stores is achieved,-----Sucha visibility factor :is especially important to ProgretTh

.
Plaza because of its heavy reliance on foOt traffic. Also, high visibility of

. a

available pa fang-- spacess provided. ,

With regard to the marketing factor, Progress,Plaza wasmuch"more success.

ful than the Woodlawn Center in realizing the actual sales potential' pf the trade

127
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area. Retail sales hisppryk, for which our data are incomplete, would prdride the

most meaningful assessment of marketing success.' According to our information,

hOwevei; sales and revenue projections for 1973 and the first'six months of 1974

were got fully realized. Other marketing factors whichshould_he noted are the

activities of the merchants association and overall promotion of the center. ,As

was noted-,iii the discussion'on leasing, tenants were under §,dessed for rentals

so thatitthe association has not been as financially strong as it might have been.
) -

New)tenaht leases which are being negotiated-have'strbng provisions for tenant-
,-

participation in the association, a factor which shbuld improve the overall sales
. -

volume for the Plaza. PromotioMs have highlighted and, afforded exposure to many

of the-smaller tenants and edhanced the overall performahce of-the Plaza. These

actiuities partikly explain the low level of vacancies experienced by the Plaza.-

.It was the management as much as any of the other factors we have noted

that has accounted for the relative success. of the Plaza (and the failure of

the WbodlawnCegter). The Plaza's manager has responded to the needs of the small

retailers in the center by utilizing a Ziod subsidiary, EDTC. The ownerships

and management training of EDTC has been a useful mechanism for assisting local'

nerchants'with little experience in operating their own businesses. A fuller.
u

iutiliiation of the resources of the training center may be achieved by reqUiritt

participation of c ertain local tenants whb demonstrate the treed for such training.

D. 'Stieffield Commercial Center-A Troubled Beginning

14We.' e experiences of both the Woodlawn Garden Shopping Center and Progress

Plaza provides a useful backdrop against which we,maysummarize the history

of the Sheffield Commercial Center(to date: There were important similarities

and differencesOetween the development stages and timing for the three projects.

The major contrast between the Sheffield project and th Woodlawn Center is

)in regard to the extensive planning and exploratory work done by Restoration

for Sheffield and the comparatively little done' for the Wbodlawn Center.

The CoMmercial Center, which is the largest of the three projects, is-

to be community center consisting of 175,530 square feet of gross leasable

.'area. The project is funded by a combination of private and public funds.

Special impact and private foundat,ion funds (both grapts and 1 n guarantees),

private bank loans, and` Restoration funds,have come into play.
2

estimate of the total project cost was $5,.88 million, but in Apr

estimate was revised to $6.95 million, an increase of over 18 per

e initial

1973 this

t. Approxi-

rcent to °

(-mately 87 percent of the increase was due to design changes and13i,
, '
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price changes. The-increase has necessitated an upward revision of the required

average tenant rentals from about $5, to about $6.25 r; fir square foot.

The initial schedule called for construction, to start in July 1972 with

substantial completion of the- project in November -.1973. At the end of our milestone

period, July 1, 1974, the project haehot been completed. Expectations that the

center would open in November 1974 were subsequently revised to a target date in

late spring of-197 a delay which require& a fursther increase Carrying costs

for the project.
1 The Commercial Center opened on. October 2,.1975. At the time

this evaluation ended, the long-term viability of the center could not be deter-

mined
4

although the financial situation was a continuing matter of concern.

Restoration officials while recognizing the risk's; remained optimistic about

the Center's prospects.. Reasons for continuing condern; Veil as positive-
.

aspects of the Center are discussed below.

The'exploratorS, phase of the Sheffield Center was thoroughly executed by

- Restoration. Sophisticated and detailed market and feasibility studies were

conducted in analyzing the suitability of the project at its current site. The

conclusion of these studies, of course, indicated that the pItoject was a viable

one, provided proper administrative and managerial plans were developed and

'implemented. .Some.o vantages of the project and the site igdte:

(1) a very large market by normal 1 dustry standards, (2) perceived good relation's -

betimen the owner and the community, (3) increases in family income in past decades,
.

f4) negligible local competition, (5) built-in security and safety system, and

(6) excellent mass transportation faciliXies.

Disadvantages were thdughtto be mainly of a short-term nature. They

included: (1) limited income area, (2) instability of area due to high crime,

fragmented families and inadequate housing, (3),low educational and occupational

attainment of area residents which affects earning capacity and consumption hitbits,

and (4) limited parking facilities.

Other major elemens of the planing involved the, projected tenant mil nd

the center layout. The projected tenant mix for Sheffield reflects a conscious

attempt to meet major retail voids in the area. This represents a sharp contrast

with the case of Woodlawn, where tenants were selected on an almost "anyone interested"

basis. Retail voids were identified with aid of market studies and data analysis

done by the Economic DeVelppment Department and Restoration's Research Office.

1.' In May 1973, .Foundation technical advisors estimated that monthly carrying
costs for a vacant center at the be ihning of 1974 would range from $65,000 to

'$86,000 depending upon tax,asdessm4t.rates.
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0
The data analysis inclUded a computerized invedtory of all the businesses in Bedford,

./
Stuyvesant: Some # the retail voids indicated by this study were:

1. major supermarkets with,reasqnable prices, ,

2. clothing ships with quality merchandise, and
3. restauraneTnd specialty shops.

Present plans an to bring most of these sorts of businesses into the center

including a supermarket which will be the largest in the community, clothing stores,

and speciklty'shops.

The center also plans to provide other amenities which should serve to make the

center more attractive'to its clientele. There will be, for example, an ice skating

rink, fountain, and plaza, as well as,!Other services. It is not clear at the present

time that all of the planned amenities, including the skating rink, can providOwa net

benefit to the project. The skating rink is not likely to generate enough revenues

to sustain its operation and will therefore require subsidization from the remaining

Tants. The anticipated mix between national and local tenants is approximately

60 percent and 40 percent, respectively..

The layout for the Sheffield Center is tot the most common layout found in

community centers, although it:is similar to some recent centers in Washington, D.C.,

San Francisco, and elsewhere'. Its effectivenita at this point cannon be assessed

with any degree of certainty. The interior of the mall 4s aesthetically pleasing '

" and it sure provide shoppers with,,a,pleasant atmosphattikirkwhich to shop, marking-71.:7
, .

, %

_:,

a sharp contrast with the decaying environment surrounding the structure. At the ,

same- time there are basic difficulties which the present layout must overcome,if
, c .

the full potential of the center is to be realized. 'Among these is the visibility
., . .

. . .

for the merchants within the center. Most of the'shops are not visible from the main
. .

,

streees or- intersectidns facing the center. Shoppers ,have to enter the mall' area by

passing between the special walkways from the street in order to see the full" ange
,,',

of stores and shops within the center.

While the extent of the exploratory investigation, prelinitturryaedfin al la

. for the Sheffield'Center has 6en much more extensive than the corresponding phases '

for Woodlawn and Progress Plaza, the timing and sequence for the Sheffield Center has

been unusual and symptomatic of special difficulties, not discussed' extensively in the

case studies for Woodlawn and ProgressPlaza. They center on various components of
-

the financing factor, which we have seen can be especially critical for the viability

of en entire project. More specifically, difficulties experienced with the construction

of the center have proven costly for Ilestdrat.ion and have illustrated the interdependence

of, factors critical for shoppidgiCenter development.
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As was true of both of the other shopping centers, the awarding to the construc-

tion contract for Sheffield Center was not based on strictly economic criteria. That

strategy may have ,meant competitive bidding or some other process of identifying the

most capable contactor for the given amount of fin-ancial outlay whit Restoration c.

was prepared to make. Instead the role of contractor was awarded to a subsidiary of

Restoration, BSRCC, in order to provide a potentially valuable learning experience

to BSRCC even though they Were not thelowest bidder,on the job. This was in keeping

it Restoration's/intention to develop its minorit contractor into a competitive

and tappable contractor. However, BSRCC was no ale to perform as expected, resulting

.

in costly construction delays, and a shifwgrof the general contractor role to anothcr,,-

Restoration entity, RDC-CC. 1 At the time of this change, April 1973', the project wig

seven months behind the initial schedule.

Leasing 4ifficulties being experienced by Restoration are partly attributable to

delays in construction. Other sources of leasing difficulties stem froM the posture

of the AAA companies regarding commitments to this inner-city project withiits rela-

tively unknown developer (RDC-CC). In most commercial center developments; leases

(or strong assurandes) are'reqUired prior to construction. As of July 1, 1974,

however, only one lease had been executed for the center, although two mire were out
4

to be signed, . Many of the national companies expressed to Restoration an unwilling--

ness to commit themselves to the project until the physical structure was substantially,

.complete, The prevailing attitude among some of these companies is that the project

is identified with the poverty program and is therefore a high-risk-venture. They

demand, as Obof of Res\ toration's capability, a physical structure which attests to-
1-

both the seriousness, and capacity of Restoration to undertake a project of this scope.

It has meant proceeding with the development of the center in an atmosphere of uncer-

tainty as to the securing of lease income% 14-

Directly relating-to the leasing problem is that of securing permanent financing.

Of the approximately 60 percent of AAA-tenant occupied space desired by permanent
.O

t:

lenders', onlY 28 percent of the GLA was leased to AAA companies. Hence, the securing

of permanent, finanting is,being adversely affected by delays in` construction, 'Added

hese consequences are the increased overall project costs resulting from construc-

tion delays as well as from the revisions due to design and price changes.
.

.

There are additional problem that will need to be addressed after the center'

;opens. Among the most important o ,
these,given the degree of social commitmentof

all the CDCs as well as the overall success of the center, is some form of assistance

to local tenants. The structure of Restoration, like that of Zion, is especially

suited to provide aid to local merchants. The Econanictevelopment Divisioncan

1. See, also, discussion of BSRCC in Chapter 2.
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commit technical anagement assistance t

financial assistance. Thy sistance will

managerial assistance, refinancing ()sets

We would expect thereforb the perfo;mance o

o many of the merchants in addition to

teChniques.-

.nearly resemble

include such services as

, advertising, and sales

ocal merchants to more

that f locals in Progress Plaza than of those in

\

Conclusions

Undertaking large commercial ventures has resulted in severe

accounting td

Wood lawn, Center.

ortant conse=

quences for the CDCs. Among these, is that each CDC has become more keen re of

the need for extensive planning for ventures of this kind ,end has demonstrated that !\
awareness in the prepgpations being made for future projects. Both Zion and Res-

, _
. .

toration are planning to build additional commercial centers and each' of them is

.undertaking sophigticated analysis of the need and feasibility of the proposed

ventures. Restoration is developing its own research capability in part through
7

its subsidiary, Restoration Researoh office,while Zion Fs utilizing the resources

of external firms. Success for the CDC is not guaranteed,by this sort of extensive.,

preplanning, but its prospects.are considerably enhanced.
Av, ,

The de velopment'of these first shopping-centers by the CDCs have also necess-
a

sitated the reliance, to a varying extent, on the use of outside fingnc

technical assistance: This Outside suppoit has not been eficial to
the CDCs. In Woodl.awn, the shopping center was agonsored by the TWO-Kate Maremont

Foundation Development Associlon..../n thig arrangement th4 Kale Raremont FoundltiOn

provided financial support and planning while TWO proltided,some staff to develop the

center. Neither party to this joint venture raised the sorts of issues that must be

raised concerning the requirements of developing and managinga shopping center for

an organization the Size of TWO.

In Restoration technical assistance was provided to assist RDC-CC in leasing-.

the center. The effort did not appear to substantially speed up the leasing. concern

was expressed at Rpstoration that technical advisors take considerable timein--
.

].earning the operation rather than offering constructive. advice.
.--

4on,'on the other hand; was able to secure technical assistance informally

from a major bank, The First National Bank of Pennsylvania, the permanent lender

for the project. The general view was tbat this advice.was generally helpful. This

-suggests structuring advisor-pdvis relationships in such a way as to. relate the
1

compensation of the technical visors to the outcomes of the pct in addition

to utilizing theme especially competent in their areas of expertise.,
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Having completed the present shopping center ventures has afforded the CDCst

an exposure to tJie financial community which is an important step toward the CDC

becoming a viable entity representing community interests, They are developing'
,

/

"track records",which will make them more credible in the eyes of potential lenders,

Potential tenants, and cdmmunity residentk. Strong belief in the demonstration and

.sub;tantive effects of successful large-scale projects by CDC management has motivated
--..._

attempting._ t--hese prOjects. The difficulties we have noted'in connection with devel-

oping these cefit s maybe thought of as investments in the capital stock pf the CDCs,

consisting of 1nforTal n acts, within the financial and business communities,
/

which are needed, and the'techn competence the CDCs haVe acquired in_puttirig.

all the shopping center pi eces together.

One of the major lessons to 4e learned these p434ts is that when

strictly "economic" and strictly "social" goalstfre c ned in a.project strains

may develoi. ,Achievement of the }'social" goal of, promoting b ck entrepreneurs

may be reached, but it must be 4utit on a sound economic base. TO attempt to.

develop a shopping center primarily on the strength of local inexperienced

merchants can spell disaster both for the merchants and-the tenter as a whole.

The Woodlawn center did not attract enough strong national tenants to the center

to reduce the risk of failure for the entire project. Both TWO, and the merchants

lost w4n the center failed.

In Tiogresi)BlaSa; atte4ts were made to ageminority businesses,"

by offering lower rentals than sound economics would dictate. Although the

Plata experienced some loss of revenue for this policy, it was not serious

enough to jeopardize the entire 'project.. _Wet may have been partly resporisibl

for the success the Plaza achieved in reaching its social goal of as ng local

black businesses was the availability of itstraining EDTC. The EDTC

training and PVCC financial assistance have ded a measure of benefit to local

businessmen. A more structured re = onship between thebe entities and the Plaza

would probably enhance the p ormance of local merchants within the Plaza while

improving the ov- performance of the Plaza itself.

storation, the gconomic Development Department has become formally

nvolved in the process of aiding local tenantS. This more explicit involvement

of the appropriate subsidiary entities in providing assistancebarthe local

tenants is a promising means of accommodating both, economic and social goals.,

. .
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'CHAPTER 6

SUMMARY OF OBSERVATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

The previous chapters have summarized the performance o,f the individual compo-

nent entities and programs of the CDCs'. The quantitative information derived from

setting the milestones and recording the actual achievements relative to theM repre-

sents the beginning of an historical record of CDC activities and output,leve Which

can provide a basis for the development of reasonable Performance standards.. In

Section B of this chapter we draw same general conclusions from the assessments in

the peevious chapters, compare CDC activities and pdrformance,'where appropriate,

and provide a bef overview of the current status and future prospects of the three

CDCs.

,

before doing so, however, we will comment'am some ke/ aspetts of the contexq

and problems fated..bY CDCs, based on our observations in carrying through this study.

t
/,

to our view, these broader issues require explicit attention if the CDCi4ea,is to

be, analyzed and evaluated property.

A Observations and Issues ,

1,4 Wei have distinguished three general classes of va les which frUence CDC
tr- .

resources, choices, and resultant community outcomes:

(1) national, and metropolitan-wide changes;

(2) external development support.institutions; and

(3) the organization and choices of the CDCs_themselves. . ,

That they are all important is clear; but, the relative influence of each of them'

iavirtually impossible to establish in any rigorous way. While it is not sensible

to pretend_ that such a precat calculatioh of influence is possible, valuable infnr-

mation would be derived from a thorough,analysis dif the kinds of issues raised

an effort which goes beyond the scope of the present study. Although we do not

pretend to have reached definitive conclusions on many of these issues, we do think

it important to emphasize that the analysis of current_performance of CDCs discussed

in Chapters 2 through 5 is not the only aspect of evaluating the CDC idea which, is

relevant; nor' is its quantitatiVe assessment the only.way to tell whether or not

CDCs are worthy of support.
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Influence of NationskTrends and Metropolitan' Comparisons'

Caaiaily development corporations Are not lesst'but-Orobably more, affected

by the impact national-and broader urbarwchanges than many organizations. These

r which the CDC has re Lively little control,, range from the obvious

impacts' of shifti in pub c_pragrams, such as themoratorium on rehabilitation

changes,

dirge

an drother housing by HUD, to the more complicated interactions with the.national
.. ,.,- g

//I'
and'regional economic-picturc. The lengthy inflation and more recent recession

experienpea nationally, fort example, have hit poor and minority communities with

particular foroe, exacerbating the unfavorable conditions already present. As a'

result, opportunities for CDCs to mobilize resources have declined while the set

of problems theyattempt to address has grown. -.* x,

H
At the same time that ihe national economic picture has VeCame bleak, the

%.

Federal Government has shown increasing signa_at-backing away from the social and

redistributive programs of the 1966s. 0E0 hats been dismembered, low- and moderate-

income housing programs severely reduced, and income or welfare support programs
6 \
undgr serious fire. GeneralArevenue sharing has not been,used by state and local

governMents to maintain the leve effoit in social programs achieved under

catego

-fie cc
a very serious and bleak picture for both CDCs

al grants;_nor as special revenue sharing developed as a viable alternative.

bination of directions in federalpolicy and national economic trends paints

and tilaccumunities they, serve.

Mrtinent to.t13e determination: of

idual CDCs and for those assessing

5
,
Two other sets, comparisonp ar

.. - ....1,.

program priorities and needs for,the, ind

programs of

,

several CDCs.
y

They are: Al) Comparisons between socioeconomic con ...

(

"tions in the CDC- ffpported communi and the city in which it operates and

,, ,(2)4 compari s of these condit ons among CDC communities,
t'l

g first set of
,

. .,

1 \
arisons$ mentioned in the introduction of the report,

.,, \
vide a 'sense of h adverse the community's conditions are relative

1

to those of

he city. Rela ive.income levels, unemployment rates, housing costs and conditions,

levels, fOr example, can be utilized as a rough approximation

of th relative needs in the local hiea. The second serof comparisons provides

--some indication of the'variations in problem lets faced' by different CDCs, and

hence; some clues about the desirability of

CDCs. The information derived from bath of

,understanding the nature of the environment

different program structures among
0

these perspectives is important in

CDCs operate in

1. See discussion on pp. 5,6.
2. Illustrative comparisons are discussed on pp: 140 -143.,
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2. Influence of External Development Support Institutions

a. ResourceMobilizatton-and Resource Allodation
I

,

. . .
.

Many evaluation models ignore the .problem' of generating resources by assuming

'.that the organization being evakuited is.vested in some Tanner with sufficient re,

sources and that its-major problem, is to make "correct'; alloCation choices among

activities. For a. full-sale analysis of CDCs this approach is insufficient for

co

two m jor reasons: (1) in many cases, funds availakle,..to CRCs are to be used fot

,

quite specific' activities and no 'others (there is relatively little discretionary

. money); and (2) CDCs have tar develop a resource mobilization,strategy (utilizing

already scarce resources for thi' purpose) which is distinct from its resource

allocation strategy. SoMemanagers interviewed during our evaluafion'estimated

that resource Mobilization requires up to about 25 to 30 percent of the time'of

k
key staff: ?' '

.
The ability of a CDC management to respOnd to information aboreeftiteeded changes

in ,programs only exists over a range of ,outputs for which resources'are'potentiaily

transferable. In short, the CDC's range of choices Tay tie _constrained by the reqUire;
.--
r

ments of those providing funds rather than by their ability to idenfify alternative
.

.

ioutput mixes and produce them. A possible solution, of course, is more discretion-
)

.

erg' funds.

However, the CDC, as a development institution, operates in a ghly

.. 1110! m t y interacting systems in which the generation of disc.retiAar 7 f tidp is -,

neither assured.nor automatic. A development institution such as a C C is inevit-
.-

ably placed in A situation where it must perform simultaneously a dual role, since

idO.s not self-sufficient.. On one hand, the CDC's planning, programming, and

program allocations must relate to the needs and interests,o s community con -

stituents. On the other hand,'the CDC's resource mobilizati ctivety must relate,

to developMent support institutions. If the contrast between the views of those

providing funds And_ the community's is sharp,'theeCDC may not 'be able to generate

sufficient funds to become.self-sufficient even if
4M
most programs are devoted to '

4*-

'generating revenue. While the CDC (or any other developMent institution) is not V
unique in having to play this dual role, 'the problems posed'bythe LSI. roles are

'significant in an Overall assessment of CDC progress an cts,
2

It La not realistiC to expect CDCs to geherSte-suffici'' trrevenues from their
/

profit-asking ventures to maintain even their current staffs and activity levels
,

(4

I. This idea is ,disc ssedlmore fully in "Program Evaluation and Policy Analysis

Of Comniunity Development C rporationef'llirvey:A. Garn,'in "The Social Economy of,

Cities," Volume 9, URBAN FFAIRS ANNUAL REVIEWS, Sage Publications, 1975, and

an Urban Institute Reprint URI-10132

24 "An Approach to Issue Ana sis for CDCs,"110arvey A..Garn, Nancy L.Tevis,

and Carl E. Snead, urban Institute orking Paper 0719 -01 -3, August 1974.

la 6
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(

over the next few years, nor is it clear that CDCs.should do so from-the perspec.

tive of tammunity valuation's.. Moreover, 1% CDC isixnlikely to be vested with ,

either taxing or budget decision authority in\order to ';provide resources-to allocate

to social programs in the' foreseeable future. Therefore-, the separationOk resource

suppliers to and the Customer/clients (the csmuunity)" of the CDC is likely, to con-.

tinue, creating possible dilemmas between resource mobilization and program:.

allocation ptrategies. In thii circumstance, it. is infportant to those providing

resources to CDCs, the'dCs, and the communities served to identify those arrange-.

ments in which the CDC can'pursue complementary resokire mobiliaLbn and resource

allocation strategies-or, if that is not possible, arrangements in: which conflicts

between the two can be ameliorated,
. ,

b. External Funding'Souices ., 2

Many of the prOgrans.whiCh 'have .pro1,vided funds for CDCs have experienced a

decline-An funds. Others have changed, the emphasis of their,operations which` has

afie.
$

cte0, in turn, the allocations '.of funds in CDCa. Theahousing moratorium -is

1'

I ,

.., an example of the first Change. The 0E0 Special Impact Programjs,an example of '

the second. ti .

,

The housing moratorium frustrated the housing, plans of many orgatilations

in the urban areas. Even in those cases where the Organizatibns were able to,

find alternative sources, of funds, considerable delays wire experienced.-1 'In

other cases, the moratorium created an impetus for the CD6 to ihif.sttention

' to efforts to build Moderate- to middle-incOme housing rather than low-income

housing.

The changes in the0E0 Special,Lipact Program included both a reduction of

funds and a change of emphasis.
2

The basic shiftfof emphasis in 0E0 was toward
,.

.short-run self-sufficiency-.particularly through development of diVidual minor -,-..,

, .
.,

ity entrepreneurs--and,Aay frOmsocial programs. These attitude ,,ktre shown in

the Sixth Annual Report 'of"the National Advisory Council on. Economic Opportunity.

%I . Therelp.Na tionra-l AdvirOryCouncil states: ,

*t

The Advisor y ,Conn 'l recommends, therefore, t4hat the broad
P .. , gbeial development'aSpeCte o DICalie subordinated to the objeetiveS

/* o establishingself-sufficent,- ccessful business enterprises. .
.

capable of attracting ,financial; tec ical, ind*heribusiness . *1,- a

0 development ;es:41meg and providing emp ent for
4
tarearea v

- '

1. These- factors account for someAelaySiin hehousing and,rehabiliiation
Programsof both.ReatOration `Corporation, and The-WO wn Organization. . '

t24 Of the CDCa we havebeen evaluating, only the`testoration Corppration
.

has funds from.the Special Impact Program. This program i the major
*source fOr Restqfatiort ,

. ,

K 0;

. r ,: c,,,
.:ic . <

. .

, 1.

. % .
,,

...
. C

14

"II

I Jr 4!*;
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residents. The Advisory Council tecommends'that CDCs Channel all
funds'into.economic ventures, ,and programs for their support.

. TheCounciL further urges that no,money-granted,:to .community
development corporations' be specified' for,sacial development,

ities; social' development programs should be"adMinistered,by more

appropriate agencies:1 ,

- .

Such an approach can threaten theliore balanced approSch to programming currently
.

. , , , .
eharacteiizing CDCs and elead'to xpectations'of_short-run improvenent4 in profits

(Jo"
,

f, 1

which.are-unrealistict, Perhaps more importantly, program strategies consistent with
-

the criteria Of the Advisory dot:Inca can jeopardize-links,whichCDCs maintain with
- .

their respective communities, since such links depend; in part, on the community's
.,, .R.

expectation that the CDC will coiftinue to 'address itself to a range of social as

1 ...- well as economic needs. s - .0'
.

... -t.. -.
.

A cha ge of emphasis by the Foundation, also, exemplifies the repercussions
st,

external funding, sources may have on both the organization and activities of the

CDCs. All /of the CDCs which we are 'evaldating receiVe a considerable pqrtion of
.0 ,

.their ssta f support and discretionary funds from theirI'oundation grants.. The
-, . -

'emphasis,..by the Foundation, over the course of our evaluation,'on larger- scale; more

integraded development packages has resulted in an increased emphasis on real estate

and physidal development, management changes, and more formal separatioh of the

social program er'IirtieiNsl.argely not-for4profit) from the potential profit-making

economic and,physicaDdevelopment entittes. Ed'h cif the CDCS Aaluated,hdiS continued,

eded complement to economic .And
o

require continuing subsidy.

it and physical

6 #
',however, a broad emphasig Oh social ihograms as

.

.
pl17sical development even though the farmer programs wi

)

Over timeu these subsidies could come from revenues' econ

development activities.
. ,

.

.- ,..

the Special Impact Program '(now Office of Economic Development,sCmmnunity
I

.
Seryices Administration) has recently emphasized gaining, such revenues-as the route

0

to self-sufficiency: Self-sufficiericy is normally interpreted as the ability of the

CDC to generate sufficient revenues-from it's for - profit subsi4aries to maintain
?,-

o
oA 0.itself; in the absence of public prvate'gratitaupOrt. Implications of :-,this

oft

-' -, .

. ,

'
increased emphasis on profitability for program-soptions and choices by the CDC need._

'fo'ha7.:eXPloredt .1 . ' ; : -; - .. ''

-, ,
P'

'1' ra

1. NatiOnaf Advisory'Couneil.on Economic Opportunity: Sixth Annual Report,

June, 1973, Washington; D.O.,7.S.,GoVernment Printing,Office,'1973,
';

.4
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Everyone agrees that CDC progr: -should be efficiently run. It' is not
entirely 'clear, however, that everyone u erstanlis "efficiency" to mean the same
thing. From our perspeCtive, "efficiency" ould be broadly definecc_as "achieving
the maximum increase in community welfare from he utilization of a given set of
reaources." 'Although it may'seem somewhat paradox al, proof of maximum production ,
efficiency of each ,enfity of the CDC does not -necessa ly imply maximum efficiency
from this broader view.' Furthermore, observations,about e degreeof profitability
of an entity are not sufficient to prove that,,the enti is n= essarily efficient
inOroductionr,' by extension, efficient in terms of community welfare. 1

These factors need .to be stressed because some who argue for increasing self-
.

sufficiency of CDCs seem to imply that the arguments for profit-making ventures
in CDCs ire, at the same time, ments for eliminating "inefficient" social

---skr.yice programs in favor of "efficie " for - profit programs. There is, however,'
no a priori reason tobelieve, that efficient run for-profit activities are

:necessarily superior to efficieWy run not-for-pr t activitiesin achieving
',improvements in commune elfare. 2

Ultimately, all CDC activ ti-es,should be judgd from the community welfare
,,,.. -------..perspectiveeconomic and social, service prog suns; for-profitand not -for profit-,, I

. . ..
entiti,es. Profitability' of CDC venture is an insorum tal 'outptit. Indeed, the,
self-sufficiency of a CDC is an instrumental otit-c-drea -,--,,r Whethe-: -ir,tJs a good or

bad outcome depends on the uses made of the revenues by the self- sufficie I Psti-
. ..

c.
, tutio9i- To underl,ine the point, the community may place 'a different, relative valI e

of outputs than the market or society at large, which could lIec'essitate some sacrifice

C

..t - .
in profit in order to respondito these community valuations. Community interests,

r

obviously, would not be served by wasting resources; but they may no be served
..,.

best by utilizing scarce 'resources only to produce outputs which maximize profits..
-A.. ,Social. services may have, a valUe to the community which is high enough that the

CDC should sacrifice profits to main,tain'them. ,
. . .:;.

, .. .1.remains true, however, that the idea of self-sufficiency is a-powerful
ek , t t r

one, working siiaulta:neotsly on funiling *sources - (boqi pu"blicf sAd private) which .. .
. i

- cla not wani... to .Co'ntemplate perPetul support:anet.;°666 of.ficialos who see, the
. increased flexibility and insurance agailist adverse funding clecisions by ].letjlai...,....

± 4

.41

I

1. These points ire discussed cat greaterlength in !'Program Evaluation ,anci. ., a 1,
ePoly Analysis of Cormlafnfty Developmdnt Corporations;" 22,clit' . 1. '

4

Ji- 2.. : We sheacwhy atls inherently more di,fficult'to'establoisli The degree of: . 1.*

' _production egiciency inonany not-f orL-mf it activities' tihan .irizaany_fpr-profit. ?

activities ;1.i° thk:publication cited;,' ,.. . ,. .

4.1c , I

+, ,t Or'

t
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Ources which would come from self-generated revenues as a great advantage. It

shoul e recognized, however, that the pursuit of those activities with the most

r-
profit potential is not necessarily the same as,pursuini*those activities with the

greatest potential for enhancing community welfare.

3. CDC Organitation and Some Strategic Choices

All of the CDCs are more formally structured than they were when we started

the evaluation, although there_is less change inc Restoration than in the others.

sincejlestoration has been more formally strucdured,thropghout, Th increasingly

formal stricture of the CbCs permits clearer delineation of the r ponsibilities,

and goals of each subsidiary. It, also, permits moreexplicit delegation of

authority to managers of the tubsidi es, which facilitates more consistent

inning within -each subsidiary. At the same.time it increases ,the necessity

fo oping planning mechanisms to take account of possibilities for joint

action acr bsidiaries and minimize'conflicta: among subsidiary Objectivea'

Rettoratipn hasca through this,process most completely, '1O somewhat less

9.40, and Zion-least among' evaluated. to

During this evaitation mile -one targets were developed with subaidiaiy

managers, but there was no formal mechan'tm established tb;consider the joint

o..

implicationewf these sUh'sidiAry targets on tlWoverall,CDC effOrt: the fiture,

an effort shOuld be made-to incorpOrate such an extension. This would be especially

useful given the Increasing tendency of the CDCs to engage pl,largeriscale'projects

involving the joint,activitiee of several subsidiaries. In such a situation the

output and cost prpjectionsof each involved subsidiary are, to some- extent, con-

1

ditioned by Progress on the joint project.

Latge-icale projects provide'opportunities'for joint learning and coordination

among subsidiaries which aee not present iwcollectionsof smaller efforts.. They

provide opportunities for joint ventures With estabitished firma, Vfiich also may.
,

facilitate learning of the detailed processes required to take'Ob4ects go. They
-

mlake61sible impaCt on the community by offering tangible evidence 'of poiitive

activit:6 Which is in sharp contrast with the deteribrating physical structures

in surrounding blocks. The:successful development, cpnpttuction, nd opetation

ofsuch prqjects are glad step as means of enhancing the credibi it \ofthe CDC

as a development.institutionyilh external funding sources and tl se who might

provide -complementary investment in the community.!'

Some otheie potential benefits are Achkevatli..(paIibulariy:thoserelated
.

to CDC learning And coordidation within the CDC) whether or.not the.large7icale.
.)

..

'
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. , 74 .

*

- . , _

project reaches its expected levels of output or commercial success. Many- of the

benefits however, depend upon the degree.ofpucce$s of 'the. major projects, both

.
.

1 terms of outputs and their distribution.

a

The complication% inherent in'nmkIng large-sca/e. projects work to produce

revenues- ratifier than serious cost overruns often requlres more experience and
.

.

expertise'with the details of a particular kind off development than CDC staffs'r

currently have. The role of both the technical advisors and joint venturers is
----___

toprovide Auch_inputs. The quality of the inputs is probably_enhanded by,the

current efforts to tie the eturn to the advisors or the jOint venturers to
.

the

successfUl utcome of the,development with po,sitive inyentives.,.Insofay as
.>

this

is .true, joint venture arrangements with established firms,appearito be a betterI
alternative than technical assistance, even when the latter is fairlycontinuoUS.7'

--'
The ultimate level and distribution of-benefita andCosts of projecti of

the scale of WCDC':Jackson Park Terrace and:Reetoration's 4mmercial Center cannot
. ,

pe definitively established atthis.time. Both'smjor projects were undertaken*
:-- ,.. 4

after Considerable planning and as part of a conscious strategy by the CDCs to

mfte more dramatic changes than are associated with more scattered efforts. The

.
, .

integrated efforts by "subsidiaries reqUired for such projects can be iewed fiam
.

#
.D,

rie_perspective as effective utiliiation of complemenfarities among enti -es ,_

father than increases in simultaneoup risk. In Chapter 5,'we note both promising
I i . e 0

aspects and areas of residual concern. Should the promise be achieved, the CDCs
q

would-not only-reap the pOtential advantages cited earlier, they would also have

further distinguished thi&new institution from other, more scattered programs

for inner-city inlrovement. On the other hand, if thex do not succeed, tie high

visibility of the projects increases the likelihood of serious averse criticism

of the CDC program.7
,.

.

i. We cepclae this aection,witli some general comments on CDC.prqgraM choices
. . .

and options. ,t4e,did(not attempt, is this "evaluations/ to detit:mine',An:optimal

in'ogram mix,gainst whin to judge'the actual prograM&being conducted by't*'CtICs.;

Rather, phase 'of the evaluation, we 'took the current', isrograms as

and eva:luited their performance. ',A more.ca4piete anal7siinahas theft caln-feMpliqed
.

for subsequent phases of the evaluation, wouldadd-re:Bs qUeStid;ti of theelitive t--''

value of programs and could, therefore, provide information about possibilittW

for,shifting funds, froim one program to another aisuming discretionary funds were

5

available.

Choosing an optimal program mix for a pa

several' seta of. uvotionai relationships. Thai

ticular CDC requires knowledgeof

basic, relationship is between costs

:,
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and levels of Output. Once this'relationship is known, It 'can be converted into

further relationships -between costs and the market value of output by
-

multiplying

output by unit prices (or proxies for such prices) and the community value of out-
,-

put by Multiplying, by a measure of community.value.1

There is no scientific way of making trades between the programS which are

most highly on "the, criterion of mast market value per unit cost and those

are rated most highly on the criterion of 'most "community value per unit cost.
.

are,' however, systematic methods for developing data which would proVide

rated

which

. There

usable inputs to CDOmanagers, those providing 'funds, and external critics and

supporters as they attemptzto assess the opportunity costs
2

of both current program

mixes and possible aleirnatives. These data consist of historical ,records of out-

,puts and the, costs associatecnwith, producing them'as Igen as some means fOr assigning

ommunity_values. Our evaluation design.includes all of these elements. In this

phase of the evaluation, the data on outputs are most comgete. Further woreis

-required (to, get data on the other parts of the overall design. Since all of these
,

data conttibute to understanding what "reasonable, performance" is for such a new

1
,,and highly diversified .entity as a CDC, we recommend Such further work.

r-

.B, Suninary of Conclusions

:1: General Conclusions About Subsidiaries, and Activity Structure
,

The subsidiary entities Of all of the CDCs tended to fall short of the expected
.J

0

milestones whiCh were established for the period fom:duly 1, 1973 tb July 1 1974,

se shortfalls are attributab3,e to overly optimistic. eftedtations, events which
. 2

were not or could 'ilor be anticipatedat the time milestones were set, and'disap-

pointingly 10;.ilderforitlin4 in,sciae cases. We have made no attempt to

statistically determine- the lelative .0k each Of these; factors. :There ;

i ;

rt

t , . .

is evidence cited in Chapters 2 through 5,,. that each, of 'itierft j.741i3 Significant. The

... .

the
'%

-,. 41 , ' , r

diicussions Of h Miestoned and, achievements o each entity qualitatively treat
,

the events and. circumstances known ,to 'have influenced performance' relative to 'mfle-. .
-, .; ,

s tope targets in addition to the'quantitti'v"e' aspOts%-in.eil4 cede: , -

,had, de,ieldped .a .practice ,stating optimistic .0peitait9ns;:part1Y :-

in' Order generate; funding. We were J1c),r P4ticnlaity 844.poid i7 t h e r e

. . .

WiCh,:thiri general .p.nttibrw,--41i404gtf..crld:Imatidgers.Were.encbuiWged' to ..stare re4111..

61, thet'other hand,We foUndlittle effort paMoetbC

.1,:,.-A yersiepn of. this ...kind Of meapre whiCh we have suggested is :a Ncinrimni ty,.*

welfire
2. Opportunity costs are stated in terms of what.mUst,be given up or, in

effect, traded for what is in fact chosen. Is

.- ,
.

!
.

.1,
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4

managers to set unduly low targets for themselves. Recent managerial and organ-
.

izational changes in each of the CDCs should increase the ability of subsidiaries

to project outputs, anticipate a wider range of possible problems, and increase,

output rates in future periods. Improvements in these areas are needed.'

In order to summarize the performance.of the CDCs In the milestone framework,

we made three sets of comparisons of azepreseatative set of 95 milestones. First,

we compared eadil'milestOne target with the previous year!s_actual level of output.

Second, we compared anal output levels' in the evaluation year with the correspond-

ing output level in the prior year. Finally, actual outputs were compared to

targeted outputs for the evaluation year.

The results of these comparisons show that overali, the CRCs projectethin-

creased output levels in 1973-n74 over 1972-1973 levels for about 80 percent of

the outputs. Actual increases in outputs were achieved in about half of the cases.

Restoration Co4oratien achieved increases over the 1972-1973 experience,in,54per.e

cent of the 4ilestones k"comparedo projected increases of 80 percent, '41W0 achie4ed
)1..

1

increases- inx:52 percenC:of the milestones, compared to projected increases of 70

percent. Zion "showed the greatest relativeflhor'tfall among the, three CDCs. They
ge

projected `increases-=in 91 percent of the milestones and achieved increases in only

42 percent."'

--The results of the thirdcomparison show that targets were, equaled or exceeded

4 in 22 of 95,tcases (Slightly over 22 percent). TWO's performance here.was the

best relatively. Performance was equal to or: better than projections in about 37
,

percent of'the cases. Restoration Corporation equaled or exceeded the milestone

:,:...,targepS,in 22 .percent Oftheasea: Zion,, again,::hOed tSe worst performance,

-qA4g ling. or eXceeding-t- he'ieile stone in aftly'hind percentfog the cases.` The
- ,...-.,.,

comparisons ,indicate a need for improved forwardYplannink arid output ,estimation in
,., ..

! .,}-the CDC/16 -
.: '

. .

.... .

:,,,,.
. , , . ' .i '' r' ..

..; ;1.- :

'- .:For.:Prcif4..$ubrsidiaries., - --v. . Y - 0 0
- , 0

01

0.t.

00 'Iil (tee tcratiOn;f the for.prolit divisions are !the 'Itysical 'DeVeloptireP; '0:1-016h
1 , -.

,. and,the'iennokn peVelopment Division., ...In Tt4.:the for.prolltentitlea:at; Contained >,7t

.._.

Lt

in..t4e.gbodlipin Co. uiann ityDeVelopmentcorparation. lft, ..406% the fOrrprofit 414,-
. . .

-- ''-':14laniS Zibn7Invistment Ataociiibi::' kelati404 few ok,the fOr-proilt suiiildiaries"-
, ..... . ..

. .

, .,

have. moved from thelatitus.of potential profit centers to actual prOftt'ienters' "
, ..

during this evaluation. Although7lew are currently profitable, all' are engaged in .
evaluation.

..
. .

'activities which are ableto'generate "own" revenues, : :Most' of the expected income
. . . _

fbr the fOr=Profit subsidiaries is in lies for service, with the exception. of ZIA

-and WCAOs commercial enterprises. Since moat oftte eurient,adtivities involve,
...- .
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work for the parent CDC or another of its subsidiaries, little of the 4e income

is currently generated from community residents or directly from "outside: ces,

although some of the subsidiaries shive added to their "outside" work during th

evaluation. ,

Little of the 'for - profit activity in the CDCs is in aciuring. However,

ZIA, through Progress Aerospace InduStries and Progre Products Company, does ,

engage 44rectiy in light manulaCturing activity. imilarly, through'Progress

Venture Capital Corporation in Zion, and the con nic Devdlopment Division of

RestpratiOn, the CDCs have some equity, i manufacturing activity. Therlatter

division, however, is now mainly focu -d on construction and retail activities:\
.

Most of the for - profit activ in the CDCs is oriented toward real estate

develOpment, housing, and commercial developments. It is too early to tell

.

whether the,,ma)or*, and generally ne real estate planning and development functions

(Real Estate 'Meigement and.Plannini in CDC, RDC, and RDC-CC in'RestoratiO6,' and

PDSC in Zion) will be-able to generate subst:tial revenues. The experience of
..,

-

PDSC is the least promising of the three.. The R Estate Planning and Development
f

function in Woodlawn isthe newest.. ,

.

'aonst:ruction companies exist in Zion and Restoration. e most recent

-experience of
,

Progress Construction Company is more promising than s past

performance. BSRCC, Restoration's.construction company,has had difficu

,
in both rehabilitation and newl.cammercial construction. Sheffield Rehabilitat

.

Corporation has now assumed the responsibility for rehab construction-and RDC/

RDC -CC for commercial construction in the. Commercial Center. Coventuring with

outside firms, in construction has produced mixed experience. TWO /WCDC has no

present intention Sf operating as ageneral contractor, so, far as we know.

,P6perty.management is showing some promise in all three CDCs, 'although

i
.:*, the bulk of'--the Work tordate is for CDC-owned properties. Property Management

.., - ,

.ipyRestoration, howevei, -Operates an FHA Securing and Maintenance contract for

,c.a substantial profit to Restoration ip addition to managing Restoration 'ppoperties.

Progress Property Management is adtiveiy seeking outside industrial, commercial;

' ajd housing contracts. Property manage;Ment in TWO/WCDC has-been fully occupied

,with the attempted turn- around of Woodlawn Gardenii and start-up of-Jackson-Park

/Terrace and has generally not sought Outside clients.
/,

,
The rehabilitation programs lave.had ambiguous results. To a considerable

extent thisis because of difficulties insecuring. funding, but also because of

the costs of doing rehabilitation work once fundingis achieved. Woodlawn's first

rehab pickage has eicpeiienced numerous difficulties'; it was not yet completed at

4 e
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the end of the evaluation. Sheffield Rehabilitation Corporation has energetically

pursued and obtained conventional ffiiancing for a number of rehab sites. The ex-

pected average cost of these packages Per unit, however, is $24,703 which leads to

a restricted mark4 for profitable resale or lease. Zion has not engaged in housing

rehabilitation as a program component, although the Construction Company has recently

obtained contracts for rehabilitation work. Restoration has the only mortgage

brokering function, Restoration Funding Corporation, in the CDCs studied. The mort-

gage pool hqs not been as successful 'as most had hoped.

Economic development lending is carried out by the Economic Development Divi-
_

siOn in Restoration and by Progress Venture Capital CorporationN Zion.
1

EDD,

alsd, offers loan packagiig, managerial and technical assistance. These latter
.1

fUnctions are split in Zion between PVCC, EDTC, and, to a very limited'extent,for

local purposes, NPAED. Both EDD and PVCCJuive had 'substantial losses on their

portfolios. EDD appears to us, however,-to have developed a more coherent program

tfian PVCC and shows more promise, EDD and PVCC had hoped to market technical and

' managerial assistance for a fee, but this has not yet materialized substantially

in either organization.

b. Not-For-Profit Subsidiaries

Social Services Component

Each of the CDCs conduct some social servic activities which are not expected

to g enerate revenues. The major programs of this sort are operated by the community
, \

organization of TWO and the Area Development /Neighbohaod Centers of Restoration.

There is no analog to these activities in Zion, which\has tended to relx on the

community interest in the 10-36 plan and the local kno'ledge of Reverend Sullivan's

Zion Baptist Churchmembers. The programs of TWO and Restoration appear to be well-

establish in their local communities.

TWO's organization appears to be a more active political force in Woodlawn

than has -en true of Area Developdent in Be4ord Stuyvesant. This. difference is
./

partly a matt of historical development and style of the two organizations and

partly a matter o the larger size of Bedford-Stuyvesant whiCh makes it difficult

to focus the who e community on specific issues and because Bedford Stuyvesant

contains,many "ore competitive local organizations. Both of these CDCs provide

a set of link between the community and the CDC and a mechanimm,for communicating '

CDC plans a d priorities to the community. In our interviews, both organizations

WCDC does not helve an anilogous set of fUnctions.

14.5
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have expressedan awareness and conOernabout community interpretation of "major

housingg and commercial development, particular* if such developpstts turn but to 4
r 4.

provide only marginal -assistance to lord-incomeOkeolile. ,Partly because there. is

no analog to these organizations in Zion, we did not develop a sense of. a steaCtnred

view of these relationships or' concerns in Zion.

Problems posed by possible community concern may prove to be more, serious for

TWO's community organization than for, Area Development, largely because of ,TWO's.

more extensive past role as a protest organization. The obvious understanding of

the "responsiveness" issue in both-Organizations, however, 'is likely to make it
, .

possible to utilize the tension in ways which enhapce both the community andthe

CDC. Both CDCs maintain that substantial social service programs in the -comoninity

are important in their own right.and represent a -community valued complement to

the more obvious corporate structure and priorities in the rest'of the CDC.

Individual Grant Campo ent

Each of he CDCs have individual grant/contract activities fUnded todoyer
.

only operating expenses and allocated overhead. These have less organizational
4 :

implications in Restoration thin in TWO and ZNTCT 'because of the greater Cross-
r'

prograni flexibility of the Special Impact 'grant 'to RestoiAion. All of the CDCs
,

are aware of the value of a more coherent"stroctureand strategy than is-,easy' :

to achieve if the program elements are deterdinecrhy a large number of indepe;ndent,
.

grants. ZNPCT has included; for a Long time, two. major °independent grant programs,
, ..-

.> EDTCEdfiTAED, both fUnded by OM*. Both could be ,treated as soorieWhat independent
.

o
.. .

entities, with. no, necessary link to, other, 4ion activities. In praatice tfiere is, :

.,

sode program, interaction and, until recentl), cpnsiderabletise of MBE-supported-
, .

,._ .
. .

staff to carry out functions Zion,more PrOgram-oriented grant agencies
. . . . . . .,.

. . . , , ,.
. .,-.' - ,'.

.. .4

(as opposed to the more generai'grants rom Special ;Impact funds .-tend tolook
.

at such interaction with .didfavor, thus .limiting :tie posgibilities% ',. '. . , '
,

.
.

t
.0

T40, during much. of the. ;960s, .operated essentially ap anZ organizational,
. . 4 . z

4

shill for ,individual grant's and took lcinger to develop as a, coherent'` ormlization.

..
,

.... .

. 'as a result. NeVettheless, WOlhas found' it.toth neces.paiytia deiirOie to- ..

, 0 o , Z:' ' k
4,.. . i . n

,continue to iStIrsue some individual grsts,':ptirtteu'larly fon*mAnpowei 'program.
.1

art Of the intent is clearly to- develop some *means- of mOre.geileral.

.

.

,. support from the grant ''eunOs but' a nutjni. gart- of the. intent 'is to conduct , .'.., .:..

1,... ..

.. manpoirer training in needed alcille,,i7hf.ch --,fie'ieroftore.`had to' ix :.guitcle davirth *, - ....

ev,
. , ..

.

discrete grants if it; 'was to lundedItt' alV:iti Woodlaini. - -" - ,

. t 4.-

.,
... , . ..., ..-,, .

.. . .

. .
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Developmental Activities t,

° ° The range of new program decelopmental activities,`whieh:re:cOire.at,lesst -,

. . , . . .
" temporary subs itly.,,: is great among the CDCs. Restoration has attempted to develop

- .
. , '. ' , - . ' .

a major 8c-dffender, program, a sanitation company, -a *health faCility,;and a 'cable ,;.
. . . . .,

. . . ,. . . ...
teleVision franchise., , In phis 'category, Zion has its Progress' Prolietty Management ',

.. . . ,
Company, Progress Development- Services `Corporation,..- and Progres`O'.ConOfruai!ti,

. . s .--.,,,,

Company. Many of these programs are expected to generate -"ow% revenues" And
..,,_

become ielf-Oustaini over time. Zion has experienced the most shifts in 'these',
. ',

ti
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_

.
activities. They' ere,,,Originally in the 'allot, Allen in ZIA in an atteTis-ep, collect
all profit centers, in 12IA, and now they :are ,back in the Trusk; ,The,, ptipose:,,,df

: `. ; ), *: 5. <.
atter move, was, to explicitly recognize the current need' for' OtIbigidy.:in 'the 1.3rrOgrarns

and to rove ZIA ' s profit picture by fheir departure .and -Pur,Clia bY ;';the, Tinkt.
. . ..

In Res toration, Area Dave kopment has viewed 'its role as 'an innOVator,.0eAew'43rOjeCts:.
or prograrnt for subsequent span -off' as g '721 part of., its fun6PI:P11`'Ilise-ney

0. _ e'''

programs have not generally been implemented ,40ing-pig `eVaillselloil period,' al thotigh

some of them are still being actively, pursued,` 's'uch,'46.the:;43?' Care .4114: ij:eiaiii:-',
i.- -.,center programs. < er,

V .::,4°
^ , . . ,i

. . . A,

' % 2: Somb Comparisons Ainong CDCs-, and Overall -,:Asseiimev.` t
,

., ., Theref, has been art' increasingly. common definition oiNiprogram categories and
, 4, ,

, ,,,r ,.,

,organizational structure 'among the the CDCs`diiiiiii ,' titir eyaitiation. The major
. : ,.' ... ,. : .

; component of this common' thread is an interest .141-re111 estate aev,elopment on a

large .scile,. This represents' a Combined' s tarstegy :Of linking interests in housing,
busineso development', and comm er6ial developmeiltintO fa package,. It, also', 'repreSents

,- , 0

g "shift fiolii ,the more scattered individual. program errPhas$s,,.#the 0a§ti. and calls
.. ,

for .a, more OpttiotiCateri:Argarlikational ftruettirc'' , It iieCOmei more (3, fficult to say
.,. . ..

. Aare. housing .deirel,opment and 'economic deveictpment begin and 464tee of -becaus4.of
1

. .

-. 'greater iuterdependtncy 'and ,coordipation Of2,efforis. i'' . . .._
., . . : .:. -.- ,-=''

. ' . Each. of..4 the.CBCs has a program, . involving lmajor hOusing pro;jt8tp.-:-.1,14 14904.,,yi"11,_ t

*Woodawn.GfirdenS: and_ Jackson Park Terreca ; in Plilladel.phia, Zioli Gdidens; and J'n
.-: ; ... I. . 6 : I

-...

ti 4

Bedforci.Stdyvesant, Site A and. Site 6,6, Each

C'enter detTelopnient. All cif pla
0:.

pr Jona/. tousing and deve-14
41 - .

. . t. .,' _...-1. .. ....- _,.e: .4.

s-enr.ecr by the, plan for reclevslowebt. of,:a.sli
- , ( .
Stgy'yesER14 it is repreFentetiely4bre ,p,latts:: or

, St. Joseph s it e ,e and -the kY'rt le,%Alienue s e.,

of the CDCs has or hail a ,cooliercial
s in various stages 0..fslC:Orn-pletion.

I .

ents., In ,Wpollig'wn,. 'this j.s T
0

e,A14VCKAOt '4\4411; "Air g141.6)

.
.

.

lie-tobywhooa.4-shortpitig du tris

7n PKiladelphiar, ft, is teRres
. "2. * 04; X,.

epre-t ,,f . 1..

. ...644;r''.. ,
. 16 ..'sv.

. . 1 e, , '''.': 1.:6-;:i.1141.14""i'-474,4"
enttire*'74.t.- .`rti;*.3).. A
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.... 1 ...., 1:
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--by plans for a major shopping center 1.1), West Philadelphia, and less certainly, the
redevelopment of, several blocks in North Philadelphia.

All three of the CLICs have made pome efforts to develop large-scare plans
.,

on the order of magnitude of anew- town /in -town. At the moment it 'seems unlikely

sv. that any of these plan's' .are.likely:to come. to fruition in the near future. On

a more scaled dorWn level., the :ilispects/are.cinits' godd, for yoodlawn tp 'participate
. s

. in a major redevelopment ,bf.',,d.ne.,SttS'arid:fer the Rest-draft* Corporation to move
`,

,,onward on the" St. ldsettivanci 'myrtle loien'ue sites. We are soMewhat more skeptical

a bout. the 'i*-<1.63i,eldimpen t ',Ai tadelPhia than these other.' developments

'iii' Wp,odlmin AncrBedford'siniveSant.. ;
There are two reasons .dtfferentiali;:issessment. The first is that

both ;TWO and,rhe'RestOration'OorOratfon hive taken Significant steps to enhance
.. .

, their real estate planning'and:property development function , while, as of this,
date; similar upgrading has 'not occurred in. Zion. In- Bedfor uyvesant the,... .
Resto,ittion Develoiment::CorporatiOn and the closely allied Restoration Commercial..

Center have demOristrate'd'Sygnificiint_ _planning skills and detailed awareness Of many
.gf'.,the.cora'plexitlea aspodiwted with major real ,estate deyalblimental ihe:Woodltwn,

`-:' . ,`. ',-;,,,. _... . . . ..,- .-
..

Commui4ty,.DevelopSept Corppration gas. ,s1-19wn ,i,tra I. ler ophistit'ation,' aided. by the -

, . -
, ,

Canter for' 0`31T.Auraty chiirig; :Iiii the development and eons trOciion of Jackson Park

Terrac4;:alwell as :in' theilpgrading 'of the real ;estate planning in4 development
e '

fune t ion _through the:hiring:of 'new 'staff directors. with cOn'sfaerabie experience

in -theif ,areas. This has ,n0,e';ciacurracr, in ',Ole' case '4f..2rOgress bevilopment Services'.
1 /

Ai -A... .2itua41,51. stems. irrpart1;cfrom."the comp licatea -management problein, 'indicated 1
..:in Phrtip ter '4 , -which cpnekrns _the '..1.aele: a k tea'r ci iractihn and' th andate gpr, real es tate

. c
. .., ....
cleverOm9.n. :an additl.o.nal fac1..?. .i115...pb.....,g,,iyks :0 Q re : -credibility to `the'effort 8 in

Chicago and" Beili:otd S.tuyvesa. ni 'Is -"the 'derdotisirdted capabil ity'-of hoth WCDC; and Rot ,

rineiking,'uSe.-0 external t'eclinial.. adviOor*..',.' -'...-.- ;...: -,,.." -,, ,7'- :. ! - . ,- ,

-.Data "comPartsdns filiiiiiicre arhOng'irieasures reaedtillt,Coidl:tiorie iv Woodlawn, '. 77:-.'
,,,s.. *:-. -,,,::::,-::;,. ':"." -.. - - --'... .., ' . -, :.'...., .,,,_-', ....: : :' . - .-,.. . ,.

' Be.;Iford";$0.tyyesitn*,:,inid,-'2146tth_,thilsectekphl.a..intig0i*Oe*,ant-- tr,ztityis' !if., 4eds I.,-
'. : ',.. :,- -) ..:: ,- ., -: .., ..-e' -- ; j'. : ''' .:: t ...* q :::..

the th;r2Se4;opgarn1;tieit.-i- tonstitionS rn all.;`,thiee,exseas1(te.dbv.i.ously Adflise thia
.1

. %. et

, ". ,. n _,+^ . , ..1 I %

, in the ",su'Ootihitint .1,trhiti 1:4a,.. but thiy ;41:f#er .74 f a, ....4.51. 3r*1-0tw,ep the 60ffiiiiuntt JO*
...

, . .. .T.: " ...;:- ' 'A ..':., ..7..71.,,, ........g ,- . _ , - ..' : -..,.
' 4. " peeved. .131 ...-scPCs r .. '..1..... 44... " '''' . ''" "*. ' ., . ^ .-,Z _

' . ,*0 It ti""41%, : ..'...
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, . ' ' , :; '' : -
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Wood lawn is relatj.vely the worst off of the three areas, with respect to employ-
. .

ment problems for young people and women, Avery low percentage of the laboi force
. .

holds sobs in the local ate*. The lobs which are :held b'y the labor force tend to be
v .

concentrated in low-wage job categories A combination Of the high unemployment

rates and 1,ow income for those wo are employed leads to very
,

high costs as'a pro-
. . .

o
, ,

portion 9f income for either mortgages or rent plus utilitiesT In this -context there
appears to be a considerable need for additional job development and the development

of low-cOstbousing.,
The Wood lawn: Organizatian, however, currently has no economic development

difiSion or so" far i's we -know', any plans ,to develop; one. They have made energetic

moves in the' ar..la manpotizer training which should help somewhat with the youth
unemployment and femlaie unempl6yMent probleni, but their current development plans

do not inc,lude job development as a major component.
The major vehicle' for development of low-income housing was cut off bykQh

freeze and withdrawal of Section 236 funds by the %federal go'vernment; a factor
whichpiompted greater concentration on development of housing for a.higher income

mai,ekelt. In- ",the recently,comple4d major housing projct, fackson Park Terrace,
° .

,
Currokilt-rentzup :Plaria ,relatively .16w-income rentals. These planS;;'

riOW call for ',approximately; 80 percent inarlet rent plus rent supplement with only

a #w,,genn-inely., low-incane units: Such housing projects cannot be expected to
'have much- q:i.direCt Ampaat on the low-income housing problem of Woodlawn,, r
al thcitiWthey *may,.haVe. some demonstration effect.

.

TWO dia"ncit art'ille, at -its-,-plans for a substintiel market. rate tenancy
inadvertently. .Rither,-they 'had- ,t.Wo. -ciutte .bpeCific xeasons,_ for this choike.

-

The first of the-se reasons waS,that i-ente ;above" the rates achievable- thtangli
low-incomer housing prorects were -;,T*1Apary to prothiCe a,pgsitIve cash flow:for.

. .' the allOwanCe-.tor construatioi..,p:oSt,incr'eases., , The sec-arid ,reason'

is the .heifvf Akpreeeed the prl.nctpal!sp?cespen tWO: Ehat a Mix of -t4nants.

,iar,requfted toW-Jincotlie area ha'crking OT:CIet.,'.* Fie ..deteripatipn- through
vaAtlaitsrn- or- lack of care, of 'the- haus.ing .a fock- and to proVide*highe-r.ina*ae:Modeja

for 1:014er income stih.sidA*44-`rienants' -longer term grial,is to change the' income_

(

Mix,' of the community. ... . - .. ..
6

_ s % . . . .
Given the experience.'in many cities WW1_ public housing filled asgely with

lkew- i'aoine`.famitias , which has'almOst:41ways 4ed -tq rapidaeteriora.tion an high
+7 , i , t ' .

,cr:ime2rataa,* the argument made by .TWO inavasemeat': ..
.

- . ; .,° .

of nOJakijor housing projects in,Whicli. such a...wide mix of,einctiatkliiis been tiu-Ettafneal

U'

I I
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so we are_unable tq assess the effects d onf the expected tenant mix o the housing
ti

roject. There is a danger to the Woodlawn Orgap,ikation of a loss ofcommunity
.

pport as they observe very few of the poor families from Woodlawn being

housed in Jackson yPark Ter4se. Prevailing feeling in Woodlawn is thit they have

oa sufficiently strong community base to explain to the community the. rational fin'

the program in persuasive way..

a In Philadelphil the communit; served by, Zion ,is worst of among the three in

0 terms of the educational level of the ,labor 'force, unemployment rates for the male
) ,

portion of the labor force, and ,wages for the fatale portion Of the labor force

os which is Working. The high unemployment rates for, males Coupled with relatively

lqw education levels 'would suggest the need. fOr Zion programs which create jobs,
0

as was part 'of the initial objective of Progress Aerospace Enterprises and Progress
7

Products Corporation. Although we have 'not reviewed_ the Opportunities

zatiod Center progrard.in this evaluation, these data help show the', importance of

41-

Industriali-

linking manpower training ,programs with real jobs as in the OIC program.

The relatively' lower education levels in North Philadelphia suggest also

a need:for an emphasis, on education generally. Theie is arelatively small but

iinaglMatiVe-effort, in .thiS,directionz.througit the, Progress 4,ducat ion Program.'

.. The level- of the _prograin is not .likely to rest*, kit major improvements "in local

education;levels. However, .tfie, degree' of Cooperation which appears to have been'

. generated between .the. PiogAse Eciucat*P11.1.ragraith and the local 'public' school . :0 ,. q
.

. , : ,
, , ,

..:
. . .

1 0..

system ib taaatraging. :

, ' ,
.;

. .
.'

, .

0

.
tw

Bedford Stityvt,snt is well.:offaginpareci to Woodlawn and Philadel-

"phia- term's trath male:and.; kenre unernplaYthent ,rates, education leVel of the'

1work. force, and incomes 'received whil *'workirig The 'reg'idente. of Bedford Stuyvesant
.

also-have, iCreativei lower:scoS for using' Pbblg transportation to the usual
e .

-..' , ''',...' : . ' , , . . . 4.. . 0 '

placgoi work, -014paF44,!.6 WWoodlawn:. . ', This ie.SurRrising because °he of the a6all=
...,%

iages, c,u§Marlly,..,cla,imed,--fpor WOodleOn isIts ekse of access to the "el!' and the

Chicigoqiid systeii.- ,Tiie areas in which Eidfard ttuyvesant id relatively worse
.1

..,
0 . .

... off relate priMiril5i to 410 absende of auffidient 19611 employment and. the high

edit .Of housing.- This Suggests .thata.Strategy of job development and substantial.'
, b 4 . v. .,,

..,

increases in the low-income ioUding stock is :appropriate far
.

B.edford'Stuyvesant.

*Both.activities are pert of Restoration's current strategy`trategrough the Housing
.

.
.

.,

... \ 'kehab trogrfm% plans for .new_ housing donstruction, and programs of the Economic

. .

.

... Development_ Di v i lit ion
.

. 0

, -.

t't
-

1. This is- partially offset by the relatively lower average- cost of private

transportation to work in Woodlawn.
.

') ;

k it
n #
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Z ,' .The current fininang of packAses Tor rehabilitatIng housidg4stocIt.in .

- e...
, . r i .

4:, ReAtordii aveiage otti'at about $25;000 per Unit. thts rehabilibated housini,
. Af., V .

: V ,
.

.therefore.,-( ltkely to be expensive refattve 16. the sincome' of Bedford Stuyvevint

- residents. th respect to the 4progrems of*,the. Economic Mevelopment DiVisiOn," %

A-. .4- . . . \ - s

\

. . . ,

.

, . a major shift, im emphasis has occurred,since the leginnlng of the prbgram which:
.,1 ,

\ '.

'trill tend to reduce the 46-uit t of job creating per,dollai of Economic Devel pkent ...-
,

. Division -investor At capital. larly experience with roans to industrial and

\
. r

N. , ,-
`facturing,compani s, which tend to have high job creation pdtential, had a hig

. ,

incidence' ofjoss. As a tesqlt_of this; -plea the ntii.i emphasis on the develome
:- .. . -( I

of commercial ,centers within Restoration as, a whole, the Sconomfc, Development
. \ %.. , ; ;

Y.

e

4 4

o

. Division has focused 14-loans on retail activities,and construction cOMpanies, \--, -

.

.
neither.ot which .tend to result in-a high ratio of local job del.;ef6prizent 'pe dollar\

, , ..,

, _
'---of investment costs..

0
. ,

3. Stlaymary of Observatidns On Piogress 'and Future PrespeC

but somewhat amorphods, problem of ,assessingWe come .now to)%phe portant,

.'the overall organization and ospec

here have been reaerzed. 'the bests
) \

is of the three CDCs. conclusions we offer
c

of an effort to understand What a CDC is And
-

somemajorAssues associated with, the viability of the CDC as an institutional
.dz

form,. the detailed examination of, the performance of subsidiary entities and;
o

. .

\
.

L .1

L activities of the CDcs,Againat expected, milestones, and.observations about each

,,..., \ , CDC' as a whole and 'wh'en compared: to the other two. 2 .

. ,

. .

dlawn Organization, and Zion
. .

- ,,,

and ,what they can da is
.4
a product Of their hwiste , their past choices; and thei

leadership aneaNaffs. It ILA, also,. a function-of exte forces beyond, the _
. .. ,

. i - .control of the COCs;, Of these force§, 'the generalized effects ,o anges) in the. J
t

national economic sityation .,1,a. ihespecific Choices' of -Weitzel' public an. .ivate

Where the Restorition Corporation,the W

, funding sources' are probably he most critical, although the efficacy 0' f the effort
)

'hinges on CDC 'links 'with then communities they erve. -

Each Ow we have
;.

e amined, while Increasingly structured in a similar way,
,

is, distinct. ,The high r degree of corporate structure and approicl of Restoration

Corporation stands out.iimmediately. The historical originrof a'WO in community
.

organization and ptotest, with a correspondingly lower.dggreeRfAorpoiate organ--
4 ,, ,..

Azational, structure, stands' out. The -importance of Reverend Sullivan, both his
. . C-

eaa an ence, WIcplains a, great deal_ abobt the evolution of Zion and up
,)

ency turd centralization of
1
detisions and relatively less lower level

etion than in the- Other CDCh. We will not trate these histories. further here,

'te

disc

s, c1,,,5 1 c
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;

, but it 'is important to note that

spite of their manjr 'sine larities

4
, .

: N141".

;

different_ modes oksresponse,from
-

spraints facitig them as well ai dierent means of actively shapin

,

vefilyIre 451Atinct aria aiiferen,t
ti

e.

. natUrally; therdI

each of 'the CDCs o the opport
.

entities

e must expect'
.

ties and con-

.tunitieS and constraints. -4

. /

-,--

and hiS top managers se mS.to be more akin to.th t found in a modern corporation
. 4 .2

^Z.% I ,

than is true -ofthe-othe . A clear cut prgapiz tion structure,' with delegated
,.., - ,

.

. i
,

responsibilitiep and dreas,of discretion, nasev lved in. Restoration. Organize-
i

, , tionai meChanism& exist through which inter-org i;atipnal issues can be raised
.1.e

"and-tes6/ied. , .

- In Woodlawn,.the leadtrshipStyle of the ommuni!ty organization period is
-,,,

.

% . , ' I-

still strongly present with a correspondingly m re open organizational 'structure
1o' - . .,

iand-style. This s currentl undergoing signif

/

' .The role. of leadership iiobviously a criti al'factOr in, determining outcomes
, I . ,

, ba.is.hErd to.quantify.--Oi the three CDCs, the eadei hip style of Franklin Thomas 1

.
..::a«' . ,

.

' .

, . -

4154

oppor-

511
4

.,of new managers.With e- gnsive backgrounds in
\ .

Lions and the mo forial struturing d WCDC

be raised and resolved in,a loo

n Restoration. This-, al's', is-changing

as in Restoration

Is s tend

. ,
' on ;the strengths of their organization and le

.-

In Zion,,Reve end .Sullivahls presence i

Director of 2DIPCT and' the President of ZIA ha

Ortaiiizattional Structure nd delegation ok re ponsibilitida and discretion are'

least in evidence in Zion o the thrde CDCs w

cant hange with the introduction

orpora e and bureaecratic organize-

s the development arm of TWO

re ad hoc way:in TWO/WCDC

process is not as complete

pervaS4 ive, although tie Exeedtive

e bad extensive managerial experience.

er, m

ut th

have examined.
.!'

. The future fo-eeCh-:tf. the tiJ6s depends importantly on its abiiiiy ta capitalize
,406; .

dership without losing inmotHei-ireas.
4

Restoiation16 strength ,11r its reputation ind orpor4te credibility, with external .....-,

..qr-7, .(1
..-sobrCes.' Woodlawp's atrength'is. its reputation and crddibilfry with the local corn-

munitiAion's strength is the reputation and.cred biliti f Reverend Sullivan.
0 '

Each
%

CDC we4have examined' has provided positive i cations .of its staying

-power in'the face of a deteriorating national economy and the elimination and tut-

back of many public and private sources o

Munities obgh there have beer SA
. ..

be, strong evidence Of institutional strength and "self-sefficiencyn'more^broadly
.

,--
, 4 , .

4 1 .

, conceived than the self-sufficiency derived' solely from the generation of currentconceived .- -
. .

ofits;% Of-the;ihree CDCs we have examined, Restoration seems to have the most
.._,

, . -

ihte, il'prganizational strength and The Wbodlawn Organizatip the greatest Strength

o'rt for programs in minority con-

s in doing so.. We take this to

. 1, 52
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in-the. community. .Al 1 of the CDCs have more formally structured their:internek,

,
organization and'have enhanced Managerial strength during tiae"perind of iourevaluation..

(. Each of:tfie CDCs` will ecipire.gubsidy, overtt.leastthe next five.tol.ten'
.. .

years, ifteven current programs and activity levels are teabe sustained; Relatively.

_ few of the potential:profit'centers withijt the CDCs, are currently-profitable one
,

i

the basis of revenues enerated from' their own hceivities, although manyAave Shown
.-'

improvement in this rdspect during the past year, 4At,the,same time; all of tie...,_

_ t CDCs have indicated in, their progiamming.and allocations a strong desire to maintaf&t. . ts

.

;'.--

.

social and social service prqgyams whiCh cannot expect to receive revenues. These.1. ,.'

actiTities will require.lons-terth sul-4di,for their maintenance; ,either from external
-..

revenues.
. ..

.,

sourcesor:thternally.geneilfect.X4 CDCs also all,tend to, use the, notes.

for - profit part.of theirorganization for initial development of iew program areas.- ..

4

\
or projects. iheseactivities require subsidy. Same portion of the staff is... .

covered in each:CDC by furietionalli oriented grants, such 4s manpower Otograms, .

LStaff continuity'between grantaor whiletwaiting,payment on grants leads to* .

'requirement
, , . ; Ffurther 'for subsidies. It is unrealistic tadxpeci°the needed sub-,

. ,

1

sidles for tll of:the iltivitiet mentioned above to be covered out of internally -2,1 $ "MkI. , . ..

'.:.. : 1

CDCs offidk an imagingtive approadh,to the resolutiOn:of soMe of 6.1e' massive
a

. oe ,, A r.,/

problems facing the communities in which they Operate. ..At:4e.Fonclusion o this

evaluation, it' seems cleats thae,It is unrealistic to expect-that the ungided private
- I ',; .` i - , . ; , .

market or governments ill urban areas Nr.ill'plirsUe the resolution of these problems
. .. .

in ways which are necessarily superior.to the programg,of CDCs. We have noted 1n:
-...-4 -... . . -4.

this study both problematic and promising asRects'of the operation of Cs. 'It: . .;

..' . -.. -, i . / . A
' ..teour,hopailthat thee obseivations will help contribute to the design andoperatipn

I .

7,7

of 'pregramiSidhinh-facilfiteadifeverflent,of ehe common goal of improving condftidils
-

0 .

In'the cbgnunities.servedby CDCs. 4%4
t

, .
. ,... . .

N

Ir

I

generated 'revenues inNthe neat,term,nr possibly even in the long term:

.t
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